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1. Introduction
In modern physics, computers become an increasingly important tool in the derivation of state-
ments about complex physical systems. This is especially true for many-body systems, where on a
classical computer we need a lot of resources and where we have to invest a lot of time. In these
systems the Hilbert spaces along with the time-complexity of the problems grow exponentially with
the number of particles. The same holds true for the physical system size. Already Feynman [1],
and others at the time, pointed out that it would be useful to have a quantum computer on which we
might simulate a many-particle system directly, instead of simulating a model of it on a classical
computer, and having to evaluate hundreds of thousands of copies in order to capture the statistics
correctly. The idea would be to design a system Hamiltonian on that computer and then let the sys-
tem evolve, and in the end measure it. In such a case we would benefit from what is called quantum
parallelism, which is not to be confused with the classical concept of parallel computing. It rather
means that, as typical for a quantum system, the internal state of the system is a superposition of
all possible states and the superposition evolves as a whole in time. When we measure the system
at the end of the desired time period, we collapse the wave function onto one final state and obtain
the desired result. However, such an approach has two major drawbacks:
1. The applications of such a quantum computer are rather restricted, and it would be nice if we
could solve more general problems.
2. Such a quantum computer is very sensitive to errors.
Problem number one could be solved by designing a universal quantum computer, comprised of
quantum bits and a set of logical gates in order to perform all tasks which can be solved on classical
computers. Another issue that needs to be addressed in time is the development of algorithms that
perform well on quantum computers. One prominent example is Shor’s algorithm [2] for factor-
ing prime numbers which can find the prime factors of an m-digit number with time-complexity
푚2 log(푚) log(log(푚)). This algorithm drew the attention of many, not only working in physics, be-
cause factoring prime numbers is one of the main mechanisms used in IT security and is virtually
unbreakable on a classical computer due to its bad time scaling. The second problem, pointed out
above, might be solved by building a topological quantum computer, which is inherently insensi-
tive to local perturbations. Topological systems are characterized by topological quantum numbers,
which do not depend on the geometry of the system, and which are not described by a local order
parameter. They have a degenerate ground state and a gap to energetically higher states, which
means they are incompressible, such that one cannot add an electron to the system when investing
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an arbitrarily small amount of energy. Due to their extreme robustness, topological systems are
a good candidate for building fault tolerant quantum computers. In order to build a topological
quantum computer one has to define qubits (quantum bits) using a topological state of matter.
Let us consider electrons confined to two dimensions. In such a system we might have interesting
statistics of quasiparticles. Assume we pick two particles and exchange them adiabatically on a
contour with counter-clockwise orientation, see Figure 1.1. Upon exchange, the wave function of
the system can pick up a phase [3]
휓(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) = 푒푖Θ휓(퐫ퟐ, 퐫ퟏ) . (1.1)
Repeating the operation yields twice the phase
휓(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) = 푒푖2Θ휓(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) . (1.2)
In two dimensions, this is equivalent to selecting one particle and moving it, in a closed loop,
around the other one. The well known cases are Θ = 0 and 휋, which correspond to either bosons
or fermions. For all angles different from these two values, the particles are called anyons and it
has been shown that they carry fractional charge [4]. A particle picking up a phase, belongs to
the one-dimensional representation of the braid group, which can be realized in a system with a
non-degenerate ground state. In the case of a degenerate ground state, as is the case in topological
systems, things becomemore interesting. One now needs higher dimensional representations of the
braid group, and the change in phase is then described by unitary operations on the wave function,
which can be represented as matrices. Unitary transformations are generally not commuting (non-
Abelian), which is why the described class of quasiparticles is referred to as non-Abelian anyons.
As an example let us assume that 휎푖 denotes the braiding of particle 푖 and particle 푖+ 1 out of a set
of 푛 particles, then we have the following set of rules [3]
휎푖휎푖+1 ≠ 휎푖+1휎푖
휎푖휎푗 = 휎푗휎푖 for |푖 − 푗| ≥ 2 (1.3)
휎푖휎푖+1휎푖 = 휎푖+1휎푖휎푖+1 for 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푛 − 1 .
These operations are illustrated in Figure 1.1. Braiding of non-Abelian anyons can be used to
switch between internal states of the system of quasiparticles [3]. A prominent choice are the Ising
anyons with fusion rules [3]
휎 × 휎 = ퟏ + 휓, 휎 × 휓 = 휎, 휓 × 휓 = ퟏ , (1.4)
where ퟏ denotes the identity, or vacuum. We have two types of quasiparticle 휎 and 휓 with their
individual fusion rules. The more interesting one of both are most certainly the 휎 particles. When
we create a pair of these particles from the vacuum, the pairs internal state will be such that they
fuse back to a vacuum state, since they were created from the vacuum. However, it has been shown
2
휎1 =
(a)
휎2 =
(b)
≠
(c)
=
(d)
Figure 1.1.: (a) and (b) show the elements 휎1 and 휎2 of the braid group, which braid particles one and two,
and particles two and three respectively. (c) and (d) are the pictorial representation of the rule
set given by equations (1.3).
that if a 3rd 휎 particle is taken adiabatically around one particle out of the pair, the pair’s internal
state will switch, and it will fuse to a 휓 [3]. This would be a simple switchable qubit. Theory sug-
gests that Ising anyons can be found in the 휈 = 5∕2 fractional quantum Hall state [5], and several
groups [6–14] found experimental evidence for the quasiparticle charge 푒∕4. Among them, Willett
claims to have seen 푒∕4 interference patterns and evidence for the existence of non-abelian anyons
inside a 휈 = 5∕2 interferometer [6–10]. However, it was recently pointed out by Keyserlingk, Si-
mon and Rosenow that Willett’s experiments rather measure Coulomb effects than the even-odd
effect, arising due to non-abelian anyons [15]. They analyze a model that extends the orthodox
model of a Fabry-Perot interferometer by bulk-edge Coulomb coupling and tunnel coupling be-
tween localized and edge non-Abelian anyons, leading to a full reinterpretation of Willett’s results.
However, the fact remains that theory suggests the existence of non-abelian anyons in the 휈 = 5∕2
state, which means that quantum Hall interferometers might be used for the construction of qubits
in the future, when experiments are refined. Such an interferometer can be produced by placing
two quantum point contacts (QPCs) next to each other, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. If one intends
to switch the state of the qubit, it will be better to have three QPCs, but we will elaborate on that
later. In principle quantum Hall interferometers allow for the measurement of the internal state of
the collection of quasiparticles inside the interferometer, by using the even-odd effect. With this
effect one may determine whether there is an odd or an even number of quasiparticles inside the
interferometer. If there is an odd number of quasiparticles inside the interferometer, no interference
pattern will be observable, whereas, in the case where there is an even number of quasiparticles
inside the interferometer, one will observe conductance oscillations with a period proportional to
the quasiparticle charge [3]. Hence, a setup with two QPCs can measure the internal state of the
system by probing its parity. If we now introduce a third QPC, as depicted in Figure 1.2, we can
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Figure 1.2.: A qubit can be fabricated from a quantum Hall interferometer by introducing a third QPC [3].
In the 휈 = 5∕2 fractional quantum Hall state, the interferometer should be tuned in such a way
that both interference areas host and odd number of 휎 particles. The center QPC can be used to
switch the Qubit from an internal state that fuses to the vacuum, to a state that fuses to 휓 , by
making a quasiparticle tunnel from the lower edge onto the upper edge.
have two Coulomb islands, which we should tune such that each of them hosts an odd number of
휎 quasiparticles. If all of these particles have been created in pairs from the vacuum, the system’s
internal state will be such that they fuse back to the vacuum. If we are now able to send a 휎 particle
through the interferometer and tune the center QPC such that the particle will be passed between
the two Coulomb islands with the other quasiparticles, we will switch the state of the qubit to one,
where the quasiparticles fuse to a 휓 particle. This switching would then be visible in a conduc-
tance measurement of the setup operated as an interferometer. The setup described here could in
principle be used as a qubit, but several technical problems make it a difficult task to realize topo-
logical quantum computing with the 휈 = 5∕2 state in practice. First of all, Bravyi [16] has shown
that for the construction of such a universal quantum computer one needs: a four particle qubit,
a two qubit (eight particle) state, and in addition at least one non-topological gates, with an error
rate below certain bounds. This means it is necessary to perform noisy operations, which requires
extremely good samples and good control over them. One might also think of problems that could
arise with topological operations. For example in the switching process described above, one has
to make sure that only a single particle tunnels at a time. Another problem is that there might ap-
pear stray quasiparticle, which may destroy the operations, because test particles are moved around
more quasiparticles than intended. In practice the quasiparticle gap which protects the topological
state may be quite small, and thermal fluctuations can easily dominate the experiment. The gap can
be increased by fabricating high mobility or high density samples. High density samples however,
may bring new problems with them. It may very well happen that higher subbands in the quan-
tum well are partially filled and contribute to the electronic state, or that the doping layer is in a
glassy state and causes both charge noise and gate drift. All these problems show us that there are
a lot of details which still have to be understood. This work is dedicated to examining the building
blocks of quantum Hall interferometers, namely quantum point contacts. We will try to get a better
understanding of the potentials, density and current distributions inside quantum Hall systems and
especially quantum point contacts, using different models of electron-electron interactions, in order
to give a more complete geometrical picture of current flow and the geometry of edge states. We
believe these to give vital information for the refinement of experiments.
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1.1. The quantum Hall effect
The quantum Hall effect was discovered by Klaus von Klitzing in 1980 [17,18] and has been a hot
topic of research ever since [19–26]. It arises in system, which may host a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas, with a strong magnetic field applied perpendicular to the plane of motion of the electrons.
Prime examples of such systems are semi-conductor heterostructures with electrons confined inside
a quantum well, for example GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. The effect is characterized by a quan-
tized Hall resistance over some range of electron density and magnetic field (so called plateaus),
and vanishing longitudinal resistance while the Hall resistance is quantized, see Figure 1.3. Later
on, in the context of time reversal invariant topological insulators, it was emphasized that the quan-
tized Hall resistance can be related to a topological invariant, making the quantum Hall system one
of the first experimentally [17] observed topological insulators [19]. However, it is important to
note that the quantum Hall effect cannot be fully explained by making reference to a topological
invariant computed for completely filled Landau levels, but that in the presence of disorder there is
an extended topological phase withe quantized Hall conductivity given by the TKNN invariant of
the completely filled Landau level. In the following we will discuss the integer quantum Hall effect
and set the fractional quantum Hall effect aside. As we will see, a lot of insight into the physics of
quantum Hall systems can be gained by restricting oneself to the integer case.
The integer quantum Hall effect is observed in two-dimensional electron gases subject to strong
magnetic fields. Such a system is described by the Hamiltonian [27]
Ĥ0 = 12푚 (퐩̂ + 푒퐀)
2 , (1.5)
where 퐀 is the vector potential to the magnetic field 퐁 = ∇ × 퐀. Let the electron gas lie in the
xy-plane, and assume a magnetic field in positive z-direction. Then in the Landau gauge 퐀 =
(−퐵푦, 0, 0), and with periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction, the Schrödinger equation
퐻̂0휓 = 퐸휓 is solved by [27]
휓훼(푥, 푦) =
1√
퐿푥
푒푖푘푥휑푛(푦 − 푌 ) (1.6)
휑푛(푥) =
1√
푙퐵
푒−푥2∕(2푙2퐵)퐻푛(푥∕푙퐵)
푌 = 푘푙2퐵 .
Here퐻푛(푥) are the Hermite polynomials, and we recognize 휑푛(푥) to be harmonic oscillator states.
The 휓훼 are called Landau states. The index 훼 = (푛, 푘) combines the Landau level index 푛 and the
momentum 푘 in x-direction, parameterizing the guiding center 푌 = 푘푙2퐵 of the wave function, and
finally 푙퐵 =
√
ℏ∕(푒퐵) is the magnetic length. The full solutions are products of plane waves in x-
direction and harmonic oscillator states in transverse direction. The Landau states 휓훼 are quantized
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Figure 1.3.: Typical measurement of Hall resistance 푅퐻 and longitudinal resistance 푅푥 [28]. The longi-
tudinal resistance is zero, whenever the Hall resistance is quantized, and it is finite during the
transition between plateaus. Note that the picture would qualitatively be the same for the con-
ductance, but experiments usually measure resistances.
into Landau levels at energies
퐸훼 = ℏ휔푐
(
푛 + 1
2
)
, (1.7)
where 휔푐 = 푒퐵푚 is the cyclotron frequency. For high magnetic fields, the Landau levels are well
separated in energy and all electrons are quantized into the Landau levels. The degeneracy of a
Landau level, without spin, is given by 푁 = 퐵퐴
휙0
, where 휙0 = ℎ푒 is the magnetic flux quantum, and
퐴 = 퐿푥퐿푦 the sample area. We may find the number of filled Landau levels, also called the filling
factor, by dividing the total number of electrons in the system 푁푒 = 푛푒퐴, where 푛푒 is the electron
density, by the Landau level degeneracy, i.e.
휈 =
푁푒
푁
= 2휋푙2퐵푛푒 . (1.8)
Each Landau level contributes one conductance quantum to the total Hall conductance of the system
휎퐻 = 휈
푒2
ℎ
. (1.9)
The filling factor 휈 is an integer, which can be seen when looking at the contribution of a filled
Landau level to the density [27]∑
푘
|휓훼|2 = 12휋푙2퐵 (1.10)
and equation (1.8). The latter one counts the number of electrons inside the area 2휋푙2퐵. Hence, we
count how many Landau levels are needed to host the electrons found in that area. The model pre-
sented above is of course too simplistic to describe the quantumHall effect. The model provides for
example no explanation as to why the longitudinal conductance vanishes, and why there are smooth
transitions between the quantumHall plateaus. The model neither contains confinement, nor does it
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Figure 1.4.: Panel (a) shows the Landau levels described by equation (1.7) without confinement potential.
In panel (b) a confinement potential was introduced, resulting in a bending of the Landau levels
at the edges of the system.
contain disorder, but as we will see in a moment, the existence of both is crucial in order to explain
the observations made in experiments. Let us first think about a model of non-interacting electrons
in which we introduce a confining potential, which could practically be achieved by methods like
etching or gating. The confining potential will bend the previously flat Landau levels close to the
edge, and define a boundary of the system, as depicted in Figure 1.4. We will now discuss what
happens at the boundary of the system. We are interested in the topological insulator phase of the
system, meaning that the Fermi energy in the bulk lies well inside the gap between Landau levels.
As stated before, the confining potential bends the Landau level upwards when approaching the
boundary of the system, resulting in the fact that each occupied Landau level crosses the chemical
potential exactly once on either side of the system, at least in the absence of complications like edge
reconstructions. This implies that there is exactly one state per Landau Level on either side of the
system, which is able to propagate. These states are the chiral edge modes of the topological insu-
lator [29,30]. The fact that we have as many edge states per edge as we have filled Landau levels in
the bulk is often referred to as bulk-boundary-correspondence. The chirality of the modes can be
intuitively seen by reminding oneself of the correspondence of wave-vector to position 푌 = 푘푙2퐵,
and by calculating the drift velocity [27]
푣퐷 =
휕휀훼
휕ℏ푘
, (1.11)
where 휀훼 is the spectrum including the confinement. This shows that all states on one edge move in
the same direction, while all states on the opposite side of the system move in opposite direction.
For large system sizes both edges are well separated and backscattering is suppressed exponen-
tially. This observation explains the absence of backscattering in the topological insulator phase.
In the strong magnetic field limit, also scattering between channels on the same edge is strongly
suppressed, due to the fact that in this limit the states are well separated. This provides another
way of deriving the Hall conductance (1.9). Applying a chemical potential bias 훿휇 between both
sides of the system, each edge channel will carry a current 푒2
ℎ
훿휇, and hence contributes exactly one
conductance quantum. For the reasons stated above we may treat every channel as an independent
quantum wire. We can then compute the total conductance of a system of parallel quantum wires,
which just means adding their individual conductances up to give equation (1.9). The assumption
of independent edge channels only holds true if the system is coupled to ideal contacts, which do
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Figure 1.5.: Illustration of Landau levels [32] with confinement and disorder potentials. In panels (a) and (b)
we plot two choices of Fermi energies, and mark the crossing points with the potentials, where
crosses denote velocities pointing into the plot and circles out of the plot. Panel (a) shows the
topological insulator phase, where disorder does not play a role and we only have one edge state
per Landau level at either sider of the system. In panel (b), states are localized around impurities,
and we find one extended state on either side, moving in opposite directions, for each Landau
level which is blow the Fermi energy inside the bulk. Panel (c) shows a situation where the
Fermi energy is very close to the bottom of the band, and percolation may occur, resulting in the
quantum Hall transition. Note that in these figures we did not plot the disorder in the 푛 + 1’st
Landau level. This is just for simplicity and we ask the reader to keep in mind that disorder will
also affect higher Landau levels.
not mix edge channels upon scattering into, or out of the system. Halperin [31] was the first one to
formulate a theory based on extended edge states. The vigilant reader will probably already have
noticed that we have left out the majority of the states in the system in this discussion. Without dis-
order it is easy to see why they will not contribute as long as the chemical potential lies somewhere
within the gap. At low temperature only electrons very close to the Fermi-energy will take part in
dissipative transport. This means electrons in the center of the Landau band will not participate in
transport, resulting in a plateau in the Hall conductance and zero longitudinal conductance. We will
now tackle the question as to why there is no contribution of the bulk states to electron transport,
even with disorder, for a wide range of chemical potentials inside the gap. To this end, we assume
that there is a random disorder potential, which might be caused for example by the doping layer,
Figure 1.5. The disorder potential should not vary rapidly on a scale of the magnetic length and
its maximum amplitude should be small compared to the Landau level spacing ℏ휔푐. In this case
we may again look at the drift velocity of electrons. Let us rewrite the drift velocity in terms of
푌 , which gives 푣퐷 = 1푒퐵
휕휀훼
휕푌
. In a potential, which may be linearized on the scale of the magnetic
length 푙퐵, electrons travel along equipotential lines, and we can generalize the above to a motion
around a guiding center 퐑 provided by an impurity [32].
푣퐷(퐑) =
1
푒퐵2
[∇푉 (퐑)] × 퐁 . (1.12)
We see that, if there are impurities inside the bulk, electrons will orbit these impurities, and we are
left with a bulk of localized electrons. Localized electrons will not participate in electron transport,
and hence the bulk is still an insulator. It is important to note that these arguments hold true only if
the disorder potential is smooth on a scale of themagnetic length 푙퐵, or its amplitude is much smaller
than the Landau level spacing ℏ휔푐 [32]. So far we had a look at a situation where the chemical
potential lies somewhere within the bulk gap. In the remainder of this chapter we shall shortly
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discuss the quantum Hall transition, which refers to the case the case when the chemical potential
enters a new Landau level in the bulk of the system. In the presence of disorder, the degeneracy
of the Landau levels is lifted and they are broadened into bands. At energies close to the Landau
level energies (1.7) the density of states is much higher than in their vicinity. This leads to the
existence of extended sates, which can be understood by arguments of percolation theory [33–35].
In this case, states may connect from saddle point to saddle point of the disorder potential, and
extend throughout the whole system [36]. By virtue of these arguments we can understand why
there exists a smooth transition between two plateaus in the Hall conductance, and why experiments
observe a non-vanishing longitudinal conductance in the transition regime. We ask the reader to
bear in mind that all arguments here have been made for a system of non-interacting electrons. The
influence of interactions on some of these results will be discussed in the course of this work.
1.2. Physics of quantum point contacts
Quantum point contacts (QPCs) are usually fabricated by placing metallic gates on top of a semi-
conductor heterostructure. Of course, there is a huge variety of geometries, but a typical geometry
that is often considered theoretically, is the split gate geometry. This setup is formed by a pair of
rectangular gates, which are placed opposite to each other, leaving a gap of normally a few hundred
nanometers, see Figure 1.6. Usually a voltage is applied to them, such that the electron gas under-
VG
Figure 1.6.: Schematic of a semiconductor heterostructure with QPC gate on top (shaded).
neath the gates is depleted. This defines a constriction for the electrons, when measuring transport
characteristics of the system. Electron transport through quantum point contacts, with and without
magnetic field, has been discussed theoretically on several occasions [37–39]. The simplest model
imaginable is a saddle point constriction, described by the potential
푉 (푥, 푦) = 푉0 −
1
2
푚휔2푥푥
2 + 1
2
푚휔2푦푦
2 . (1.13)
This model correctly captures the experimental observation of quantized conductance in such sys-
tems in the case without, as well as in the case with magnetic field [37, 38]. At zero temperature
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the conductance can be found by summing over the transmission probabilities given by
푇푚푛(퐸) = 훿푚푛
1
1 + 푒−휋휀푛
(1.14)
휀푛 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
2
[
퐸−ℏ휔푦
(
푛+ 12
)
−푉0
]
ℏ휔푥
; 퐵 = 0
퐸−퐸2
(
푛+ 12
)
−푉0
퐸1
; 퐵 > 0
퐸1 =
1
2
ℏ√
2
[(
Ω4 + 4휔2푥휔
2
푦
) 1
2 − Ω2
] 1
2
퐸2 =
ℏ√
2
[(
Ω4 + 4휔2푥휔
2
푦
) 1
2 + Ω2
] 1
2
Ω2 = 휔2푐 + 휔
2
푦 − 휔
2
푥
In [37] Büttiker shows that in the case without magnetic field, the conductance is well quantized,
if 휔푦 >> 휔푥, and that this result is modified to the condition 휔푐 > 휔푥, 휔푐 > 휔푦, if a magnetic field
is applied perpendicular to the plane of motion of the electrons, see Figure 1.7. Equation (1.14)
illustrates that a QPC makes it possible to selectively depopulate edge channels. For a long time
Figure 1.7.: Transport characteristics of a quantum point contact in strongmagnetic fields derived by Büttiker
in [37]. Here the conductance is shown as a function of energy above the saddle point height푉0
for different magnetic field strengths, characterized by the respective cyclotron frequencies 휔푐 .
These considerations are assumed to be quite similar to a tuning of the saddle point via the gate
voltage, as long as the tuning ensures that the relation 휔푐 > 휔푥,푦 is maintained. The figure has
been taken from [37].
the matter seemed to be settled at that. However, in recent years quantum point contacts received
much attention in the context of quantum Hall interferometers. When it became clear that the frac-
tional quantum Hall state at 휈 = 5
2
should host quasiparticles with anyonic character, quantum Hall
interferometers were proposed as a system in which braiding of anyons for topological quantum
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computing [3, 40, 41] might be realized. Different setups for quantum Hall interferometers have
been studied experimentally as well as theoretically, two of which are the Mach-Zehnder and the
Fabry-Pérot interferometers [15, 24–26, 42–46]. In the search for anyons, the Fabry-Pérot interfer-
ometer seems to be the more prominent one. It can be constructed from as few as only two quantum
point contacts, placed one after the other. In and out scattering rates can be controlled by tuning the
individual QPCs. Though very simple in principle, the setup proves to be challenging to realize in
practice. So far no absolutely convincing evidence for anyons in quantum Hall interferometers has
been presented, even though efforts are being made [6–11]. As the most important building block
of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer, it is important to understand all the details of QPCs that did not
seem as important before. One important observation in this context is the fact that there may occur
conductance oscillations in just a single QPC. Wewill discuss this phenomenon in Section 4.2. An-
other focus of research is the detailed geometrical structure of edge states. It was already discussed
in the early 1990’s by Chklovskii, Shklovskkii and Glazman [47] that the edge channels might not
be strictly one-dimensional, but rather have an extension of several magnetic lengths, and they form
an alternating pattern with incompressible regions in-between the extended, metallic channels. We
will discuss further details of this theory in the next section. Experiments were designed to try to
measure the spatial structure of edge channels. Again, quantum point contacts are a key ingredient
in this type of experiment. Scanning gate imaging [23,48–51] is one of these methods. In this type
of experiment, a strongly negatively charged tip is moved across the QPC, and for each tip position,
the diagonal resistance is measured. The tip locally reshapes the electron density, and with it the
effective confining potential. Just as with tuning a QPC one can selectively depopulate channels.
If one now plots the conductance against the tip position, one finds an image of the edge channels.
It is however important to note that this is not a direct image, because several factors, such as the
tip potential will distort the image. However, this method is quite powerful in the investigation of
the principle geometrical structure of quantum Hall edge states. Several other methods have been
used to image details of the electronic structure of quantum Hall systems. Among them are scan-
ning force microscopy [52–60], which measures the local change in electrostatic potential due to a
current modulation, and using single-electron transistors to probe for edge states by recording the
fluctuations in current flow through the single-electron transistor [61, 62]. With many experimen-
tal results available, the goal of this work will be to shed some light on the influence of Coulomb
interaction on the spatial structure of edge states and the distribution of currents in quantum Hall
systems. In the next section we will briefly review what is known so far on the effects of Coulomb
interaction in the quantum Hall regime.
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1.3. The role of interactions
In the previous sections we discussed the quantum Hall effect neglecting electron-electron interac-
tions. We saw that in the quantum Hall state, current is carried by quasi-one-dimensional channels.
This picture is going to change dramatically when considering Coulomb interaction between elec-
trons in the Hartree approximation. In addition to the confining potential one may incorporate the
classical density-density interaction between electrons by introducing a Hartree energy. For spin-
ful electrons, quantum mechanics dictates that we also need to introduce exchange and correlation
interactions, which in general may not be written in terms of effective potentials, like the Hartree
term. Much of the debate on the influence of interactions took place in the early 1990’s, starting
with the paper of Chkovskii, Shklovskkii and Glazman on the electrostatics of edge channels [47].
In [47], a semi-classical, self-consistent model is introduced, which incorporates screening into the
Figure 1.8.: The results of Chkovskii, Shklovskkii, and Glazman’s (CSG) model contrasted with the theory
of one-dimensional edge modes [47]. The density as well as the potential show patterns of
compressible and incompressible strips, in contrast to the non-interacting case where the density
is a step function and the potential is monotonously increasing towards the edge. In the model
of CSG, the current flows, inside broad compressible strips (shaded areas) as indicated by the
arrows. The figure has been taken from [47].
discussion. In this model, gates, dopants, and the two-dimensional electron gas are placed in one
plane, and predict that in the quantum Hall state one finds a pattern of alternating compressible and
incompressible strips, see Figure 1.8. Across incompressible strips the density is an integer valued
constant in units of 푛퐿 = 12휋푙2퐵 . The density within compressible strips varies like the density atzero magnetic field, except for a small region close to incompressible strips, where there is a small
correction. The potential shows an opposite behavior. It varies across incompressible strips, and it
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is constant within compressible strips. This patter is a result of screening. In compressible strips,
electrons are free to reorder, such that they screen the external potential completely, and pin the
Landau level energy to the Landau level energy in that region. Inside the incompressible strips the
external potential remains unscreened, and the potential varies by an amount ℏ휔푐 across these strips
to self-consistently connect compressible regions. In contrast to the previous models, this model
predicts wide compressible regions that carry the current. In Gaussian units, the incompressible
and compressible strip widths are given by
푎2푘 =
2ℏ휔푐휀
휋2푒2 d푛d푥
|||푥=푥푘 , (1.15)
푏푘 =
푛퐿
d푛
d푥
|||푥=푥푘 , (1.16)
respectively [47], where 푛퐿 = 12휋푙2퐵 is the Landau level density, 푛(푥) is the density profile at zeromagnetic field, 푥푘 is the center position of the 푘’th incompressible strip, and 푏푘 denotes the width of
the compressible strip to the left of 푘’th incompressible strip. Edge channels are no longer strictly
one-dimensional in this model. With the framework [47], Chkovskii, Shklovskkii and Glazman
can compute the depletion length, as well as the position and widths of the incompressible strips
together with the self-consistent potential and the electron density. Around this time, the trans-
port properties of quantum Hall systems, taking into account screening, were extensively studied
by many authors [33, 39, 63], and improvements on the quantitative description of the quantum
Hall plateaus and the transition in between them where made. In 1993, Dempsey, Gelfand and
Halperin performed a Hartree-Fock calculation in the lowest Landau level [64] at bulk filling factor
휈 = 2. They formulated a Ginzburg-Landau theory to show that there exists a second order phase
transition for sufficiently smooth confining potentials, where the quantum Hall state spontaneously
spin-polarizes. Within Hartree-Fock, the self-consistent filling factor is a series of step functions,
and smooth densities are achieved by edge reconstructions. In this type of model, current should
flow in fragmented one-dimensional channels, namely at each step in the filling factor. The ques-
tion of how the edge modes, and hence the current flow is fragmented by edge reconstructions
becomes especially interesting in the case of fractional quantum Hall states. It has been studied
and successfully used in order to understand transport experiments on quantum point contacts in
the 휈 = 2∕3 fractional quantum Hall state [65, 66]. Another approach to incorporate interactions
was put forward by Geller and Vignale in 1994/95, who used current-density-functional theory to
treat interactions self-consistently [67–70], and found that exchange and correlation in this case
lead to bulk contributions to the total equilibrium current in incompressible strips in addition to the
edge contributions to the currents in compressible strips. In many geometries those contributions
are paramagnetic, which means they have the opposite sign of corresponding edge contributions,
however, they stress that this is not true in general. Geller and Vignale show that the diamagnetic
edge contribution to the current is proportional to change in density 퐣푒푑푔푒 ∝ ∇푛 × 퐞퐳, and the bulk
contribution is proportional to change in potential 퐣푏푢푙푘 ∝ ∇푉푒푓푓 × 퐞퐳. We will show later that
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the latter ones can be identified with 퐸∕퐵 drift currents. In 2006/07, Ihnatsenka, Zozoulenko and
coworkers published a series of papers, in which they investigated the equilibrium transport prop-
erties of various nanostructures in the local spin density approximation [71–75]. They introduce
an efficient way of coupling leads to a scattering region, which is necessary for numerical trans-
port calculations [75]. Using Bloch’s theorem and the transmission matrix, they are able to find
the surface Green function of an infinitely long, translationally invariant lead, and couple it to the
scattering region in question by using the Dyson equation. With this method they are able to do
density functional theory for several geometries and obtain equilibrium results. In fact, everything
that has been discussed so far is equilibrium physics of the quantum Hall systems. In the course
of this work we want to build upon the above theories, and go beyond equilibrium physics, and
ask what happens if we apply a finite bias to the system. We will present a non-equilibrium Green
function method that enables us to perform numerical analysis of non-equilibrium quantum Hall
systems.
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1.4. Outline
In the following, we present an outline of the content of the upcoming chapters of this work. In chap-
ter 2 we will introduce the methods and tools used to obtain the results in this thesis. First, we
discuss the discretization of the quantum Hall Hamiltonian, necessary for our numerics. There-
after, we introduce the equilibrium and non-equilibrium Green function methods, which we use for
self-consistent computations. In the numerical analysis we utilize a recursive algorithm, which will
be explained in detail. We will discuss the electrostatics of gated semi-conductor heterostructures,
and introduce several electrostatic models, starting with models similar to the one by Chklovskii,
Shklovskii and Glazman [47], and continuing with a model for 3D gated heterostructures [76].
Following the treatment of electrostatics, we will explain how to treat interactions in the Hartree
approximation, and how one may introduce exchange and correlation effects. The chapter will be
concluded by the discussion of how to perform self-consistent iterations using Broyden’s algorithm,
and how to efficiently work with the non-equilibrium density matrix. After discussion the methods
used, we will discuss three types of imaging experiments in chapter 3: scanning force microscopy,
scanning capacitance imaging and scanning gate microscopy. In chapter 4, we will be concerned
with simple models for quantum point contacts with non-interacting electrons. We start with the
saddle point potential as a benchmark case. Next, we present some numerical results for a quantum
point contact, modeled by a rectangular scattering barrier. This model leads to Aharonov-Bohm os-
cillations, and we compare our numerical results to an existing semi-classical, analytic theory [77].
In chapter 5 we first discuss different approaches to computing the total current through a quan-
tum Hall sample, and we demonstrate that depending on the choice of a reference situation we can
compute different current density distributions, which however all yield the correct total current.
Thereafter we will discuss, the modeling of equilibrium and non-equilibrium quantum Hall sys-
tems with Coulomb interactions between the electrons in different approximations. We will first
take a look at translationally invariant systems, where we treat interactions in different kinds of ap-
proximations, and where we will point out important differences between the considered models of
interaction. We find that Hartree-Fock is best suited for the description of the quantum Hall edge.
After these discussions, we proceed to chapter 6, where we will present our results for the modeling
of the three types of experiments introduced earlier. We can reproduce the observed measurement
signals due to compressible and incompressible regions in scanning force microscopy and scanning
capacitance imaging. In order to implement a numerical equivalent to scanning gate microscopy we
model a QPC with polygon top gates and vary the constriction width by varying the polygon gates.
Similar to the experiment [23] we compare the computed conductance to two reference models,
and find that our self-consistent results relate to the reference models in a similar manner as do the
experimental data. Additionally, we find evidence for quantum interference in a single quantum
point contacts. Conductance oscillation are clearly seen in the zero temperature transmission, and
we show that signatures of interference processes can still be observed at higher temperatures. At
the end of the thesis we will summarize our results and draw final conclusions.
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We are interested in the transport properties of quantum Hall systems. A typical quantity that is
measured in experiments is the conductance of such systems. Recent experiments [23], however,
were able to measure positions and extensions of edge states in quantum point contacts by using
scanning gate microscopy. In this section we establish a set of methods that allows us to compute
not only the conductance of various systems, but also local current and electron densities inside the
simulated systems. In the course of this work we will analyze the edge structure of systems that are
translationally invariant in the transport direction and we will also model quantum point contacts.
We present a method for calculating the electrostatic potential due to top-gates on a semiconductor
heterostructure [76] as seen by an electron in the two-dimensional electron gas. Furthermore, we
will explain how to incorporate screening of the external potential and electron-electron interactions
into the model used for transport calculations. Using a recursive Green function algorithm [78] one
may compute the density matrix and infer all physical observables such as the conductance and the
local current and electron densities from the knowledge of this operator. The density matrix is also
an essential tool in the development of the self-consistent scheme that is used to compute effective
single-particle potentials which include electron-electron interactions. This scheme amazingly also
allows us to compute all relevant observables in the case of finite bias across the device. At the end
of this chapter we will explain how to overcome the numerical challenges one faces when calcu-
lating the described quantities. We will however begin this chapter by describing the discretization
of the quantum Hall Hamiltonian, which is essential for all our calculations.
2.1. The quantum Hall system on a lattice
In order to establish a formulation of quantum Hall physics in terms of a lattice model, we remind
ourselves of the Hamiltonian in the continuum
Ĥ(푥, 푦) = 1
2푚
(퐩̂ + 푒퐀)2 + 푉 (푥, 푦) , (2.1)
where 퐩̂ is the momentum operator, 푒 is the elementary charge, and 푚 is the electron mass. We
choose the Landau gauge for a magnetic field pointing in the positive z-direction 퐀 = (−퐵푦, 0, 0).
The potential 푉 may include any scalar potential terms, such as confining potential, Hartree poten-
tial, and so forth. We will start this chapter with a discussion of the simple case where the potential
is translationally invariant in the transport direction, meaning it does not depend on 푥.
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2.1.1. Quantum Hall effect on a cylinder
푦
퐿푥
푥
Figure 2.1.: QuantumHall system in the geometry of a cylinder. The system is periodic in the transport direc-
tion, which results in plane wave solutions in the x-direction, given by equation (2.4). Imposing
a potential 푉 (푦) we can then solve for the transverse wave functions.
For the moment let us consider a system that is translationally invariant in x-direction. Equa-
tion (2.1) can then be expressed as
Ĥ(푦) = 1
2푚
푝̂2푦 +
푚휔2푐
2
(푦 − 푌̂ )2 + 푉 (푦) , (2.2)
where 휔푐 = 푒퐵∕푚 is the cyclotron frequency, and 푌̂ = 푝̂푥∕(푒퐵) is the operator defining the guiding
center coordinate. The Bloch theorem implies that the Schrödinger equation defined by (2.2) Ĥ휓 =
퐸휓 is solved by the product ansatz
휓훼(푥, 푦) = 휒푘(푥)휑훼(푦); 훼 = (푛, 푘) (2.3)
with 휒푘(푥) = 1√
퐿
푒푖푘푥 . (2.4)
In these equations 푛 is the Landau level index, and 푘 defines the guiding center coordinate via
푌 = 푘푙2퐵, with 푙퐵 =
√
ℏ∕(푒퐵), such that the eigenvalue for 휓훼 is 휀훼 = (푛 + 1∕2)ℏ휔푐. We can now
use (2.4) and the guiding center coordinate 푌 = 푘푙2퐵, to obtain
Ĥ푘(푦) = − ℏ
2
2푚
휕2
휕푦2
+
푚휔2푐
2
(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)
2 + 푉 (푦) . (2.5)
The Schrödinger equation that remains to be solved is
Ĥ푘(푦)휑훼(푦) = 휀훼휑훼(푦) . (2.6)
For simplicity, let us only consider the lowest Landau level (LLL), i.e., 푛 = 0
Ĥ푘(푦)휑푘(푦) = 휀푘휑푘(푦) , (2.7)
where we omitted the index 푛 = 0 in the label 훼. Hence, we have a differential equation for each
푘. In a tight binding model on a lattice with lattice spacing a, and an number of lattice points 퐿, 푘
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takes the values
푘 =
[
−휋a +
휋
퐿a ,
휋
a −
휋
퐿a
]
(2.8)
Δ푘 = 2휋
퐿a .
The Hamiltonian (2.5) is valid in the continuum. In order to solve the eigenvalue equation (2.7)
numerically, we need to find a lattice discretization of the Hamiltonian (2.5). To this end, we first
scale (2.5) with ℏ휔푐 , take all lengths in units of the magnetic lengths 푙퐵, and thus find
H̄ = Ĥ푘
ℏ휔푐
= −1
2
휕2푦 +
1
2
(푖휕푥 + 푦)
2 + 푉̄ (푦) (2.9)
where 푉̄ is expressed in units of ℏ휔푐. On a lattice with spacing a, and the parametrization 푥 =
푚a, 푦 = 푛a we can discretize the kinetic energy operator as[1
2
(푖휕푥 + 푦)
2
]
푚
= −푡퐿푛 |푚 − 1⟩ ⟨푚| − 푡푅푛 |푚⟩ ⟨푚 − 1| + 2푡 |푚⟩ ⟨푚| , (2.10)
with the hopping matrix elements
푡 = 1
2a2 , 푡
푅
푛 = 푡 exp(푖푦푛a), 푡퐿푛 = (푡푅푛 )∗ . (2.11)
Here we used 푦푛 synonymously with 푛 in order to help keeping track of the association with spatial
dimensions. A state at wave vector 푘 on a lattice with translational invariance along the x direction
is given by
|휓⟩ =∑
푙
푒푖푘푙a푎†푙 |0⟩ =∑
푙
푒푖푘푙a |푙⟩ , (2.12)
and we may use it to compute the expectation value of the kinetic energy operator
⟨휓|[1
2
(푖휕푥 + 푦)
2
]
푚
|휓⟩ = −푡퐿푛 푒푖푘a − 푡푅푛 푒−푖푘a + 2푡 . (2.13)
Now we insert the definition of 푡퐿∕푅푛 , and obtain
⟨휓|[1
2
(푖휕푥 + 푦)
2
]
푚
|휓⟩ = 2푡 (1 − cos([푘 − 푦푛]a)) . (2.14)
With the discretized kinetic energy (2.14) we can define the discrete version of the eigenvalue
equation (2.7). Upon diagonalization for each 푘 we find the set of 휀푘, 휑푘 on the lattice, from which
we can calculate all relevant physical quantities. The electron density at position 푦 is given by
푛(푦) =
∑
푘
|휑푘(푦)|2f(휀푘) , (2.15)
where f(휀) is the Fermi-function. The current density can be derived in a similar fashion as pre-
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sented above, and is given by
푗(푦) = −푒
∑
푘
|휑푘(푦)|2 2푡 sin([푘 − 푦]a) f(휀푘) . (2.16)
We emphasize again that the above formulas hold only for states in the lowest Landau level (LLL).
However, we could easily extend our results to contain all occupied Landau levels by summing over
the indices of said levels, in addition to the summation over 푘 in equations (2.15) and (2.16).
2.1.2. Lattice model for 2D potentials
Let us now consider the more general case where 푉 is an arbitrary scalar potential, which can vary
not only in 푦-direction. In this case the lattice version of our Hamiltonian (2.1) can be expressed as
H =∑
푚,푛
[(
4푡 + 푉푚,푛
)
푎̂†푚,푛푎̂푚,푛 −
(
푡푎̂†푚,푛푎̂푚,푛+1 + 푡
퐿푎̂†푚,푛푎̂푚+1,푛
)
+ ℎ.푐.
]
, (2.17)
where푚 labels the 푥-direction and 푛 the 푦-direction, and we remember that (푡퐿)∗ = 푡푅, such that the
right movers are taken care of in the ℎ.푐. term. In this Hamiltonian we are free to choose potentials
that are not translationally invariant, hence 푘 will not be a good quantum number anymore, and we
have to solve the Schrödinger equation for the full 2D problem. For arbitrary potentials this cannot
be achieved analytically, and we will resort to the numerical solution of an appropriately discretized
model. Unfortunately it is not enough to diagonalize the Hamiltonian on a finite lattice as discussed
before, since we want to compute transmission amplitudes and currents in an infinite system. To
achieve this goal we construct scattering states, which are defined as propagating from −∞ to ∞
in the transport direction. Instead of using eigenvectors and eigenvalues as defined in (2.17), we
will use the Green function for a lattice system, with an infinite lead attached to either side of
the system. These leads will contribute a self-energy to the full Green function of the system. In
the next chapter we will construct the correct Green functions and show how they can be used to
compute all physical quantities of interest.
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2.2. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium physics using Green
functions
Σ퐿 퐺0 Σ푅
Figure 2.2.: We attach two semi-infinite leads to our system using the Dyson equation. The area marked with
G0 is the region we parametrize on the lattice, and it is described by the Green function G0. The
leads contribute self-energies Σ퐿 and Σ푅 to the full Green function G of the system.
In the previous section we pointed out that it was rather impractical to use a formulation using
wave-functions when trying to calculate the transmission amplitude of a quantum Hall system on
a lattice. However, there is a powerful alternative. Instead of using eigenstates of the system one
may use the Green function operator for the corresponding Schrödinger equation
Ĝ0(푥′, 푦′; 푥, 푦) =
[
(퐸 + 푖휂)ퟙ − Ĥ]−1 , (2.18)
where 퐸 is the energy at which to compute the Green function, 휂 is an infinitesimal imaginary
part, and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian. The Green function allows us to compute all physical observables
we are interested in. Among these quantities are the density, the local density of states, the current
density, and so forth. However, at the moment the Green function is only specified on a finite region
of space. As Ĥ is only defined on a finite lattice, the same holds true for the Green function. In fact,
we have to specify boundary conditions, in order to make the Green function well defined. A Green
function of the form (2.18) would be found for example by imposing periodic or hard wall boundary
conditions. However, a Green function constructed with periodic or hard wall boundary conditions
is not suitable for the calculation of scattering properties of the infinite system. In order to compute
scattering properties, we impose another set of boundary conditions. We implement open boundary
conditions by computing the Green function of a semi-infinite translationally invariant lead, and
take into account the coupling of the system to two such leads by using the Dyson equation with
coupling matrices 휏: G = G0 + G0휏G: [75, 79] to obtain
Ĝ(푥′, 푦′; 푥, 푦) = [(퐸 + 푖휂)ퟙ − Ĥ − Σ̂퐿 − Σ̂푅]−1 (2.19)
Σ퐿∕푅 = 휏
†
퐿∕푅G퐿∕푅휏퐿∕푅 ,
Here, 휏퐿∕푅 are diagonal matrices with 푡퐿∕푅 on their diagonals, and G퐿∕푅 are surface Green functions
of semi-infinite quantum-wires that are open to the right and left respectively. We depict the full
system described by the Green function G in Figure 2.2. The leads contribute a self-energy to the
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full Green function of the system. We may compute the surface Green function of a lead according
to [75], and here we outline its derivation only briefly. The starting point for the calculation is the
Hamiltonian (2.17) with 푉푚,푛 ≡ 푉푛, being translationally invariant in the x-direction. According to
the Bloch theorem, the solution to the Schrödinger equation H |푘, 훼⟩ = 퐸훼(푘) |푘, 훼⟩ has the form
|푘, 훼⟩ =∑
푚
푒푖푘푚
푁푦∑
푛=1
휓푘,훼(푛)푎̂†푚,푛 |0⟩ . (2.20)
For brevity we suppress the index 푘 in 휓푘,훼 and only write 휓훼. The coefficients 휓훼(푛) can be
expanded in terms of the energy eigenfunctions
휓훼(푛) =
푁푠∑
푗=1
휓훼푗Φ푗(푛) (2.21)
Φ푗(푛) =
√
2
푁푦 + 1
sin
[
푛휋푗
푁푦 + 1
]
,
where푁푦 is the number of lattice points in the y-direction. It is often sufficient to take into account
only 푁푠 < 푁푦 modes in order to get good results. For example, in our case we can identify the
smallest physically relevant length as the magnetic length 푙퐵. In our lattice model we choose a
lattice spacing 푎 ⋅ 푙퐵, with 푎 < 1. Since the relevant scale is 푙퐵, at filling factor 휈 = 1 we have
1∕푎 times as many modes as needed. Therefor, it is sufficient to consider 푁푠 = 푎 ⋅푁푦 modes. At
higher filling factors we have 휈 electrons per magnetic length squared, which allows us to modify
our number of modes to푁푠 = 휈푎 ⋅푁푦. In the above basis, the Hamiltonian is given by
퐻 =
∑
푚
[ 푁푠∑
푗=1
푎̂†푚,푗 (휀푗 + 2푡) 푎̂푚,푗 +
푁푠∑
푗,푗′
(
푎̂†푚,푗 푉푗푗′ 푎̂푚,푗′
− 푎̂†푚,푗 푡
퐿
푗푗′ 푎̂푚+1,푗′ − 푎̂
†
푚+1,푗 푡
푅
푗푗′ 푎̂푚,푗′
)]
(2.22)
with
휀푗 = 2푡 − 2푡 cos(휋푗∕(푁푠 + 1))
푉푗푗′ =
푁푠∑
푛=1
Φ푗(푛)푉 (푛)Φ푗′(푛)
푡푅푗,푗′ = 푡
푁푠∑
푛=1
= Φ푗(푛)푒푖푎
2푛Φ푗′(푛), 푡퐿푗푗′ = 푡
푅∗
푗′푗 . (2.23)
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The eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian are given by
|휓훼⟩ =∑
푚
푒푖푘훼푚
푁푠∑
푗=1
휓푗훼푎̂
†
푚,푗 |0⟩ . (2.24)
Due to translational invariance in the x-direction it is possible to compute the Green function of a
semi-infinite wire solely from the knowledge of the Green function of a single slice of the wire, i.e.
we must only compute the Green function 푔푚(퐸) for one fixed 푚. The Green function for a single
slice can be found by projecting the Hamiltonian (2.22) onto the Hamiltonian for a single slice 푚
H푚 =
푁푠∑
푗=1
푎̂†푚,푗 (휀푗 + 2푡) 푎̂푚,푗 +
푁∑
푗,푗′
푎̂†푚,푗 푉푗푗′ 푎̂푚,푗′ , (2.25)
and computing
푔(퐸) = [(퐸 + 푖휂)ퟙ − H푚]−1 , (2.26)
where we dropped the index 푚 on the Green function, because translational invariants dictates that
the result is independent of the choice of a slice. At this point we use the fact that in an infinitely
long system, the discretization of the momentum 푘 is lifted and 푘 ∈  as the system length L goes
to infinity. Therefor we can invert the relation 퐸(푘) to give 푘(퐸) and use the Green function 푔(퐸)
to define the transfer matrix between two slices as(
−(푔(퐸) 푡퐿)−1 −(푡퐿)−1푡푅
1 0
)(
푒푖푘푎휓⃗
휓⃗
)
= 푒푖푘푎
(
푒푖푘푎휓⃗
휓⃗
)
, (2.27)
where 휓⃗ has entries 휓푗 , 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푁푠.
The transfer matrix has eigenstates 휓푗훼(푛) and eigenvalues 푘훼(퐸). We now sort the eigenfunctions
into left and right moving/decaying states denoted by 휓−, 푘− and 휓+, 푘+ respectively. This can be
done by computing the group velocity, using its definition on a lattice
푣훼 =
1
ℏ
휕퐸
휕푘훼
= −2푎
ℏ
푁푠∑
푗푗′
휓∗푗훼휓푗′훼Im[푒−푖푘훼푎푡퐿푗푗′] . (2.28)
Finally, one finds the surface Green function of a semi-infinite lead that is open to the right or left,
and has a hard wall boundary on the opposite side respectively, as
횪푅 = −횿+퐊+횿+−1휏푅−1 and 횪퐿 = −횿−퐊−−1횿−−1휏퐿−1 . (2.29)
Here (횿+(−))푗훼 = 휓+(−)푗훼 and 퐊+(−)훼훼′ = exp(푖푘+(−)훼 )훿훼훼′ .
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The real space Green function as a function of energy can be found by a change of basis
G퐿∕푅(푛, 푛′, 퐸) =
푁푠∑
푗,푗′
Φ푗(푛)횪
퐿∕푅
푗,푗′ Φ푗′(푛
′) . (2.30)
Equation (2.30) allows us to compute the surface Green functions of the leads퐺퐿∕푅, which we need
in order to determine the full Green function of the system (2.19). The Green function G describes
a system that is infinitely long in the transport direction. In the following we will show how to use
it in the computation of observables.
2.2.1. Equilibrium
As already stated above our goal is the calculation of electron densities and currents. The quantity
which allows us to calculate all desired observables in equilibrium as well as in non-equilibrium
is the density matrix. In general, we may write the density matrix in terms of the wave functions
belonging to the Hamiltonian H, in a chosen representation characterized by the quantum numbers
{훼}
휌(퐱′, 퐱) =
∑
훼,훽
푔훼훽휓
∗
훽 (퐱
′)휓훼(퐱) . (2.31)
In an eigenstate representation, i.e., after diagonalizing the Hamiltonian H this can be rewritten as
휌 = 퐹0(H − 휇ퟙ) [79]. This can be further rewritten as
휌 = ∫ d퐸퐹0(퐸 − 휇)훿(퐸ퟙ −퐇) , (2.32)
where퐸 is the energy, ퟙ is the identity matrix, 퐹0 is the distribution function according to which the
states ought to be occupied, and 퐇 is the Hamiltonian matrix in the eigenstate representation. For
the rest of this discussion we will denote matrices in position space by bold face letter, for example
퐇 for the Hamiltonian. In our case we will simply use the Fermi-distribution for the description of
the reservoirs. Using the Dirac identity
2휋훿(푥) = lim
휀→0+
( 2휀
푥2 + 휀2
)
= 푖
푥 + 푖0+
− 푖
푥 − 푖0+
, (2.33)
we rewrite
훿(퐸ퟙ −퐇) = 푖
2휋
(
[(퐸 + 푖0+)ퟙ −퐇]−1 − [(퐸 − 푖0+)ퟙ −퐇]−1
)
= 푖
2휋
(
퐆(퐸) −퐆†(퐸)
)
= 1
2휋
퐀(퐸) , (2.34)
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and find the spectral function 퐀(퐸) = 푖(퐆(퐸) − 퐆†(퐸)). With the help of equation (2.34) we can
express the density matrix as
휌 = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸퐹0(퐸 − 휇)퐀(퐸) . (2.35)
At this point we can appreciate the usefulness of the Green functions method established above.
Computing the Green function gives us instant access to the spectral function. We can then compute
the density matrix with the help of equation (2.35), by using the spectral function together with the
distribution function 퐹0. The density matrix allows us to obtain the electron density by simply
taking its diagonal
푛(퐱) = 휌(퐱, 퐱) . (2.36)
In this work our transport direction is the x-direction, so we choose the current operator along that
direction 퐽̂푥. In the notation of (2.17) the current operator reads[
퐽̂푥
]
푚,푛 = −
1
푖ℏ푁푥
(
푡푅푛 |푚 + 1⟩ ⟨푚| − 푡퐿푛 |푚⟩ ⟨푚 + 1|) , (2.37)
where 푁푥 is the number of lattice points in the transport direction. The current density is then
obtained by application of the current operator
푗(퐱) = 1
2
[퐽̂푥휌(퐱′, 퐱) + 휌(퐱′, 퐱)퐽̂ †푥 ]퐱,퐱 . (2.38)
We find the total current by integrating over the current density
퐼 = Tr
[1
2
[퐽̂푥휌(퐱′, 퐱) + 휌(퐱′, 퐱)퐽̂ †푥 ]
]
= ∫ d2퐱 푗(퐱) . (2.39)
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2.2.2. Non-equilibrium
Two terminal case
μμB
ΣL ΣR
G
Figure 2.3.: Illustration of a two terminal device, where both terminals are kept at different chemical poten-
tials. The leads contribute self-energies Σ퐿 and Σ푅 to the Green function.
We now consider a situation in which a bias is applied to the system (휇퐵 = 휇 + 푒푉 ). In general a
system under these conditions is not anymore characterized by a Fermi distribution which depends
solely on temperature and chemical potential, but it is described by a non-equilibrium distribution
function. The form of such a distribution function strongly depends on the details of the system.
In this work we will only discuss the non-interacting non-equilibrium distribution which does not
take into account many-body interactions, which might lead to energy relaxation. In the quantum
Hall system we can split our states into right and left moving states. The translationally invariant
leads on the left and right side of the system act as source/sink, i.e., reservoirs, for states in the
system. In the case of coherent transport left movers will stay in equilibrium with the left lead and
right movers will stay in equilibrium with the right lead. We can write down individual spectral
functions for left and right movers [79], such that we have퐀 = 퐀퐿+퐀푅. The left and right spectral
functions 퐀퐿∕푅 are given by
퐀퐋∕퐑 = 퐆횪퐋∕퐑퐆†
횪퐋∕퐑 = 푖(횺퐿∕푅 − 횺
†
퐿∕푅) . (2.40)
Using separate spectral functions for left and right movers, we can express the density matrix as
in [79]
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀퐋(퐱′, 퐱;퐸)f(퐸 − 휇퐵) + 퐀퐑(퐱′, 퐱;퐸)f(퐸 − 휇)
]
. (2.41)
The integral over equilibrium distribution functions describes a situation as depicted in Figure 2.3,
in which left and right movers are filled up to their respective chemical potentials. In order to
shorten our notation in the following, we will abbreviate 퐀(퐱′, 퐱;퐸) as 퐀(퐸), and ask the reader to
keep in mind that the spectral function in the current context always is a matrix position space.
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μ1
G
μ2 μ4
μ3
0
W
Figure 2.4.: Illustration of a four terminal device. Every terminal can in principle be held at a different
chemical potential. We will choose 휇2 = 휇퐵 = 휇 + 푒푉 and 휇1 = 휇3 = 휇4 = 휇.
Four terminal case
Let us now consider a system with four terminals, and let terminal two with 휇2 (see Figure 2.4) be
at a higher chemical potential (휇퐵 = 휇 + 푒푉 ). All other terminals are kept at the same chemical
potential 휇. In addition to the decomposition into left and right movers, we now have to decompose
into top and bottom half of the lead in transverse direction, as we show in Figure 2.4. To this end,
we separate the left and right side of the lead by eliminating terms from the self-energy that describe
scattering from left to right and vice versa. This can be justified if the lead is held at a voltage such
that the bulk is incompressible. Scattering across a broad incompressible strip in the bulk is strongly
suppressed and can hence be neglected. In such a situation, the self-energy will be block-diagonal
and 퐀퐋 will naturally break up into 퐀(ퟏ)퐋 and 퐀(ퟐ)퐋 , giving rise to the set of equations
횺퐿 =
(
휎(1)퐿 ퟎ
ퟎ 휎(2)퐿
)
= 횺(1)퐿 + 횺
(2)
퐿 (2.42)
횺(1)퐿 =
(
휎(1)퐿 ퟎ
ퟎ ퟎ
)
, 횺(2)퐿 =
(
ퟎ ퟎ
ퟎ 휎(2)퐿
)
횪(1∕2)퐿 = 푖(횺
(1∕2)
퐿 − 횺
(1∕2)†
퐿 )
퐀(1∕2)퐿 = 퐆횪
(1∕2)
퐿 퐆
† .
In this context the 휎(1∕2)퐿 are the non-zero parts of the self-energy corresponding to the leads marked
with 휇1∕2 in Figure 2.4. The reasoning that we just applied for the left-hand side of the system also
holds for the right-hand side and the computation of퐀퐑. We can nowwrite down the density matrix
in the same spirit as for the two terminal case. We fill up states described by the individual spectral
functions using the Fermi function at the corresponding 휇.
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀(ퟏ)퐋 (퐸)f(퐸 − 휇1) + 퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸)f(퐸 − 휇2)
+ 퐀(ퟏ)퐑 (퐸)f(퐸 − 휇3) + 퐀(ퟐ)퐑 (퐸)f(퐸 − 휇4)
]
(2.43)
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In practice we want to look at the case 휇1 = 휇3 = 휇4 = 휇, 휇2 = 휇퐵 = 휇 + 푒푉 . In this case (2.43)
simplifies to
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸)f(퐸 − 휇퐵)
+
(
퐀(ퟏ)퐋 (퐸) + 퐀
(ퟏ)
퐑 (퐸) + 퐀
(ퟐ)
퐑 (퐸)
)
f(퐸 − 휇)
]
. (2.44)
2.2.3. Relation to transmission formalism
It has been pointed out in the literature [79] that it is possible to relate the above discussions to the
often used transmission formalism [71, 73, 75]. To this end, let us first take a look at the physical
meaning of the quantity 횪 = 푖 (Σ − Σ†) we introduced above. For simplicity we analyze a one
dimensional wire with lattice spacing a, for which we may write
Σ = −푡푒푖푘a
Γ = −푖푡
(
푒푖푘a − 푒−푖푘a
)
= 2푡 sin(푘a) = ℏ푣a , (2.45)
where 푣 is the group velocity of electrons on the lattice. We can see that Γ is directly related to the
escape rate 푣∕a of electrons into the lead. Let us consider incoming and outgoing currents
퐼푖푛 =
푒
ℎ ∫ d퐸 Tr
[
횪퐿(퐀퐿 + 퐀푅)f(퐸 − 휇)
]
퐼표푢푡 = ℎ ∫ d퐸 Tr
[
횪퐿
(
퐀퐿f(퐸 − 휇) + 퐀푅f(퐸 − 휇 + 휀)
)]
. (2.46)
These currents are constructed keeping in mind that Γ∕ℏ gives the rate of scattering into the leads.
The outgoing current is calculated with an infinitesimal bias 휀, which allows us to compute the
conductance as
퐺 = −푒
퐼표푢푡 − 퐼푖푛
휀
= −푒
2
ℎ ∫ d퐸 Tr
[
횪퐿퐀푅
] f(퐸 − 휇 + 휀) − f(퐸 − 휇)
휀
. (2.47)
As a last step we use the definition 퐀푅 = 퐆횪푅퐆† and take the limit 휀 → 0 to find
퐺 = −푒
2
ℎ ∫ d퐸 푇 (퐸)
휕푓 (퐸 − 휇)
휕퐸
, (2.48)
where 푇 (퐸) = Tr [횪퐿퐆횪푅퐆†]. Equation (2.48) is the often used Landauer-Büttiker formula [80]
for the conductance, which is expressed in terms of the transmission probability 푇 (퐸).
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2.2.4. Recursive Green function algorithm
In the previous sections we have established that given the Green function of a system, we can
compute all desired physical observables. For a Hamiltonian Ĥ, which describes our system, we
might compute the Green function using equation (2.19). However, for a Hamiltonian involving ar-
bitrarily complicated potentials the Green function may only be obtained numerically. As described
before, we have to discretize the Hamiltonian, and we might proceed by naively inverting a huge
matrix to find the Green function. The size of the Hamiltonian matrix grows quadratically with the
number of lattice points. This means for physical system sizes we have to invert extremely large
matrices, which not only takes a lot of time, but also consumes a lot of memory1. Additionally, in
most cases we do not even need the full Green function, but rather a very small subset of all matrix
elements. A prime example is the calculation of the local density of states (LDOS). To compute it,
we only need the diagonal elements of the Green function
휌퐿퐷푂푆(푥;퐸) = −휋−1Im [G(푥, 푥;퐸)] . (2.49)
Hence, we should be looking for a method that allows us to compute only parts of the Green func-
tion, while saving memory, and most of all time. Again, the Dyson equation provides a way out.
We use a recursive Green function algorithm that has been established in the literature [78,82]. The
algorithm achieves both our goals: it saves memory and time, as well as it allows us to compute
selected matrix elements. The algorithm relies heavily on the structure of the Hamiltonian on a
lattice.
The system on the lattice can be viewed as a stack of slices, which are coupled by hopping matrix
elements. We build our system by starting with a single slice, and by adding slices to the right side.
We then ask for the effect of adding a slice to the system, i.e., we ask for the modification to the
Green function of the system consisting of푁 +1 slices. The Hamiltonian for a system with푁 +1
slices can be written as
H = H푁 + (V푁 + V†푁 ) + H0푁+1 , (2.50)
V푁 = 퐻푁,푁+1 ,
H0푁+1 = H푁+1,푁+1 ,
where V푁 , V†푁 are the coupling matrices between the stack of 푁 slices H푁 and the 푁 + 1st slice
H0푁+1. The superscript 0 indicates that this sub-matrix does not contain hopping to neighboring
slices. We compute the Green function of the푁 +1 slice system using the Dyson equation. Given
the Green function of the푁-slice system G(푁), we find the Green function as
G(푁+1)푖푗 = G(푁)푖푗 + G(푁)푖푁 V푁G(푁+1)푁+1,푗 . (2.51)
1Assume we have a system with a total of N lattice points. The Hamiltonian matrix will have 푁2 entries (most of
which will be zero). The complexity of numerical matrix inversion lies somewhere between 푁2.374 [81] and 푁3
depending on the algorithm used.
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Individual matrix elements can be found by solving the following set of equations
G(푁+1)푁+1,푁+1 = [(퐸 + 푖휂)ퟙ − H0푁+1 − V†푁G(푁)푁푁V푁 ]
−1 (2.52)
G(푁+1)푖푗 = G(푁)푖푗 + G(푁)푖푁 V푁G(푁+1)푁+1,푁+1V†푁G(푁)푁푗 (2.53)
G(푁+1)푖,푁+1 = G(푁)푖푁 V푁G(푁+1)푁+1,푁+1 (2.54)
G(푁+1)푁+1,푗 = G(푁+1)푁+1,푁+1V†푁G(푁)푁푗 . (2.55)
For transport calculations in equilibrium it is sufficient to know thematrix G(푁+1)푁+1,1 [83], which can be
calculated from equations (2.52) and (2.55) setting 푗 = 1. In order to compute electron densities we
can restrict ourselves to the computation of diagonal elements of the Green function. It is important
to note that with this scheme we may attach leads easily by using the surface Green function of the
left lead as our first slice and the right one as our last slice, see equation (2.30). In this scheme,
we only need to invert matrices that are of the size systemwidth2 which is usually some orders of
magnitude smaller than the size of the full Hamiltonian. In addition, the calculation of the density
can be parallelized to some degree.
2.3. Electrostatics of gated semi-conductor
heterostructures
In this section we will present two models for which we compute the electrostatic potential caused
by donors and structured metallic gates. The first model is a simplified one, in which the gates, the
donors, and the electrons are in the same plane. This model is inspired by the analysis of Chkovskii,
Shklovski and Glazman on the electrostatics of edge channels [47]. We will introduce the model in
1D. On this basis we will explain the extension to the two dimensional case without bias and finally
to the case with bias. Towards the end of this section we will introduce the second model taken
from [76]. This model enables us to have the donors and gates in layers outside the one that holds
the 2D electron gas. In their paper [76] Davies, Larkin and Sukhorukov develop a prescription for
the calculation of the electrostatic potential due to polygon gates. The donors are incorporated in a
simple capacitive manner.
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2.3.1. Planar model with translational invariance
We want to consider a system that is described by two metallic gates on either side and a given
electron distribution in between them. The gates are put into the same plane (푧 = 0) as the electrons.
In addition, we will assume translational invariance in the y-direction, which makes the problem
practically one dimensional, and we need to solve the set of equations
△Φ(푥, 푧) = − 휌(푥)
4휋휀휀0
훿(푧) |푥| < 푊 (2.56)
Φ(푥, 푧) = 푉퐺훿(푧) |푥| ≥ 푊 ,
with boundary conditions
Φ(푥 + 퐿, 푧) = Φ(푥) (periodic b.c.) (2.57)
퐸푧 = 0 |푧| →∞ .
It is important to note that we still solve the 3D Poisson equation, but we employ translational
invariance along the y-direction and restrict ourselves to the 푧 = 0 plane. Later we will leave out
the restriction on the y-plane to derive the 2D result. For now we solve the above equations by the
ansatz
Φ(푥, 푧) =
∑
푛
푎푛 푒
푖푘푛푥푒−|푘푛||푧| . (2.58)
Let us compute△Φ for the ansatz (2.58)
휕2Φ
휕푥2
= −|푘푛|2Φ (2.59)
휕
휕푧
푒−|푘푛||푧| = −|푘푛| sign(푧)푒−|푘푛||푧|
휕2
휕푧2
푒−|푘푛||푧| = (|푘푛|2 − 2|푘푛|훿(푧))푒−|푘푛||푧| ,
hence,
△Φ(푥, 푧) =
∑
푛
푎푛 (−|푘푛|훿(푧))푒푖푘푛푥푒−|푘푛||푧| . (2.60)
With the above result we can rewrite the set of equations (2.56) at z=0 as∑
푛
푎푛푒
푖푘푛푥 = 푉푔 ∀푥 under the gates (2.61)∑
푛
푎푛(−2|푘푛|)푒푖푘푛푥 = −휌(푥, 푦)4휋휀휀0 ∀푥 between the gates ,
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yielding a matrix equation for the coefficients 푎푛
퐴퐌 = 푉 . (2.62)
Here 퐴 is the vector of all coefficients 푎푛 , and
퐌 = 퐏 ∗ 푒푖푘푛푥 , (2.63)
where ∗ denotes element wise-multiplication. Further, 퐏 and 푉 are given by
퐏 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 ; 0 ≤ 푥 ≤ 푤푔
−2|푘푛| ; 푤푔 + 1 ≤ 푥 ≤ 퐿 −푤푔 + 1
1 ; 퐿 −푤푔 + 2 ≤ 푥 ≤ 퐿
(2.64)
and
푉 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푉푔 ; 0 ≤ 푥 ≤ 푤푔
− 휌(푥,푦)
4휋휀휀0
; 푤푔 + 1 ≤ 푥 ≤ 퐿 −푤푔 + 1
푉푔 ; 퐿 −푤푔 + 2 ≤ 푥 ≤ 퐿
, (2.65)
퐴 can be found by inverting퐌 and computing
퐴 = 푉퐌−1 . (2.66)
Inserting the resulting coefficients into equation (2.58) yields the potential.
2.3.2. Planar model in two dimensions
Let us now turn our attention to a system where we do not have translational invariance in the y-
direction, but instead a patterned gate. Figure 2.5 depicts the described situation with the patterned
gates defined by the shaded areas. With a homogeneous donor density of 휌퐷 in our system, the
electron density in the two-dimensional electron gas at zero gate voltage is 휌푒푙 = −휌퐷, in order to
guarantee charge neutrality of the system. Switching on the gates will create a depletion region
around the gates, which will create an electron density profile 휌푒푙(푥, 푦). The total density which is
relevant for our calculations is 휌푡표푡 = 휌퐷 − 휌푒푙(푥, 푦), which equals to zero at zero gate voltage, as
expected. We can extend the translationally invariant example by making the ansatz
Φ(푥, 푦, 푧) =
∑
푛,푚
푎푛,푚 푒
푖(푘푛푥+푘푚푦)푒−
√
푘2푛+푘2푚|푧| , (2.67)
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Figure 2.5.: We consider the 3D system with the gates on top, a donor layer and the 2D electron gas. We
put the gates into the same plane as the electron. No electrons are allowed in the region of the
gates. Given the gate Voltage and the density of donors, we can make an ansatz for the electron
density between the gates.
and find the coefficients from the set of equations∑
푛,푚
푎푛,푚푒
푖(푘푛푥+푘푚푦) = 푉푔 ∀푥 under the gates (2.68)∑
푛,푚
푎푛,푚
(
−2
√
푘2푛 + 푘2푚
)
푒푖(푘푛푥+푘푚푦) = −휌(푥, 푦)
4휋휀휀0
∀푥 between the gates .
by following the same procedure as above.
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2.3.3. Extension to biased systems
0 L-1
W-1
L’-1
W’-1
Figure 2.6.: We mirror the system on both axes and obtain a periodic system.
In biased systems we cannot simply employ periodic boundary conditions because the potential
on one side of the system is held at a different value than the other side. In order to be able to
continue using our algorithm, we mirror our system, as shown in Figure 2.6, first at the y-axis,
and afterwards the result of this operation is mirrored at the x-axis. Now the system is periodic
again, and we can still expand the solution in terms of Fourier components (2.67). Performing the
described mirroring we imposed an additional boundary condition on our system, namely that our
solution must be symmetric about both the x- and y-axis. This can be easily achieved by using only
the cosine components of the complex exponential functions in (2.67)
Φ(푥, 푦, 푧) =
∑
푛,푚
푎푛,푚 cos(푘푛푥) cos(푘푚푦)푒
−
√
푘2푛+푘2푚|푧| , (2.69)
The above equation satisfies the boundary conditions Φ(푥, 푦, 푧) = Φ(−푥,−푦, 푧). Due to the sym-
metry of the system it is sufficient to consider only 1∕4th of the coefficients out of the full set of
coefficients. Let 퐿 and 푊 be the number of lattice points in the transport and the transverse di-
rection, and 퐿′ and푊 ′ the respective number of lattice points of the bottom left quadrant (i.e. the
original system). We then have
푥푛 ∈ [0, 퐿′ − 1], 푦푚 ∈ [0,푊 ′ − 1] , (2.70)
푘푛 ∈
2휋
퐿 − 1
푥푛, 푘푚 ∈
2휋
푊 − 1
푦푚 ,
and using 퐿 = 2퐿′ and푊 = 2푊 ′ we can write
푘푛 ∈
휋
퐿′ − 1
2
푥푛, 푘푚 ∈
휋
푊 ′ − 1
2
푦푚 . (2.71)
The periods are퐿−1 and푊 −1, in order to avoid a double counting in the center of the systemwhen
mirroring. After establishing this new ansatz we may proceed with the calculation as described
before.
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2.3.4. Polygon Top-Gate
r H
l1
l2
m-2
m-1
m
m+1
m+2
Si
Figure 2.7.: We draw the lines퐻, 푙1 and 푙2 for each point 퐫 and calculate the potential at that point [76].
At this point we want to describe a more realistic model with gates and donor layer outside the
plane of the two dimensional electron gas. We adopt the method described by Davies, Larkin and
Shukhorukov [76], who derived an expression for the electrostatic potential caused by a polygon
top-gate, as depicted in Figure 2.7. It is assumed that the top of the sample is completely covered by
a metallic gate, and polygons describe regions that are held at a different voltage than the ground.
The following results are obtained when asking for the potential inside a plane at position−푧where
the top gate is at 푧 = 0, and where there are mirror charges in the plane +푧
Φ(퐑) = 1
2휋
∑
푖
푉푖퐼푖(퐑) (2.72)
퐼푖(퐑) =
∑
푚
퐽푖푚(퐑) + 2휋퐶푖(퐫)
퐽 (퐑) = arctan
(
푧푙1
퐻푅1
)
+ arctan
(
푧푙2
퐻푅2
)
; 푅1,2 =
√
푧2 +퐻2 + 푙21,2
퐶푖(퐫) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1; 푟 ∈ 푆푖
0; otherwise
.
In these equations 푖 labels the polygons, and 푚 labels the polygon edges. It is essential to choose
an orientation of the polygon, i.e. label the edges clockwise or counter clockwise, and choose the
values of 푙1,2 and 퐻 accordingly. The vector 퐑 is a vector in 3D space, whereas 퐫 is a 2D vector
inside the xy-plane. With these equations the top gate is taken care of, and only the donors remain.
For simplicity, we assume the donors to be frozen inside a plane away from the gates and the
electron gas. We neglect the width of the well confining the donors in a real sample. Then the
donors contribute a potential term [84]
푉퐷 = −
푒
4휋휀0휀
푛퐷푑 , (2.73)
where 푑 is the distance from the top gates, and 푛퐷 is the charge density due to the donors. Combining
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equations (2.72) and (2.73), we obtain the full electrostatic potential inside the two dimensional
electron gas. Next, we have to consider screening of the gate induced potential inside the electron
gas. Screening will be treated in the Hartree approximation.
2.4. Interactions
2.4.1. Hartree approximation
The Hartree approximation is a semi-classical approximation on a single-particle level and gives
rise to a description in terms of particles in an external potential. We single out an electron and ask
what is the potential seen by this electron, which is embedded in the electron gas. The surrounding
electrons will screen the bare electrostatic potential, which results in an effective potential for that
electron. In the Hartree approximation the electron gas is described in a mean-field way by using
the total electron density. The Hartree potential which acts on the test electron is given by the
solution to the Poisson equation for this electron density 푛(퐫)
푉퐻 (퐫) =
푒2
4휋휀0휀 ∫ d퐫
′ 푛(퐫′)|퐫 − 퐫′| . (2.74)
The Hartree potential is added to the external potential in the Schrödinger equation for the test
electron. We can then compute the solution of the Schrödinger equation including the Hartree
potential. The density is then computed quantum mechanically as
푛(퐫) =
∑
훼
f(휀훼)휓†훼 (퐫)휓훼(퐫) , (2.75)
where 훼 labels all the eigenvalues and we assume the wave functions to be normalized. Alterna-
tively we can use the definitions established in our Green function algorithm in section 2.2. These
formulas give rise to self-consistency conditions on the density and potential. This means that solv-
ing the single-particle Schrödinger equation with 푉퐻 for each 훼 should yield the density (2.75). In
a later section we will establish a self-consistency scheme to achieve this. As a last remark, we
would like to note that in the three-dimensional model, using polygon top gates, we modify the
Hartree potential by introducing mirror charges at a distance 푑 above the top gates [75], which is
equal to the setback distance
푉퐻 (퐫) =
푒2
4휋휀0휀 ∫ d퐫
′
[
푛(퐫′)|퐫 − 퐫′| − 푛(퐫′)|퐫 − 퐫′ + 2푑퐞퐳|
]
. (2.76)
This takes care of short range divergences, which would occur without considering the mirror
charges.
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2.4.2. Exchange and correlation
After introducing the density-density contribution of electrostatic interactions, the Hartree term, we
will now discuss two models for incorporating the exchange interaction, which in general cannot be
simply expressed as a density-density contribution. We will first discuss the Hartree-Fock approx-
imation, and afterwards we will briefly discuss a local spin density approximation in the context
of density functional theory (DFT). The latter one will also include a correlation term, which is
neglected in Hartree-Fock theory.
Hartree-Fock
We have already introduced the Hartree approximation in subsection 2.4.1, which we might call
the classical contribution to the Coulomb interaction. In quantum mechanics, there is yet another
contribution, which is commonly referred to as exchange interaction or Fock term, in the context of
the Hartree-Fock approximation. The exchange term is a purely quantum mechanical contribution
to the Coulomb energy, which describes the exchange of two electrons. It can be derived when tak-
ing into account quantum statistics of fermions. Fermi statistics dictates that the full wave function
is antisymmetric under the exchange of particles. Expressing the Fock space wave function as a
Slater determinant one may derive the exchange contribution to the single-particle energy in a few
steps. It is given by the integral
휀휎푥(푘) =
∑
푘′
∫ d퐫d퐫′ 휓휎푘 (퐫)∗휓휎푘′(퐫′)∗ 푒
2
4휋휀휀0
1|퐫 − 퐫′|휓휎푘′(퐫)휓휎푘 (퐫′) , (2.77)
where 휎 labels spin and 푘 the set of all other quantum numbers. For completeness, let us state the
single-particle Hartree energy using the Hartree potential given by equation (2.74)
휀퐻 (푘) =
∑
휎
∫ d퐫 휓휎푘 (퐫)∗ 푉퐻 (퐫)휓휎푘 (퐫) . (2.78)
An important observation that can be made when comparing equations (2.77) and (2.78), is that
the single-particle Hartree energy as well as it contribution to the total energy 퐸퐻 = ∑푘퐹푘 휀퐻 (푘)
can be expressed in terms of densities, whereas the single-particle exchange and its contribution to
the total energy∑푘퐹푘,휎 휀푥(푘) cannot be expressed in terms of densities, but requires knowledge of the
wave functions. Even though analytical studies do exist, in general the Hartree-Fock problem has
to be tackled numerically. Looking at equation (2.77) we can anticipate that even numerics will be
quite demanding due to the sheer size of data needed to evaluate the exchange term. In this work we
will only discuss a quantum Hall system that is translationally invariant in transport direction in the
Hartree-Fock approximation. In addition, we will consider a projection to the first Landau level,
where the wave functions are of simple Gaussian form. The Hartree and exchange single-particle
energies for this particular case have been computed by Dempsey, Gelfand and Halperin [64], and
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are given by
휀퐻 (푌 ) =
1√
휋푙퐵 ∫ d푦 exp
(
−(푦 − 푌 )
2
푙2퐵
)
푉퐻 (푦) (2.79)
휀푥(푌 ) = −
푒2
8휋2휀휀0푙2퐵 ∫ d푦 휈(푦) exp
(
−(푦 − 푌 )
2
4푙2퐵
)
K0
(
(푦 − 푌 )2
4푙2퐵
)
(2.80)
푉퐻 (푦) = −2
푒2
4휋휀휀0 ∫ d푦
′ 푛(푦′) ln ||||푦 − 푦′푙퐵 |||| .
In these equations, the direct relation between the momentum 푘 and the center coordinate 푌 of
the wave function in the first Landau level was used, and K0(푦) is the modified Bessel function
of second kind. Using the above formulation of Hartree-Fock theory for the first Landau level,
we will show how edge reconstructions, as described in [64], arise. As pointed out, in general
Hartree-Fock is quite demanding in terms of numerics. For that reason physicists have been looking
for alternatives of implementing the exchange energy. The most prominent way is to formulate a
mean-field approximation for the exchange in terms of densities. This approach is known as density
functional theory, and we will discuss it briefly below.
Density functional theory
Density functional theory is a widely usedmethod, in which one expresses exchange and correlation
energies as functionals of the ground state electron density. As we will see, the exchange and
correlation terms will take on simple functional forms in terms of densities, as compared to the form
of equation (2.77). Density functional theory is based on the Kohn-Sham equations [85], which
can be formulated by virtue of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [86]. These equations where later
generalized by Barth and Hedin, to include effects of spin polarization [87], and they were further
refined to include gauge fields by Vignale and Rasolt [88]. Here we use the local spin density
approximation of the exchange and correlation potentials as given in [75] using the parameters
found in [75,89]. In this work we will only consider a fully spin-polarized case where only spin up
states are populated. In this case the exchange potential takes the particularly simple form
푉푥↑(푥, 푦) =
√
2
4
푒2
휀휀0휋
3
2
√
푛(푥, 푦) . (2.81)
The expression for the correlation potential 푉푐표푟 can be found in [75]. Both these effective potentials
can be added to theHamiltonian of the system just as theHartree term. We can then self-consistently
solve for the effective single-particle confining potential, including all the interactions. How this is
done will be the subject of the upcoming section.
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2.5. Self-consistent confining potential
In order to obtain realistic potentials we need to establish a scheme with which we may compute
the effective single-particle potential for our system self-consistently. The easiest way to do this
would be to start with the bare electrostatic potential, compute the density via the Green function
algorithm, and begin to compute the effective potential and density in succession, using a simple
mixing scheme, where we update the potential as follows
푉 (푖+1) = (1 − 휂)푉 (푖) + 휂(푉푒푠 + 푉푖푛푡) , (2.82)
where 푉푒푠 is the bare electrostatic confinement and 푉푖푛푡 encapsulates the interaction potentials we
are interested in. In this simple updating scheme, typical choices for the constant 휂 are in the range
0.01 ≤ 휂 ≤ 0.1. However, this kind of update is very inefficient, and we would like to use a more
sophisticated method. We will make use of a highly efficient algorithm for root searching. Let us
define the error functional
퐹 [푉 ] = 푉표푢푡[푉 ] − 푉 , (2.83)
which is the difference between output and input potentials, of an update, for a certain model of
interactions. We now search for a zero of this functional, which means that the potential does
not change anymore under our update prescription. This root search will be performed using an
accelerated Broyden’s second method algorithm [90, 91]. Broyden’s second method gives an up-
date prescription for a multidimensional quasi-Newton root search. In the 푚’th iteration we can
approximate F as
퐹 [푉 ] = 퐹 [푉 (푚)] + 퐉(푚)(푉 − 푉 (푚)) , (2.84)
where 퐉(푚) is the 푚’th iteration towards the Jacobian, and 푉 (푚) is the 푚’th iteration towards the
potential. At the point where 퐹 = 0 (the root) we can set the left hand side of the above equation
to zero, and find
푉 (푚+1) = 푉 (푚) −
(
퐉(푚)
)−1퐹 [푉 (푚)] (2.85)
as the Newton step for the potential. In many algorithms one tries to find the Jacobian 퐉(푚) in each
step of the iteration. However, Broyden’s second method directly gives an update on the inverse of
the Jacobian 퐁(푚) = (퐉(푚))−1, which minimizes the Frobenius norm ‖퐁(푚)−퐁(푚−1)‖. It is clear from
equation (2.85) that for a Newton step it is sufficient to know the inverse Jacobian, hence we can
save the matrix inversion, when directly updating the inverse. The update formula can be found by
taking the update of Broyden’s first method on the Jacobian and applying the Sherman-Morrison
formula, which computes the inverse of the sum of an invertible matrix and the outer product of
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two vectors. Broyden’s update formula for the Jacobian [92] has exactly that structure and reads
퐉(푚) = 퐉(푚−1) + [퐹
(푚) − 퐹 (푚−1) − 퐽 (푚−1)(푉 (푚) − 푉 (푚−1))]⊗ (푉 (푚) − 푉 (푚−1))푇
(푉 (푚) − 푉 (푚−1))푇 (푉 (푚) − 푉 (푚−1))
. (2.86)
Applying the Sherman-Morrison formula gives the update for Broyden’s second method, which
updates the inverse of the Jacobian as follows
퐁(푚) = 퐁(푚−1) + [푉
(푚) − 푉 (푚−1) − 퐁(푚−1)(퐹 (푚) − 퐹 (푚−1))]⊗ (퐹 (푚) − 퐹 (푚−1))푇
(퐹 (푚) − 퐹 (푚−1))푇 (퐹 (푚) − 퐹 (푚−1))
. (2.87)
In order to start the iteration we need an initial guess for the matrix 퐁. It is often sufficient to
choose the identity matrix times some small negative constant 퐵(1) = −휂퐈. This way, our first step
corresponds to the simple mixing. With this ansatz, the iteration steps can be performed as follows:
푉 (푚+1)푖푛 = 푉
(푚)
푖푛 − 퐁
(1)퐹 (푚) −
푚∑
푗=2
푢(푗)
[(
푣(푗)
)푇퐹 (푚)] , (2.88)
푢(푖) = −퐁(1)
(
퐹 (푖) − 퐹 (푖−1)
)
+ 푉 (푖) − 푉 (푖−1) −
푖−1∑
푗=2
푢(푗)
[(
푣(푗)
)푇 (퐹 (푖) − 퐹 (푖−1))] ,
(
푣(푖)
)푇 = (퐹 (푖) − 퐹 (푖−1))푇(
퐹 (푖) − 퐹 (푖−1)
)푇 (퐹 (푖) − 퐹 (푖−1)) .
In this scheme we are looking for a zero of 퐹 . If we insert the error functional (2.84), we will
find the self-consistent solution for the problem defined by the mapping 푉표푢푡[푉 ]. For example,
in the case where we want to find the self-consistent solution of the Hartree approximation, the
prescription is given by equations (2.74) and (2.75) combined with the bare electrostatic potential
푉푒푥푡
푉표푢푡[푉 ] = 푉푒푥푡 + 푉퐻 [푉 ] . (2.89)
The scheme described above only requires storing a rather small number of vectors 푢 and 푣, and
thus it is very memory efficient. It also avoids inverting matrices, and we have eliminated all outer
products in favor of inner products. From these considerations one sees that the computational
complexity of the Broyden update is rather small. In our case the main computational effort lies in
the computation of the error functional 퐹 , explicitly, the computation of the quantum mechanical
density needed for the Hartree potential poses the biggest problem. Broyden’s secondmethodworks
well in many cases, but during our computations we stumbled over some cases, especially in the
computation of non-equilibrium self-consistent potentials, which would not converge using this
method. For these hard cases we implemented Broyden’s first method as described in Numerical
Recipes [93]. The advantage of this method is that we have access to the Jacobian, which allows us
to perform step size control using a cubic line search algorithm [93]. This step size control prevents
us from overshooting when moving along the descent direction, making the convergence behavior
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more robust. In the next section we will explain how to optimize the performance of the density
calculation.
2.6. Numerics of the density matrix
It has been shown in the previous sections that the electron density plays a central role in the deriva-
tion of effective single-particle potentials for interacting electrons. We also established a method to
compute the density using the density matrix. This method has the strong advantage that it works
both in equilibrium and non-equilibrium. Let us first recall the equilibrium case. The density matrix
is given by (2.35)
[휌] = 푖
2휋 ∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)
(
[G(퐸)] − [G(퐸)]†)
= 푖
2휋
(
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)] − ∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)]†
)
= 푖
2휋
(
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)] −
[
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)]
]†)
, (2.90)
from which we see that it is sufficient to compute the first integral
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)] , (2.91)
then subtract its complex conjugate, and multiply by 푖∕(2휋). As we will see further below, this
does not only save us the computation of the second integral, but it also helps to reduce the overall
numerical effort that goes into the integral. The Green function is strongly oscillatory along the
real axis. It is thus clear that numerical integration along the real axis will be very costly, since we
would need to choose a very dense discretization of the energy interval. This, in turn would mean
that we have to compute the Green function for many energy values, which would very much reduce
the performance of our self-consistent algorithm. We can avoid this problem by using Cauchy’s
theorem. We extend the integration along the real axis by an arc in the upper complex half plane,
such that we obtain a closed loop [75], as shown in Figure 2.8. The retarded Green function [G(퐸)]
has all of its poles below the real axis, so we do not need to pay attention to them when performing
a contour integral in the upper half-plane. Furthermore, the Green function varies smoothly away
from the real axis. This means we can choose a much larger energy spacing for the integration.
Now, we mainly need to pay attention to the poles of the Fermi-distribution in the upper complex
plane, which lie at values Re (퐸) = 휇, Im (퐸) = (2푚 + 1)휋∕훽. The energy interval we need to
integrate over extends from the bottom of the potential up to the chemical potential plus some 훿,
which is found by requiring that the Fermi-distribution should be zero to machine precision 휀푀 at
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Re (퐸)
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Figure 2.8.: Illustration of a typical integration contour. We can perform a complex contour integration and
subtract the contribution of the푁 enclosed poles of the Fermi-distribution.
energy 휇 + 훿, which gives
훿 =
log
(
1
휀푀
− 1
)
훽
. (2.92)
The integration interval along the real axis determines the radius of the arc in the upper half-plane.
We can then count the number of poles inside the contour and denote it by 푁 . Then, Cauchy’s
theorem, together with the fact that all residues of the Fermi-distribution are equal to minus one,
yields
∮ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[G(퐸푧)] = −
푁−1∑
푚=0
[G(퐸푚)] , (2.93)
where 퐸푚 are the poles inside the contour. We know that all the residues of the Fermi function are
equal to minus one. Let now  denote the part of the contour along the real axis and  the arc in
the upper half-plane. We may then write
∮ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[G(퐸푧)] = (2.94)
∫ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[G(퐸푧)] + ∫ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[G(퐸푧)] = −
푁−1∑
푚=0
[G(퐸푚)] ,
and find the real integral to be
∫ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[퐺(퐸푧)] = −
(
∫ d퐸푧 f(퐸푧 − 휇)[퐺(퐸푧)] +
푁−1∑
푚=0
[퐺(퐸푚)]
)
. (2.95)
We see that instead of solving the real integral we can integrate along the complex arc and add the
contributions from the poles. This approach drastically improves numerical stability and perfor-
mance in contrast to the integral over the real axis. At this point we can also see why it was a good
idea to split the integration over the spectral function in the first place. The spectral function has
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poles above and below the real axis, which would render the above method useless. When looking
for the electron density we are only interested in the diagonal elements of the density matrix. This
allows us to rewrite equation (2.90) as follows
푛(푥) = 푖
2휋 ∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)
(
[G(퐸)]푥,푥 − [G(퐸)]†푥,푥
)
= 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)
(
−2 Im
(
[G(퐸)]푥,푥
))
= −1
휋
Im
(
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)]푥,푥
)
. (2.96)
This means we can compute the integral using (2.95), and take the imaginary part. Furthermore, we
see that it is sufficient to only compute diagonal elements of the Green function, which is possible
thanks to the recursive algorithm we use. In this way we can compute the electron density very
efficiently in comparison to the naive method. Let us now turn to the non-equilibrium case. Recall
that the non-equilibrium density matrix is (2.44)
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸) f(퐸 − 휇퐵) +
(
퐀(ퟏ)퐋 (퐸) + 퐀
(ퟏ)
퐑 (퐸) + 퐀
(ퟐ)
퐑 (퐸)
)
f(퐸 − 휇)
]
.
(2.97)
As already pointed out, an integration over the real axis is not desirable for the computation using
the spectral function. On the other hand, the complex integration cannot be done as straightforward
as in the previous case. The reason for this is that the spectral function has poles above and below
the real axis. Let us, for sake of simplicity, assume that 휇퐵 > 휇. Then, let us write f(퐸 − 휇퐵) =(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) + f(퐸 − 휇) and insert this into the above expression
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀(ퟐ)퐋
(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) + (퐀(ퟏ)퐋 + 퐀(ퟐ)퐋 + 퐀(ퟏ)퐑 + 퐀(ퟐ)퐑 ) f(퐸 − 휇)]
= 1
2휋 ∫ d퐸
[
퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸)
(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) + 퐀(퐸) f(퐸 − 휇)] , (2.98)
where퐀(퐸) is the full spectral function just as in the equilibrium case. Hence, the second term in the
above equation is similar to the expression in the equilibrium case, while the first term determines
the change in the density matrix due to the bias. We have previously shown how to solve the integral
over the full spectral function using equation (2.95). The first term only needs to be integrated over
a very small window, namely the window where both Fermi-functions differ, 휇 − 훿 up to 휇퐵 + 훿,
where 훿 again describes the point at which the Fermi-function is zero to machine precision (2.92).
For this small interval, shown in Figure 2.9, it is sufficient to perform a real integration.
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Figure 2.9.: The Fermi function for the biased lead is only shifted by a small amount, resulting in a small
integration interval for the non-equilibrium correction.
Hence, the non-equilibrium density matrix can be found by calculating the equilibrium-like density
matrix (the second term), and adding the correction due to the difference in Fermi-functions in the
bias window
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 휌ퟎ(퐱′, 퐱) +
1
2휋 ∫
휇퐵+훿
휇−훿
d퐸 퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸)
(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) , (2.99)
where 휌ퟎ(퐱′, 퐱) is the equilibrium-like density matrix. We denote this expression as ‘equilibrium-
like’ because the spectral function in this case is computed from the non-equilibrium potential, and
thus already includes non-equilibrium effects. However, the structure of the integral is the same as
in the equilibrium case.
This concludes the discussion of the methods used in this thesis. We established methods to treat
the electrostatics of gated semi-conductor heterostructures, and the electron-electron interactions
inside the two-dimensional electron gas. The recursiveGreen function algorithm combinedwith the
non-equilibrium density matrix approach allows us to compute transport properties in the quantum
Hall regime in a very efficient manner. The rest of this work is dedicated to the presentation of the
explicit models we investigated, and the discussion of the obtained results.
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visualization of quantum Hall edge
states
In this chapter we want to discuss three different types of experiments, which are designed for local
imaging of quantum Hall systems. The first experimental technique we will discuss is scanning
force microscopy, in which the local change in electrostatic potential, due to a current in the sys-
tem, is measured. The experiment finds potential distributions similar to the ones predicted by
Chkovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman (CSG) [47]. Tuning the filling factor by changing the mag-
netic field, the system undergoes a transition from a state where the bulk is incompressible to a
compressible bulk. This type of transition is clearly reflected in the spatial profile of the electro-
static potential. In addition, from the derivative of the electrostatic potential the distribution of Hall
currents can be inferred. In agreement with the CSG model, wide compressible stripes are found.
The second experimental technique we would like to discuss also finds wide compressible re-
gions, but using a different measurement technique, called scanning capacitance imaging in which
the tip-sample capacitance is measured and related to the local density of state in the electron gas
beneath the tip. Last but not least we would like to discuss scanning gate microscopy. In this ex-
periment a biased tip is brought in spatial vicinity of a quantum point contact and the conductance
of the point contact is measured as function of tip position. The conductance plots, which are ob-
tained in this way, are used to identify compressible and incompressible regions of the system, but
it turns out that the findings of this type of experiment do not agree with a simple variant of the
CSG model.
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3.1. Scanning force microscopy
Figure 3.1.: Scanning force microscopy data from [56]. Shown are the normalized Hall potentials measured
on a Hall bar with a width of 10휇m, for different values of the magnetic field around bulk filling
factor 휈 = 2. Below and at a filling factor of two, when the bulk is incompressible, the Hall
potential changes continuously across the bulk, while it is approximately constant across the
bulk for filling factors above 휈 = 2.14, where the bulk is compressible. At filling factors where
the bulk is incompressible, wide compressible regions are observed near the edge. The figure
has been taken from [56].
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We will begin this chapter by discussing scanning force microscopy, a type of imaging experiment
which is able to measure the difference in the spatial profile of the electrostatic potential between
the equilibrium quantum Hall system and the biased case. This also allows for the study of com-
pressible and incompressible regions in the quantum Hall system. Several such experiments have
been reported [54–60] and a detailed description of the experimental setup can be found in refer-
ence [58]. In short, a scanning force microscope is brought near the surface of a Hall bar. The
cantilever is mechanically driven at its resonance frequency and a slowly modulated small AC bias
is applied to the Hall bar in order to drive a current through it. Moving the cantilever across the
sample, the frequency of the cantilever is shifted by an amount Δ휔, which is proportional to the
change in local electrostatic potential due to the AC current modulation. The tip is scanned twice
across the sample. First with the AC voltage at one contact and the other contact grounded, and
then a second time with the AC voltage on both contacts. Dividing both measurements yields nor-
malized Hall potential, as shown in Figure 3.1, which shows experimental data obtained in [56].
Figure 3.1 shows the normalized Hall potential scanned across a Hall bar with a width of 10휇m,
at different values of magnetic field around filling factor 휈 = 2. For values of the filling factor far
away from two, the potential changes approximately linearly across the bulk, while between filling
factors 휈 = 1.96 and 휈 = 2.09 the change is rather arbitrary. The authors of [56] attribute this rather
unexpected behavior to the fact that close to integer filling the bulk of the quantum Hall system no
longer behaves metallic and is no longer able to screen impurities and inhomogeneities of the sam-
ple. Starting at a filling factor of 휈 = 2.14 the potential is nearly flat inside the bulk and varies only
close to the edges. The measurements agree with the picture of compressible and incompressible
strips, which was introduced by Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman (CSG) in [47]. In Figure 3.1 a
flat bulk potential is measured where CSG predict a compressible strip inside the bulk, whereas for
the curves below 휈 = 2.14 the bulk is incompressible and hence, according to CSG carries most of
the current. We will later show that we obtain similar results in self-consistent Hartree calculations,
in which we find the pattern of compressible and incompressible strips predicted by CSG. At the
end of this section we would like to point out that similar experiments have been performed using
single electron transistors [61, 62].
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3.2. Scanning capacitance imaging
Figure 3.2.: Results for the spatial distribution of imaginary and real part of the tip-sample conductance ob-
tained from scanning capacitance imaging experiments [94]. The left column shows the imag-
inary part of the tip-sample conductance, the middle column shows the real part, and the right
column shows horizontal cuts for the imaginary and real parts. Looking at the imaginary part of
the measured tip-sample conductance 퐺푡푠 one can clearly see a bright strip at the sample edge,
corresponding to a compressible strip, when the filling factor is getting close to an integer. The
bulk becomes compressible at filling factors close to half integer values, as can be seen in the
two lowest rows, where the bright yellow region extends into the bulk. In the experiment a per-
colating network of compressible regions forms in the disordered bulk [94]. The figure has been
taken from [94].
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In this section we will discuss scanning capacitance imaging experiments [94–97]. Again, a scan-
ning force microscope is used, but in this case the measurement protocol is different from the one
discussed in the previous section, such that the complex conductance can be measured using a ra-
dio frequency (rf) resonator. The resonator can be driven using an excitation coil and read out with
a pick-up coil. The force microscope is operated in a dynamic mode, meaning the tip oscillates
perpendicular to the surface. These oscillations modulate the tip-sample capacitance and with it
the local tip-sample conductance that is measured. It has been shown that for sharp tips the pick-up
voltage 푈표푢푡 ≈ 퐺푡푠 is proportional to the tip-sample conductance [94]. It can further be shown that
in the limit of an ohmic sample resistor the imaginary part of complex tip-sample conductance 퐺푡푠
is found by the capacitance variation over one cycle of the rf-resonator Im (퐺푡푠,휔) = 휔푟푓퐶푡푠,휔 [94].
This confirms the previous statement that the tip oscillations which modulate the tip-sample ca-
pacitance also modulate the tip-sample conductance. Further, the authors of reference [94] have
pointed out that the capacitance 퐶푡푠 is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi level. A
more detailed description of the experiment can be found in reference [94], where also the results
presented in Figure 3.2 were measured. Figure 3.2 shows both the imaginary and real part of the
conductance as a function of tip position, as well as horizontal cuts through both of them for a
series of filling fractions. Around integer filling broad compressible strips are observed near the
edge as signaled by the bright yellow strips in the imaginary part of the tip-sample conductance.
At the same time the bulk is incompressible. Approaching half-integer filling fractions the bulk of
the system becomes compressible, which can be seen in panels (d) and (e) where the bright yellow
features now extend into the bulk. In the experiment the sample is disordered and a percolating
network of compressible regions is formed in the disordered bulk, explaining spatial the structure
seen in the data. At filling factor 휈 = 2 the compressible strip is reported to be approximately
900 nm wide, and it is growing when lowering the filling [94]. The existence of wide compressible
strips, as well as the transition to a compressible bulk is again in agreement with the Chklovskii,
Shklovskii, Glazman picture [47]. So far we have discussed two experimental techniques whose
results are in agreement with the predictions of the CSG model.
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3.3. Scanning gate microscopy
A powerful technique for the visualization of edge states in quantum Hall systems is scanning
gate microscopy. In order to manipulate the confinement potential of a two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) in a controlled manner, a negatively charged, metallic scanning tip is placed at a small
distance to the surface of a semiconductor heterostructure. This results in a local change of confine-
ment potential, which in turn changes the transmission properties of the system. An early success
of scanning gate microscopy was the discovery of channeling in electron flow [98]. If the scan-
ning tip is brought in spatial vicinity of a quantum point contact, the local change in confinement
potential due to the tip leads to changes in the conductance measured across the QPC . Such experi-
ments have been performed in the quantum Hall regime in order to probe for edge channels passing
through the QPC [23,51]. In the experiments [23], the tip is moved across the QPC in both x- and
y-direction and the conductance is measured for each tip position. For certain positions, one may
partially or fully backscatter individual edge channels, which will result in a change in the conduc-
tance. Plotting the change in conductance versus the tip position, one finds extended regions over
which the conductance drops, with regions of quantized conductance in between them. The regions
of non-quantized, spatially varying conductance are interpreted as an image of the edge channels,
separated by incompressible strips. However, we would like to stress that this is not a direct im-
age of edge states, which allows one to accurately determine the position and width of edge states,
because many details such as the mechanism for backscattering between two counter-propagating
edge states within the QPC, the properties of the tip potential and thermal averaging of the con-
ductance signal will influence the scanning gate image. Figure 3.3 shows some of the experimental
data obtained in reference [23]. Conductance measurements as a function of the tip position are
shown for bulk filling factors 휈 = 4, 6, and 8 as the black curves. In addition, the red and yellow
curves show two different models for the experimental data, obtained by using experimentally de-
termined QPC parameters. The red curves are obtained with the Fertig Halperin (FH) model [38],
which is a model for non-interacting electrons passing through a harmonic saddle point potential
at zero temperature. The yellow curve are results for the Chklovskii Matveev Shklovskii (CMS)
model [39], which assumes perfect screening of the external potential across compressible strips,
again at zero temperature. In both models an enhanced g-factor was used to account for exchange
and correlation effects. The displayed zero temperature transmission probabilities are computed in
a harmonic saddle point potential
푉 (푥, 푦) = 푉푐 −
1
2
푚휔2푥푥
2 + 1
2
푚휔2푦푦
2 + 푉푡푖푝(푥, 푦; 푥0, 푦0) , (3.1)
adding a Lorentzian tip potential, for a tip at position (푥0, 푦0) [23]
푉푡푖푝(푥, 푦, ; 푥0, 푦0) =
푉0훾2
훾2 + (푥 − 푥0)
2 + (푦 − 푦0)
2 . (3.2)
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Figure 3.3.: Experimental data taken from reference [23]. The conductance of the QPC under examination
is plotted vs. the tip position for the bulk filling values 휈bulk = 4, 6, 8. The black curves are
experimental data. The red curve shows zero temperature transport curves that were calculated
using the QPC parameters in the Fertig Halperin (FH) model [38] for non-interacting electrons.
The yellow curves are computed using the Chklovskii Matveev Shklovskii (CMS) model [39]
including strong screening effects, but again at zero temperature. In both models an enhanced
g-factor was used to account for exchange and correlation effects. We see that the FH model
overestimates the width of incompressible regions, while the CMS model overestimates the size
of compressible regions.
The QPC and tip parameters were obtained in a separate experiment. With the parameters known,
one may choose a tip position, compute the total potential and determine the new saddle point in
this potential. Taylor expanding around this saddle point one may define a new effective saddle
point potential for the given tip potential, and use it in order to compute the transmission. The
FH curve (red) is determined by the curvatures of the new saddle point potential and the value of
the potential at the saddle point, while in the CMS model one has to determine the self-consistent
filling for the given magnetic field at the saddle point and apply the formalism described in [39].
Comparing the theoretical and experimental results, we see that the FH model overestimates the
width of the plateaus, while the CMSmodel strongly underestimates their width. The FHmodel for
non-interacting predicts narrow compressible regions separated by wide incompressible regions. In
contrast, the CMS model, which is a model in the Hartree approximation, finds wide compressible
regions separated by narrow incompressible regions. In the experiment the difference in width
between compressible regions and incompressible regions is not as pronounced. The comparison
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seems to suggest that experiments should be described by a theory that is somewhere between the
regime of no screening (FH) and perfect screening (CMS). In both models the quantum point con-
tact is assumed to have an incompressible center when the conductance shows a plateau. Using the
FH model, a change in conductance signals that two counter-propagating quasi one-dimensional
edge channels are pushed towards the center the QPC, backscatter into each other, and are finally
completely reflected some distance away from the QPC center. The conductance will have changed
by one 푒2∕ℎwhen the edge channel is completely pushed out of the QPC by the tip potential. Since
the channels are quasi one-dimensional, the drop in conductance occurs very rapidly. In contrast,
in the CMS model, the conductance is not determined by the relative location of narrow edge chan-
nels, but instead by the self-consistently computed filling factor in the center of the quantum point
contact, which can deviate from quantized values due to the influence of the tip potential. On the
narrow plateaus the center of the QPC is incompressible and the filling factor is constant. The con-
ductance changes as a function of tip position when the center becomes compressible and the filling
factor changes continuously. The authors of [23] remark that including the effect of temperature
would lead to an additional smearing of the plateaus. However, including the effect of temperature
is not sufficient to match the experimental findings with either the FH model or the CMS model,
as we will show later on. Further, the findings of reference [23] indicate that neither of the studied
theoretical models is able to explain the experimental data, and that the precise relation between
the spatial extent of edge channels and the width of sloped regions in the conductance maps re-
mains unclear. In the course of this thesis, we would like to address the question of how the spatial
structure of the edge channels and the pattern of current flow in quantum Hall systems can be the-
oretically described. Therefor, chapter 5 will be dedicated to studying different approximations for
the Coulomb interaction between electrons, and we will argue that the Hartree-Fock approximate
is the best candidate for an accurate description of the transport properties of the quantum Hall
system. However, it is hard to implement for systems of experimentally relevant size. For this rea-
son, we use the Hartree approximation in order to compute perform self-consistent computations,
modeling scanning gate experiments, in chapter 6. In the corresponding chapter we will advance
an argument why the Hartree approximation can be expected to yield a good theoretical description
of these experiments.
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4. Quantum point contacts with
non-interacting electrons
In this chapter we will discuss two representative models for quantum point contacts in systems of
non-interacting electrons. We start by demonstrating the agreement of our numerical computations
with the analytic results for a saddle point potential [37, 38]. After this discussion we will address
the question, already raised in the past [77], whether it is possible to have interference in a single
quantum point contact. As the typical setup for interference experiments is an interferometer com-
prised of two point contacts, the answer to this question may have implications for the design of
future experiments, if indeed it was possible to use only a single QPC for interference experiments.
4.1. Saddle point potential
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Figure 4.1.: We compare our numerical results (blue) to the analytic prediction (1.14) (red). Here we plot
the transmission 푇 , as function of the ratio of cyclotron frequency and confinement curvature
휔푐∕휔푦, of a saddle point potential. The ratio 휔푦∕휔푥 was set to one.
Let us start this section with a very generic model of a quantum point contact (QPC), a description
in terms of a harmonic saddle point potential
푉 (푥, 푦) = 푉0 −
1
2
푚휔2푥푥
2 + 1
2
푚휔2푦푦
2 . (4.1)
In section 1.2, we already discussed the implications for electron transport, equation (1.14) by
Fertig, Halperin and Büttiker [37, 38]. The fact that the model is exactly solvable, makes it the
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ideal benchmark case for our algorithms. Figure 4.1 shows a comparison between the numerical
and the exact analytic solution for the transmission probability. Here, we computed the transmission
probability at an energy of 4.13ℏ휔푦 above the saddle point as a function of the ratio 휔푐휔푦 , where
휔푐 =
푒퐵
푚
is the cyclotron frequency. This is equivalent to varying the magnetic field. The numerical
result is in excellent agreement with the analytic prediction. After testing our code with this simple
example, we will investigate more complex models of confinement.
4.2. Interference in a single point contact
In this section we would like to illustrate the possibility of observing conductance oscillations in a
single quantum point contact. In contrast to a quantum Hall interferometer, a single point contact
is an open quantum system, which made the result rather unexpected when it was first obtained
in experiments [77]. To theoretically explain these observations an alternative model to the saddle
point was used in the literature [77,99]. AQPC elongated in the transport direction can be described
by the potential
푉 (푥, 푦) = 1
2
푚휔2푦푦
2 + 푉0Θ
(퐿
2
+ 푥
)
Θ
(퐿
2
− 푥
)
. (4.2)
Here, the lateral confinement is still given by a harmonic potential, whereas the scattering barrier
is now rectangular. The authors in [77, 99] have shown that for such a model, the transmission is
oscillating with period Δ퐵 ∼ ℎ
푒퐴
. They derive the area of the constriction, within their approxima-
tion, to be퐴 = 퐿⋅푊퐺, with푊퐺 = 2[(퐸퐺 − 푉0)2∕푚휔2푦]
1
2 , and the transmission in the high magnetic
field limit is derived to be
푇 −1 = 1 +
푉 20
4퐸퐺(퐸퐺 − 푉0)
sin2
(
푒퐵퐿푊퐺
2ℏ
)
(4.3)
퐸퐺 = 퐸퐹 −
(
푛 − 1
2
)
ℏ휔푐 ± 푔휇퐵퐵 . (4.4)
In this work we reexamine the model numerically, and in the following we will discuss our findings,
as well as highlight the difference between the semi-classical calculation in references [77,99] and
our numerical results. The right panel of Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between our numerics
(blue) and the semi-classical result [77] (red). We can clearly notice that there is an offset in the
onset of the plateau. In the case of our numerics it occurs later, which can be explained by the
fact that we take into account the width of the wave functions, which is neglected in the semi-
classical approximation. In our case, the wave functions belonging to counter-propagating edge
states need to separate a bit for the onset of the plateau to occur. The second striking difference
is the magnitude of oscillations, which is considerably smaller in the numerical calculation, and
is also declining faster. This behavior can be understood when looking at the envelope function
predicted by the semi-classical model shown in Figure 4.3. The envelope function predicted in
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Figure 4.2.: Transmission of a potential with barrier length 퐿 = 8푙푦,
(
푙푦 =
√
ℏ∕(푚휔푦)
), and height 푉0 =
2ℏ휔푦, as functions of the effective magnetic field 퐵푒푓푓 , which sets the ratio 푟 = 휔푐∕휔푦 (left),
and Fermi energy (right). In each panel we compare the numerical results (blue) to the semi-
classical theory of [77, 99] (red). For the magnetic field sweep (left) we fixed the Fermi energy
to 퐸퐹 = 2ℏ휔푦, and for the energy sweep we set 푟 = 3.
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Figure 4.3.: Fourth order polynomial fit for the envelope function, taken at the minima of the transmission
curve (left), and the polynomial envelope versus the transmission of the system.
reference [77] is of polynomial type, whereas normally we expect an exponential behavior [37,38].
Our numerical curve clearly shows an exponential behavior, which explains the difference in the
magnitude of oscillations in each subsequent period. The same reasoning can be applied in the case
where we compute the transmission as a function of an effective magnetic field.
In addition our numerical results show that the semi-classical area 퐴 = 퐿 ⋅푊퐺 is larger than the
one we measure when analyzing the local density of states (LDOS) in Figure 4.4. Unlike in the
theory of [99], the length of the effective area, which is taking part in the transmission, is shorter
than the geometric length 퐿 of the barrier and little narrower. As consequence, in our numerical
description we obtain a larger magnetic field period of oscillations Δ퐵 ∼ ℎ∕(푒퐴) than the one
obtained semi-classically. The interference areas are marked in Figure 4.4, where we show the
local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level for two successive peaks in the transmission
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Figure 4.4.: Local densities of states corresponding to the respective panels in Figure 4.2 together with the
numerical (solid rectangles) and semi-classical (dashed rectangles) scattering areas. On the left
hand side we can measure the scattering area for the successive peaks퐵푒푓푓 = 3.76 (upper panel)
and 퐵푒푓푓 = 3.66 (lower panel), and compute Δ퐵푒푓푓 = 0.1. On the right hand side we measure
the effective areas of the respective scattering regions at the successive peaks 퐸퐹 = 0.553ℏ휔푐
(upper panel) and퐸퐹 = 0.574ℏ휔푐 (lower panel), which differ by 2휋, as expectedwhen traversing
one period in the transmission.
as a function of magnetic field (left) and energy (right). The left hand side shows the LDOS at
the successive peaks 퐵푒푓푓 = 3.76 (top) and 퐵푒푓푓 = 3.66 (bottom). From the interference areas
marked in Figure 4.4 we can determine an expected Δ퐵푒푓푓 = 0.1 which matches the Δ퐵푒푓푓 of the
data points. In the right column of Figure 4.4 we show the LDOS at the successive peaks 퐸퐹 =
0.553ℏ휔푐 (top) and 퐸퐹 = 0.574ℏ휔푐 (bottom). From the marked interference area we determine
the expected difference in area of 2휋 between the two peaks. The above discussion shows that
conductance oscillations might appear in a single QPCmodeled by a sharp scattering barrier, which
is however flat over a large area. We will show later on that conductance oscillations also occur in
more realistic self-consistent Hartree potentials at low temperature, which are also flat over a large
area when the system is in a compressible state inside the QPC area. The Hartree potentials are
derived considering the electrostatics of gates and donors, as well as electron-electron interactions,
underpinning the fact that conductance oscillations are a generic feature of transport in quantum
point contacts under suitable conditions.
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In this chapter we will examine translationally invariant quantum Hall systems with two different
types of electrostatic confinement and several different approximations for the electron-electron
interactions. We study these systems with the aim of answering two main questions. The first
question is which approximation is best suited for the description of electronic transport in the
quantum Hall system. The second question regards the spatial distribution of the current flow. Do
currents flow inside the incompressible strips as predicted by Chkovskii, Shklovskkii, Glazman and
Matveev [39,47], or do they flow inside one-dimensional compressible edge strips as predicted by
Büttiker [30]. As both theories are quite successful in the description of transport experiments,
it is hard to rule out one in favor of the other using non-local measurement techniques. With our
numerical analysis, we will try to determine which of the two pictures is more appropriate in the
context of quantum Hall nanostructures. However, before describing our numerical results we
would like to give an overview over past theoretical considerations concerning the distribution of
current flow and introduce our expression for the local current density.
5.1. Current densities
5.1.1. Non-equilibrium current density in linear response
In this section we want to discuss how to compute current densities, and how to extract the dif-
ferent contributions to the current. We will start by reviewing results which can be found in the
literature, and we will then develop a formalism for computing non-equilibrium currents, and for
the decomposition into different components. The non-equilibrium current density inside a long
narrow channel, taking into account screening effects, has been discussed by Chklovskii, Matveev
and Shklovskkii [39]. They argue that electrons on both sides of the channel move in opposite
direction and remain in equilibrium with their respective terminals. If we consider a system with a
single filled Landau level, where the bulk is incompressible and scattering across the device can be
neglected, one may define the electrochemical potential as a step function centered in the system,
a result which has also been obtained by Cooper and Chalker [33] in the presence of sufficiently
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small disorder.
휇(푦) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
휇퐿, 푦 < 0
휇푅, 푦 > 0
(5.1)
The current density in the semi-classical approximation, where the width of the wave functions is
neglected, has the form [39]
푗(푦) = 푒푛(푦)푣(푦) = 푒푛퐿휈(푦)
푙2퐵
ℏ
휕휀
휕푦
= 푒
ℎ
푓 [휀(푦) − 휇(푦)]휕휀
휕푦
, (5.2)
where 푛퐿 = 1∕(2휋푙2퐵) is the electron density of a filled Landau level, and (푙2퐵∕ℏ)휕휀∕휕푦 is the drift
velocity, calculated under the assumption that the self-consistent potential preserves the relationship
푦 = 푘푙2퐵. Using this current density the authors of [39] compute the total current for a system under
an externally applied bias of 푒푉 . It is important to note that in the current discussion we assume
that the applied voltage is comparable to the energy scale set by the temperature 푒푉 ≈ 푘퐵T, to
ensure that additional states are mainly populated due to bias and not due to temperature. The
electrochemical potential is then given via 휇푅 = 휇퐿 + 푒푉 , and the total transport current can be
obtained in linear response by inserting equation (5.2) into the definition 퐼 = ∫ 푗(푦) d푦, and using
the chemical potential distribution (5.1) [39]
퐼 = ∫ 푗(푦)d푦 = 푒ℎ
[
∫
휀(0)
∞
푓 (휀 − 휇퐿) d휀 + ∫
∞
휀(0)
푓 (휀 − 휇푅) d휀
]
= 푒
ℎ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣∫
휀(0)
∞
푓 (휀 − 휇퐿) d휀 + ∫
∞
휀(0)
푓 (휀 − 휇퐿 − 푒푉
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
휀̃=휀−푒푉
) d휀
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 푒
ℎ
[
∫
∞
휀(0)−푒푉
푓 (휀̃ − 휇퐿) d휀̃ − ∫
∞
휀(0)
푓 (휀 − 휇퐿) d휀
]
≈ 푒
ℎ
푓 (휀(0) − 휇)(휇푅 − 휇퐿) =
푒2
ℎ
휈(0)푉 . (5.3)
In this context 휈(0) is the self-consistent filling factor in the center of the sample. This implies
that under the assumption stated above, the conductance of the system is solely determined by the
self-consistent filling factor in the center of the channel. At this point one might be inclined to say
that equation (5.3) implies that current is flowing in the bulk. However, we will show later that this
statement is inaccurate.
After discussing this simple expression for the translationally invariant case, we would like to dis-
cuss the current density distribution in the more general case, were our system is not translationally
invarian. The above expression does correctly capture the transport characteristics of the system,
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namely the conductance, however it is incomplete when asking for the current distribution across
the system. In the context of current density functional theory, Geller and Vignale found [70],
퐣(퐫) = ℏ
2푚
(
훾푘[푛, 퐵] + 훾푥푐[푛, 퐵]
)
∇푛(퐫) × 퐳̂ + 1
푚휔푐
푛(퐫)∇푉퐻푥푐(퐫) × 퐳̂ (5.4)
훾푘[푛, 퐵] = 2[휈] + 1
훾푥푐[푛, 퐵] =
1
휇퐵
휕휇푥푐[푛, 퐵]
휕퐵
for the current density, where 휇퐵 is the Bohr magneton, [휈] is the number of fully occupied Landau
levels and 휇푥푐[푛, 퐵] = 휕휀푥푐[푛, 퐵]∕휕푛 is the exchange-correlation part of the chemical potential of
the homogeneous two-dimensional electron gas. If we are interested in 푗푥, as before, we immedi-
ately recognize the second term in the current density, which is proportional to the potential gradi-
ent in y-direction, to be equivalent to the definition of Chklovskii, Matveev and Shklovskkii (5.2).
However, Geller and Vignale consider an additional term, which is proportional to the gradient in
density. It is interesting to note that both these contributions have opposite signs since we have
sign(∇푛) = −sign(∇푉 ). In their works [68–70], Geller and Vignale call the first term in (5.4) edge
currents and the second term bulk currents. This is due to the fact that on compressible strips, the
potential gradient could be rather small, and hence there is only a density gradient. On the other
hand, the opposite should be true for incompressible strips, hence the distinction into bulk and edge
contributions. Further, Geller and Vignale point out that in many geometries the edge currents can
be regarded as paramagnetic and the bulk currents as diamagnetic [69]. However, this is not true
in general [69].
In the first instance we will concern ourselves with the case where we only have a Hartree potential
and we neglect exchange and correlation potentials for the moment. In this case, 훾푥푐[푛, 푉 ] ≡ 0
which simplifies expression (5.4). In order to get an intuition for how the remaining terms, let us
examine the case of high magnetic field, where all electrons are in the first Landau level. Let us fur-
ther introduce the self-consistent potential 푉 , which is translationally invariant in the x-direction,
and has some functional dependence on the y-coordinate. Such a potential will give rise to a local
electric field 퐸푦 = −휕푉 ∕휕푦, which in turn causes an 퐄 × 퐁 drift of electrons, with drift velocity
푣퐷 = ℏ−1휕푉 ∕휕푘. In this case, the current density distribution is found by taking a partial expecta-
tion value, with respect to 푘, of the velocity operator 푣̂ = 휕Ĥ∕(ℏ휕푘), with Ĥ = Ĥ0 + 푉̂ , where H0
is the quantum Hall Hamiltonian without external potentials and 푉 is the confining potential, and
additionally counting filled states
푗푥(푦) = 푒∫ 푑푘 푓 [휀(푘) − 휇]휓∗푘 (푦) 1ℏ 휕Ĥ휕푘 휓푘(푦)
= 푒√
휋퐿푙퐵 ∫ 푑푘 푓 [휀(푘) − 휇] 푒
−
(푦+푘푙2퐵 )
2
푙2퐵
[
(푘푙2퐵 + 푦)휔푐 + 푣퐷
]
, (5.5)
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where, for simplicity, we assumed the shift in the center coordinate of the wave function, due to
the drift velocity, to be small. This is just to simplify the matter, but does not alter the result, as we
could just shift everything consistently. With this simplification we are allowed to express the drift
velocity as 푣퐷 = (푙2퐵∕ℏ)휕푉 ∕휕푌 , because of the relation 푌 = 푘푙2퐵 remains intact. Then, the second
term in (5.5) can be identified with (5.2) and the bulk term (second term) in (5.4), and we define
a drift current 푗퐷(푦) = 푒푛(푦)푣퐷(푦). The first term in equation (5.5) is analogous to the edge term
in (5.4). We now define
푛(푦) = 푒√
휋퐿푙퐵 ∫ 푑푘 푓 (휀(푘) − 휇) 푒
−
(푦+푘푙2퐵 )
2
푙2퐵
d푛
d푦 =
푒√
휋퐿푙퐵 ∫ 푑푘 푓 (휀(푘) − 휇)
2
푙2퐵
(푘푙2퐵 + 푦)푒
−
(푦+푘푙2퐵 )
2
푙2퐵 . (5.6)
Comparing (5.6) to equation (5.5), we see that
ℏ
2푚
d푛
d푦 =
푒√
휋퐿푙퐵 ∫ 푑푘 푓 (휀(푘) − 휇)휔푐(푘푙
2
퐵 + 푦)푒
−
(푦+푘푙2퐵 )
2
푙2퐵 , (5.7)
which recovers the edge contribution of Geller and Vignale in equation (5.4). After discussing the
full expression for the current density (5.4), we will now discuss the linear response regime, in
which it can be shown that the total transport current can be derived from the equilibrium poten-
tial only, such that knowledge of the non-equilibrium potential is not required for computing the
conductance. For this we refer to Büttiker and Christen [100] who formulated that the total current
passing through lead 훼 in a system with푁 leads
퐼훼 =
2푒
ℎ
푁∑
훽=1
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇 − 푒푉훽)퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}) . (5.8)
Here 훼 and 훽 label the leads, {푉훾} is the set of the voltages on all contacts, and퐀훼훽 are the screened
transmission functions [100]. Using this definition, the transport current 훿퐼훼 = 퐼훼 − 퐼훼,0, with
퐼훼,0 =
2푒
ℎ
푁∑
훽=1
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾 = 0}) , (5.9)
such that the transport current is
훿퐼훼 =
2푒
ℎ
푁∑
훽=1
∫ d퐸
[f(퐸 − 휇 − 푒푉훽)퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}) − f(퐸 − 휇)퐀훼훽(퐸, {0})] . (5.10)
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In the limit were the voltage 푉훽 is small (푒푉훽 ≪ ℏ휔푐) we may expand the Fermi distribution as
f(퐸 − 휇 − 푒푉훽) = f(퐸 − 휇) + 훿f(퐸 − 휇 − 푒푉훽), which allows us to rewrite the equation above as
훿퐼훼 =
2푒
ℎ
푁∑
훽=1
∫ d퐸
[
훿f퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}) − f(퐸 − 휇)
{
퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}) − 퐀훼훽(퐸, {0})
}]
. (5.11)
The term proportional to the unbiased Fermi function vanishes after summation over channels due
to unitarity of the scatteringmatrix defining the퐀훼훽 [100]. Unitarity of the scatteringmatrix implies∑
훼
퐀훼훽 =
∑
훽
퐀훼훽 = 0 . (5.12)
Together with the fact that f(퐸 − 휇) does not depend on 푉훽 , equation (5.12) implies that the term
proportional to the unbiased Fermi function in equation (5.11) vanishes. Further, in the first term
we may expand the transmission functions 퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}) = 퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾 = 0}) + 훿퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾}),
and we see that the term containing 훿퐀훼훽 would be second order in the voltage and hence can
be discarded in linear response. Thus, we find that the transport current can be expressed in its
well-known linear response form
훿퐼훼 =
2푒
ℎ
푁∑
훽=1
∫ d퐸 훿f(퐸 − 휇 − 푒푉훽)퐀훼훽(퐸, {푉훾 = 0}) . (5.13)
This formula has two consequences. First, in the linear response regime, it is sufficient to compute
the scattering amplitude by using the equilibrium potential. And second, since 훿f is nonzero only
near the edges of the system, it is sufficient to consider the edge currents when computing the total
transport current in the system. Again, this does not imply that a local probe would not measure
bulk currents, as explained above. Interestingly enough, equation (5.3), might lead one to conclude
that the current flows in the bulk, whereas (5.16) and (5.13) seem to dependent only on the edge
region. Equation (5.3) makes use of the bulk filling factor, while (5.16) and (5.13) use the change
in occupation near the edge of the system. The important statement that can be made after this
discussion is that all of these expressions yield the same, correct result for the total current, but little
can be learned about the local current distribution from them. In the following we will elaborate
further on this property of the expression for the total current.
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5.1.2. Justification of edge state approach for general current
distributions
We first recall the definition of the total current using the semi-classical definition of the current
density (5.3)
퐼 = 1
푒퐵 ∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 f(휀 − 휇 − 푒푉 Θ(푦)) . (5.14)
In order to compute the non-equilibrium transport current we can subtract the equilibrium current
from the non-equilibrium current
퐼 = 1
푒퐵
[
∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 f(휀 − 휇 − 푒푉 Θ(푦)) − ∫ d푦
휕휀0
휕푦
f(휀0 − 휇)
]
, (5.15)
where 휀0 is the equilibrium dispersion. The last integral is equal to zero, as there is no net current in
equilibrium, which justifies leaving it out in (5.14). However, if we compute the current distribution,
the term is very important. In the first case, eq. (5.14), the current is determined by the bulk filling
as we have shown in the previous subsection. In the second case the current cannot be pinned to
edge or the bulk alone. Let us now choose a different zero to subtract as compared to equation (5.15)
퐼 = 1
푒퐵
[
∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 f(휀 − 휇 − 푒푉 Θ(푦)) − ∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 f(휀 − 휇)
]
. (5.16)
In this case we explicitly subtract the bulk currents (given by the second integral) without changing
the transport current. We may rewrite the above expression to show that in this case the current
takes the form of an edge current
퐼 = 1
푒퐵 ∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 [f(휀 − 휇 − 푒푉 Θ(푦)) − f(휀 − 휇)]
= 1
푒퐵 ∫ d푦 휕휀휕푦 f′(휀 − 휇) 훿휇 + O(훿휇2) , (5.17)
As a last step we write the non-equilibrium dispersion in linear response as 휀 = 휀0 + 훿휀, where 훿휀
is proportional to 훿휇, and we arrive at
퐼 = 1
푒퐵 ∫ d푦
휕휀0
휕푦
f′(휀0 − 휇) 훿휇 + O(훿휇2) .
The derivative f′ is nonzero only at the edge of the system. We have thus shown that by choosing
an appropriate zero to subtract from the non-equilibrium current, we may rewrite the total current
in such away that either the bulk, the edge, or both contribute to the total current. This derivation
justifies the use of the edge state approach for the computation of the transport current which has
been widely used in the past. However, if we are interested in the physical current distribution we
must subtract the correct equilibrium current density from the non-equilibrium current density as
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in (5.15). If we are only interested in transport properties, such as the conductance, we may use
either the edge state approach or the bulk approach. This is a reflection of the bulk edge correspon-
dence of the quantum Hall system. In the next subsection we will introduce the expression for the
full current density in terms of the density matrix, which we used in our numerics.
5.1.3. Current density in using the density matrix
Before presenting numerical results we would like to introduce the two current expressions that we
use to obtain the results in the next sections. The first one is the non-equilibrium transport current.
We can combine equations (2.38) and (2.99) to yield the non-equilibrium current density
푗(퐱) = 1
2
[퐽̂푥휌(퐱′, 퐱) + 휌(퐱′, 퐱)퐽̂ †푥 ]퐱,퐱 , (5.18)
휌(퐱′, 퐱) = 휌ퟎ(퐱′, 퐱) +
1
2휋 ∫
휇퐵+훿
휇−훿
d퐸 퐀(ퟐ)퐋 (퐸)
(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) , (5.19)
where 휌0 is the integral over the equilibrium Fermi function f(퐸 − 휇) and the non-equilibrium
spectral function and퐀(ퟐ)퐋 refers to the upper left quadrant in the system, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Using the above equations, we can define the non-equilibrium transport current density Δ퐽 by
subtracting the equilibrium current density 푗0 from the non-equilibrium current density
Δ퐽 (퐱) = 푗(퐱) − 푗0(퐱) , (5.20)
with the equilibrium current density defined by (5.18) using the equilibrium density matrix. The
quantity we would like to compare against is the linear response Landauer-Büttiker current density,
which can be found by omitting the first term in equation (5.19) and using the spectral function
obtained in the equilibrium potential 퐀(ퟐ)퐋,ퟎ
퐽퐵(퐱) =
1
2
[퐽̂푥휌퐸(퐱′, 퐱) + 휌퐸(퐱′, 퐱)퐽̂ †푥 ]퐱,퐱 , (5.21)
휌퐵(퐱′, 퐱) =
1
2휋 ∫
휇퐵+훿
휇−훿
d퐸 퐀(ퟐ)퐋,ퟎ(퐸)
(f(퐸 − 휇퐵) − f(퐸 − 휇)) , (5.22)
where again, 휇퐵 = 휇 + 푒푉 . In the following sections we will compare the results we find for the
full and the Landauer-Büttiker current densities (5.21).
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5.2. Translationally invariant model
In this section we will discuss a gate confined quantum Hall system, which is translationally in-
variant in the transport direction, using different approximations for treating the Coulomb interac-
tion between electrons. We will first present results for the planar model defined in section 2.3,
for which we will compare two variants of the model. In the first variant we compute potentials,
densities and current densities in the semi-classical high field limit, with perfectly localized wave
functions, where we may express the density as 푛(푥) = f(휀(푥) − 휇). In contrast, in the second
scenario we compute the density quantum mechanically using (2.96). Additionally, we will present
results for a fully three-dimensional model, in which the gates, the donors, and the electron gas are
located in different planes. The effect of gate induced confinement is implemented with the help
of the polygon gate method [76]. In the framework described above, the density is computed fully
quantum mechanically. In the above described models, the electron-electron interaction will be
treated in the self-consistent Hartree approximation, such that we can illustrate the effect of mod-
eling the system by realistic electrostatic confining potentials, and to study the effect of quantum
mechanical broadening of the wave functions. Towards the end of this chapter we will turn our
attention to different approximations for electron-electron interactions. To this end, we will com-
pare the results for the fully three-dimensional model, obtained in the Hartree approximation, to
results for the same model in the Hartree-Fock [64] and local spin-density approximation (LSDA)
as found in [75, 87, 89, 101]. In each case we explicitly check for the distribution of current, and
we find that in the Hartree approximation most of the current is carried by the incompressible bulk
as predicted in references [39,47]. However, including the exchange interaction between electrons
leads to a redistribution of current density towards the edge. This starts to manifest in the local
spin-density approximation, while in the Hartree-Fock approximation almost all current is carried
by the compressible edge channels, in agreement with the Büttiker picture [30]. We will argue that
the Hartree-Fock approximation is the best candidate for describing transport in the quantum Hall
system. To further substantiate this claim, we computed edge velocities for the models presented
in the current section, and we will discuss them in the next section.
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5.2.1. Planar model
We now discuss results for the planar model introduced in section 2.3, where the gates and the
effective electron density are in one plane, similar to the models discussed in [39, 47]. Figure 5.1
shows the results for the total potential, density, and transport current distribution obtained in the
planar model, both for the case of a semi-classical electron density that assumes zero width of the
wave functions, and for the case of a fully quantum mechanical density. In the semi-classical case
the density can be expressed as
푛푠푐(푦) =
1
2휋푙2퐵
f(휀 − 휇) , (5.23)
whereas in the second case we compute the density according to equation (2.96)
푛(푦) = −1
휋
Im
(
∫ d퐸 f(퐸 − 휇)[G(퐸)]푦,푦
)
. (5.24)
Both results have been obtained in the self-consistent Hartree approximation, for a magnetic field of
2T, where themagnetic length is given by 푙퐵 ≈ 18 nm. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the gates in this
model are separated by a distance of 40 푙퐵, and the gate voltage was set to −5ℏ휔푐 ≈ −17.5meV.
The doping density in both cases was chosen to be 푛0 = 5.1 ×1014m−2, and a temperature of 40mK
was used. In this model, there is no buffer between the electrons and the gates and no Schottky
barrier is present. Their absence explains the small voltages used here, compared to experiments,
which are usually able to operate with voltages on the scale of V [23]. In panels (a) and (b) we can
observe the formation of compressible strips, signaled by flat regions of the total potential, which
have a width of several magnetic lengths 푙퐵 and are flat on a scale of 푘퐵T, as predicted in [47].
The compressible strips here show up as flat regions in the potential (a) and a change in density (b)
across the same region. Within the central incompressible strip, the density is pinned to a constant
integer value in units of (2휋푙2퐵)−1. Panels (c) and (d) show the full transport current densityΔ퐽 and
the Landauer-Büttiker current density 퐽퐵, defined in equation (5.21), at a bias of 3.5휇eV. For both
we can compute the percentage of the current that is carried by the central incompressible strip. The
current inside the incompressible strip is found by integrating the current density over the region
where the normalized electron density is constant and equal to one. When using Δ퐽 , we find that
82% of the current flows inside the bulk. In the case of the Landauer-Büttiker current density we
find that almost all current flows on the edge. Panels (e)-(h) show the quantities corresponding to
panels (a)-(d) in the planar model with the fully quantum mechanical density (5.24). In the latter
model the total potential and density in the edge region become more structured due to the finite
width of the wave functions. In this case we find that a slightly smaller percentage of the current,
namely 72% is carried by the bulk. Again, the Landauer-Büttiker current flows mostly on the edge.
In all model examined here we find counter propagating contributions to the current density which
are either proportional to the gradient of potential or density, as has been predicted by Geller and
Vignale [68–70].
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Figure 5.1.: Potential 푉 , normalized density 푛, non-equilibrium transport current densityΔ퐽 , and Landauer-
Büttiker current density 퐽퐵 for the planar model, defined in section 2.3, and using the parameters
given in the text. The left column shows the semi-classical results where the wave functions
are assumed to have zero width, whereas the right panels were computed with the quantum
mechanical density eq. (5.24). Both systems are placed in the regime where the bulk filling
factor is one, and the bulk is incompressible over manymagnetic lengths 푙퐵. In bothmodels there
are extended compressible strips at each edge. The compressible regions in the semi-classical
model are flat on the scale of ℏ휔푐 , as predicted by Chklovskii, Shklovskkii and Glazman [47]. In
the quantum mechanical model the edge structure becomes richer. From Δ퐽 we computed the
total current that is carried by the central incompressible strip, and find that in the semi-classical
model 82% of the current is carried by the incompressible strip, while we find a percentage of
72% for the quantum mechanical model. In the case of the Landauer-Büttiker current density,
giving 퐽퐵, almost all current is carried by the compressible region. The unit 푈 is given by
푈 = 푒
2
ℎ
1
푙퐵
.
In order to build more realistic models we will use the polygon model from subsection 2.3.4 which
allows us to consider a system with a separate layer of dopants and a polygon to gate.
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5.2.2. 3D electrostatic model
In subsection 2.3.4 we discussed a three-dimensional electrostatic model for gated semi-conductor
heterostructures that was introduced by Davies, Larkin and Sukhorukov [76]. In this model we
have a polygon shaped top gate, a donor layer and the two-dimensional electron gas, all in differ-
ent layers. It is thus more realistic than the model we discussed in the previous section, where
gates, dopants and 2DEG were assumed to lie in the same plane. In the following, we will present
self-consistent results for this electrostatic model with three different approaches to describing
the electron-electron interactions in this system. We will compare the Hartree approximation to
Hartree-Fock, both projected to the first Landau level according to Dempsey, Gelfand and Halperin.
The authors of [64] show how to compute the total energy in the Hartree-Fock approximation in-
cluding the Hartree energy and the exchange energy after projecting to the first Landau level having
fixed the wave functions to the lowest Landau level wave functions. In order to make a com-
parison to the Hartree approximation, without exchange interaction, we use the same method to
self-consistently compute the corresponding quantities in the Hartree approximation. The current
density distribution Δ퐽 in case of the Hartree approximation is found by computing the current
density distributions for the non-equilibrium and equilibrium potentials and densities according to
Geller and Vignale [70] given by equation (5.4), and subtracting the equilibrium result from the
non-equilibrium result. The corresponding expression in Hartree-Fock is derived in Appendix B.
In addition we will present results in the local spin-density approximation (LSDA), as in [75],
where the self-consistent potentials, densities and current densities are computed using the recur-
sive Green function algorithm described earlier in this work. In this case we do not project to the
first Landau level. One reason for this is that for the sake of comparison we want to keep the method
used in [75], and additionally we do not have easy access to the term 훾푥푐[푛, 퐵] = 1휇퐵
휕휇푥푐 [푛,퐵]
휕퐵
in the
definition of the current (5.4), when using the method given in [64]. All results were obtained again
for a magnetic field of 2T, for which the magnetic length is given by 푙퐵 ≈ 18 nm. The gates are lat-
erally separated by a distance of 40 푙퐵 as before, and the gate voltage was set to −0.3V. The dopant
density was chosen to be 푛0 = 1.35 × 1015m−2, and we set the temperature to 40mK. Finally, the
donor layer is placed at distance of 푙퐷 ≈ 87 nm away from the two-dimensional electron gas, and
setback distance is 푑 = 180 nm. Again, the current densities are computed at a bias of 3.5휇eV.
We would like to point out that in this model there is no buffer layer or Schottky barrier, which
is why the gate voltages are smaller than those in actual experiments. Panels (a)-(d) in Figure 5.2
show the potential, density, transport current density and the Landauer-Büttiker current density for
the described electrostatic model obtained using the Hartree approximation for the treatment of
electron-electron interactions. The corresponding quantities which we obtained in the local spin-
density approximation are shown in panels (e)-(h).
In the self-consistent Hartree approximation we can again observe broad compressible regions at
the edge of the sample, similar to those found in the planar model. Additionally, as in the quantum
mechanical planar model, we observe small shoulders in the density.
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Figure 5.2.: Potential 푉 , normalized density 푛, non-equilibrium transport current densityΔ퐽 , and Landauer-
Büttiker current density 퐽퐵 for the electrostatic model of a polygon top gate, defined in subsec-
tion 2.3.4, and using the parameters given in the text. The left column shows results in the
Hartree approximation, and the right panels show the local spin-density approximation (LSDS)
according to [75]. Both systems are placed in the regime where the bulk filling factor is one, and
the bulk is incompressible over many magnetic lengths 푙퐵. As before, the Hartree approxima-
tion leads to the formation of compressible strips at the edge, whereas in the local spin-density
approximation the compressible regions are strongly reduced in size. Note that for the self-
consistent Hartree model the current density scale is very different from the one in LSDA. From
Δ퐽 we computed the total current that is carried by the central incompressible strip, and find
that in the Hartree approximation 79% of the current is carried by the incompressible strip, while
in the local spin-density approximation only 32% of the current is carried by the bulk. Again, in
the case of the Landauer-Büttiker current density, giving 퐽퐵, almost all current is carried by the
compressible region. In panel (c) on the left side we provide an inset where we zoom into the
bulk contribution, which is otherwise hard to see on the plot scale of the total current. The unit
푈 is given by 푈 = 푒2
ℎ
1
푙퐵
.
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These can be attributed to the dipole forming at the edge in the Hartree approximation, as has
already been discussed in earlier works [47]. Another peculiarity of this model can be seen in panel
(c). The total transport current density is non-zero at the edge which is not biased. In the Hartree
approximation we have strong electrostatic coupling between the two compressible strips, which
essentially behave as metallic wires. The extra charges due to the current in the biased channel
induces charges in the parallel wire at the opposite edge. However, integrating over the region of
the non-biased edge, we find that there is no net current associated with the induced charges. We
can again integrate the total non-equilibrium current over the central incompressible strip, and we
find that in this model 79% of the current is carried by bulk. In contrast, the Landauer-Büttiker
current, seen in panel (d), is localized in the edge region. In the right panels of Figure 5.2, results
are shown for the local spin-density approximation [75], in which an exchange and correlation term
was added to the Hartree term. In panels (e) and (f) we notice that compressible regions do not give
rise to flat regions in the total potential and that the density drops more rapidly as compared to the
Hartree approximation. From the transport current density one sees that charges are induced in the
channel that is not under bias, but again the integrated current over that channel is zero. In the local
spin-density approximation the percentage of current carried by the bulk is only 32%. Again, the
Landauer-Büttiker current is confined to the edge. At this point we would like to point out that the
induced charge in the left edge can be estimated by computing the capacitance between two parallel
wires at a distance 퐷푊 , which is measured between the centers of the left and right compressible
strips, and with width 푎푊 . This estimate can be compared to the difference in density computed in
equilibrium and non-equilibrium at the center of the strip. We find that both are in good agreement,
see Appendix A.
The next model of interactions we would like to examine is self-consistent Hartree-Fock in the first
Landau level. In Appendix B we derive the expressions for the transport current and the Büttiker
current for the Hartree-Fock model. After computing the equilibrium 휀0 and non-equilibrium 휀
single-particle energies self-consistently, we may compute the Büttiker current distribution as
퐽퐵,퐻퐹 (푦) =
푒2
ℎ
푉
∑
푖
sign
(
휕휀0
휕푘
|||푘푖
) |휓(푦 − 푘푖푙2퐵)|2 , (5.25)
and the transport current distribution as
Δ퐽 (푦) = 푒
ℎ ∫
∞
−∞
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2 + 퐽퐵,퐻퐹 (푦) . (5.26)
These expressions have been derived in a zero temperature limit, where the filling factor can take
only integer values. The fact that we use low temperatures when computing the self-consistent
potentials, together with the knowledge that the Fock term stabilizes the self-consistent filling factor
to onewhich takes only integer values [64] justify taking the zero temperature limit. Equation (5.25)
illustrates that the Büttiker current is again localized at the edge, but in Hartree-Fock with an edge
reconstruction it is distributed across the three Fermi-points of the reconstructed edge.
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Figure 5.3.: Potential 푉 , normalized density 푛, non-equilibrium transport current densityΔ퐽 , and Landauer-
Büttiker current density 퐽퐵(,퐻퐹 ) for the electrostatic model of a polygon top gate, defined in sub-
section 2.3.4, and using the parameters given in the text. The left column shows results in the
Hartree approximation, while the right panels show the results of Hartree-Fock. On the Hartree-
Fock side we show the single-particle energy instead of the total potential. Both systems are
placed in the regime where the bulk filling factor is one, and such that we have a single edge
reconstruction in the Hartree-Fock case. In panel (f) we also marked the region that we consider
to be the bulk of the system as I, as explained in the text. Region II, which is not shaded, is
the edge region. From Δ퐽 we computed the total current that is carried by the central incom-
pressible strip, and find that in the Hartree approximation 79% of the current is carried by the
incompressible strip, while in Hartree-Fock we find that only 11% of the total current is flow-
ing in the bulk. Again, in the case of the Landauer-Büttiker current density, giving 퐽퐵(,퐻퐹 ),
almost all current is carried by the compressible region. If we chose the same bulk region in the
Hartree approximation as we did in the case of Hartree-Fock, the current carried by this bulk
region would make up 30% of the total current. The unit 푈 is given by 푈 = 푒2
ℎ
1
푙퐵
.
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Figure 5.4.: Hartree-Fock filling factor showing an edge reconstruction, for the system introduced in
Figure 5.3. The bulk region (shaded in blue) is labeled I and the edge region is labeled II.
There are two contributions with a positive sign, the inner and the outer one, and a third, center one,
with a negative sign. This distribution of signs also explains how the integer conductance value
is maintained in the reconstructed edge. In (5.25), each sign of the derivative of the dispersion
is multiplied by the lowest Landau level wave function located at the corresponding Fermi point.
As the wave functions are normalized, the integral over the current divided by the bias indeed
yields 푒2∕ℎ. The results we obtain in this way are shown in Figure 5.3, panels (e)-(h), and for
comparison panels (a)-(d) display Hartree results obtained along the lines of [64], where we project
to the first Landau level and use the Hartree approximation where there is no exchange energy
but only the Hartree energy. We find that in the Hartree-Fock approximation the notion of broad
compressible regions is no longer applicable. In panel (f), the density is displayed, and it already
hints the existence of a single edge reconstruction, meaning that at each side of the system a chunk
of electrons has separated from the bulk, due to the presence of the exchange interaction between
electrons [64]. In order to demonstrate that there is indeed an edge reconstruction we display the
local filling factor in Figure 5.4. Additionally, we mark the region we consider to be the bulk of the
system in both the Hartree and the Hartree-Fock case, and label it I. It extends from the center and
ends one magnetic length away from the first drop in the filling factor on either side, meaning the
bulk current may be expressed as
퐽푇 ,퐵 = ∫
푦0−푙퐵
−푦0+푙퐵
d푦 Δ퐽 (푦) , (5.27)
where 푦0 is the position of the first drop in filling factor. The rest of the system is edge region,
and it is labeled by II in Figure 5.3. While significant part of the current is carried by the bulk
in the Hartree approximation, bulk transport is considerably less in Hartree-Fock. We find that
only 11% of the total current are carried by the bulk. This small contribution is also reflected in
the comparison between the total transport current and the Landauer-Büttiker current. Comparing
panels (g) and (h) in Figure 5.3 we see that the total transport current and the Landauer-Büttiker
linear response current look quite similar to each other. It should be noted that with our definition
of the bulk region, around 8% of the 11% allocated to the bulk actually have their origin in the term
퐽퐵(푦) in Equation 5.26, due to the width of the lowest Landau level wave functions. If one chose the
boundary further inwards, one would reduce the percentage of current counted towards the bulk.
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Figure 5.5.: Potential 푉 , normalized density 푛, non-equilibrium transport current densityΔ퐽 , and Landauer-
Büttiker current density 퐽퐸∕퐵 for the electrostatic model of a polygon top gate, defined in subsec-
tion 2.3.4, and using the parameters given in the text. The left column shows results for a system
of the bare electrostatic 퐵 = 0 model, while the right panels show the results of Hartree-Fock.
On theHartree-Fock side we display the single-particle energy instead of the total potential. Both
systems are placed in the regime where the bulk filling factor is one, and such that we have a
single edge reconstruction in the Hartree-Fock case. In both the non-interacting and the Hartree-
Fock description current is located almost exclusively on the edge. In the non-interacting case
naturally all current is located on the edge while in Hartree-Fock 89% of the current flows on
the edge. The unit 푈 is given by 푈 = 푒2
ℎ
1
푙퐵
.
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However, in our discussion we chose the natural scale of the problem, the magnetic length, in order
to draw the line between bulk and edge. Additionally we would like to point out that if we chose the
same bulk region, as we did in Hartree-Fock, in the Hartree approximation, the current contributed
to the total current by this region would be 30% of the total current.
Further, as we found that plain numerical integration in order to find the Hartree-Fock current is
somewhat unstable, we would like to provide an error estimate of our approach. The main source
of numerical error in the bulk current comes from the first term in equation (5.26). However, in the
bulk region I we know that the Fermi distribution takes the value one everywhere and the gradients
of the dispersions are small, hence we expect only small errors. The error in the total transport cur-
rent can be estimated by the same term, using the fact that the spatial integral over it should vanish.
The deviation of the numerical integral from zero gives the error as it causes a deviation from the
quantized value of the current that we expect in this case. Evaluating the numerical integral and
dividing it by the bias, we find the error to be 1.7%.
With the observation that most of the current flows on the edge, the Hartree-Fock result is the one
that comes closest to the original proposal of edge state transport by Halperin [31]. In addition,
edge reconstruction is the natural way of creating smooth electron densities in the Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation, where the exchange term stabilizes the self-consistent solutions for the filling factor,
such that it can take only integer values or be zero [64], in contrast to the Hartree approximation
where we may have a smooth function for the local filling. Concluding the comparison of Hartree
and Hartree-Fock we would like to note that the positive and negative contributions to the cur-
rent in Hartree and Hartree-Fock originate from different physical mechanisms. In Hartree, they
are a result of the interplay of potential gradient and density gradient dependent terms as formu-
lated by Geller and Vignale [70], equation (5.4), whereas in Hartree-Fock they are a result of the
reconstructed edge as seen from (5.26). The present discussion makes it apparent that edge recon-
structions may play a vital role in understanding the transport properties of quantum Hall systems
which allow for such edge reconstructions to exist. The concept of a reconstructed fractional quan-
tum Hall edge was already used in order to gain a better understanding of the 휈 = 2∕3 fractional
quantum Hall state [66], and recently advances were made in the description of the partitioning of
the current [65] in these systems.
Towards the end of this section we shall make a comparison to results in a potential of non-
interacting electrons, which has been used extensively and successfully in the past. If we do not
incorporate electron-electron interactions in the magnetic field, we will not observe compressible
regions. In Figure 5.5, panels (a)-(d) we show the results for the of the bare electrostatic potential
of the system at magnetic field equal to zero with a doping density adjusted such that when eval-
uating the filling factor in that potential, assuming a magnetic field of 2T, the bulk filling factor
is equal to one, as in all other cases presented. Using this potential we compute the density and
current density at said magnetic field. In this case, the Büttiker current density is the correct one.
We obtain the results shown in panels (a)-(d). A striking feature of this model is that the system is
rather narrow compared to the interacting case, a consequence of choosing the chemical potential
such that the bulk is incompressible. Also, in this model current only flows on the edge. Comparing
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this model qualitatively to the interacting models we find that it comes closest to the Hartree-Fock
model, which might be an explanation for the success of the simple non-interacting model. If one
considers all the interactions correctly one again ends up with very narrow edge channels, different
from what one finds when only using a Hartree potential.
In the course of this chapter we have analyzed different approximations of electron-electron interac-
tions, which include the relevant terms to different degrees of accuracy. In the Hartree approxima-
tion, the exchange interaction is ignored completely, while in the local spin density approximation
an exchange potential is approximately introduced. However, the most accurate description is ar-
guably given by the Hartree-Fock approximation, which correctly captures the quantummechanical
nature of the exchange interaction by including a non-local exchange term in the Hamiltonian. The
accurate handling of the Coulomb interactions, as well as the excellent agreement with the Büt-
tiker picture [30], which has been used successfully in the past, leads one to the conclusion that
the Hartree-Fock approximation is the best candidate, among the presented, for the description of
transport in quantumHall systems bymeans of compressible edge states. In the next section we will
substantiate this claim further by presenting the edge velocities which can be computed in the differ-
ent approximation and comparing the results to experimental values. However, it should be noted
that Hartree-Fock is extremely hard to implement for systems that are not translationally invariant,
and which are comparable in size to experimentally relevant systems. Thus, in the following we
will very often work in the Hartree approximation, for example when presenting results for quantum
point contacts. It should further be noted that some types of experiments, especially experiments
for probing the quantum Hall potential which are note transport experiments, are presumably best
described by a Hartree picture [54–60]. We will later discuss these experiments which are us-
ing atomic force microscopes for probing the quantum Hall potential locally and compare them to
numerical results obtained in the Hartree approximation.
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Model edge velocity [m∕s]
planar semi-classical 1.96 × 103
planar quantum mechanically 9.52 × 103
Hartree 5.14 × 103
LSDA 1.84 × 104
Hartree-Fock 1.28 × 105
non-interacting 3.21 × 104
experiment [43] 1.50 × 105
Table 5.1.: Edge velocities computed in the various models which we have presented above. In experiments
typical edge velocities are of the order 105m∕s [43], which is best matched in Hartree-Fock,
whereas the Hartree approximation strongly underestimates the edge velocities.
At the end of the of this chapter we would like to present results for edge velocities computed in
the different approximations which were discussed above. Comparing the velocities will help us
to strengthen our conclusion that the Hartree-Fock approximation is best suited for the theoretical
description of electron transport under quantum Hall conditions. In Table 5.1 the velocities for
the different models are displayed. In all cases except Hartree-Fock these velocities can be found
using the formalism for a semi-infinite lead, which was introduced in chapter 2. We may use the
potentials obtained above together with the set of equations (2.20) – (2.28), to compute the velocity.
The results found in Hartree-Fock are computed directly using the single-particle energies, which
we computed above, as it is not possible to express the exchange term as an effective potential in
Hartre-Fock. In this case the velocity is found by
푣푒 =
푙2퐵
ℏ
휕휀(푌 )
휕푌
|||푌퐹 , (5.28)
where 휀 is the single-particle energy, 푌 = 푘푙2퐵 and 푌퐹 is the position at which the single-particle
energy crosses the Fermi energy. Edge state velocities have been determined experimentally [43]
and are usually of the order 105m∕푠, which compares favorably to Hartree-Fockwith a value of 푣푒 =
1.28 × 105m∕s. Further, we see that the Hartree approximation strongly underestimates the edge
velocities, which is a manifestation of the fact that the compressible strips are pinned to the Fermi
level, and hence the gradient of the dispersion at the Fermi level is very small. Using equation (5.28)
we directly see that this results in a small edge velocity. The local spin-density approximation
and the non-interacting model also yield velocities which are smaller than the Hartree-Fock result.
This is yet another indication that Hartree-Fock is a good choice for describing the physics of
the quantum Hall system. However, we would again like to stress that it is in general a great
challenge to compute self-consistent potentials for large and complex systems in Hartree-Fock. In
the following chapter we will present results for the modeling of several imaging techniques in the
Hartree approximation and make contact to experiments. We will demonstrate the importance of
temperature and interactions for the interpretation of local probing and transport experiments.
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techniques
In chapter 3 we discussed three types of imaging experiments which have been applied quantum
Hall systems. After analyzing different self-consistent models of interactions in the last chapter
we would now like to discuss numerical results using the Hartree approximation for computing
quantities measured by scanning force microscopy, scanning capacitance imaging and scanning
gate microscopy. We will demonstrate that in the Hartree approximation we find results that are
in qualitative agreement with all three. For scanning force microscopy we were able to show that
the measured normalized Hall potentials indeed reflect the compressibility of the bulk. Here, the
Hartree approximation naturally yields results which compare nicely to the electrostatic potentials
that are measured. Also, for scanning capacitance imaging we find the transition from a compress-
ible strip at the edge of the system to a compressible bulk, when lowering the filling factor from
an integer towards a half integer value. The two studies discussed so far will again be computed
for translational invariant systems. The last study we would like to present is a fully self-consistent
numerical description of a quantum point contact (QPC). We will present conductance curves for
a series of gate geometries, where we either bring the QPC gates closer together with each step or
where we model the motion of the scanning tip by using a moving polygon gate. By altering the
gate geometry or moving a polygon gate within the QPC region, we effectively move a given edge
state towards its counter-propagating partner, leading to backscattering, which in turn reduces the
conductance of the point contact. In addition to the self-consistent calculations of the system under
quantum Hall conditions we compute self-consistent QPC potentials at zero magnetic field. We
then use them to make a comparison of our data to the Fertig Halperin (FH) model [37, 38] and
the Chkovskii, Matveev, Shklovskii (CMS) model [39], as has been done in the experiment [23].
This comparison, together with a comparison to the zero temperature case, will demonstrate that a
refined electrostatic modeling and self-consistent treatment of the interactions at finite temperature
lead to an essential improvement compared to the zero temperature FH and CMS model, enabling
us to relate the width of the sloped regions in the conductance curves shown in Figure 3.3 to the
existence of wide compressible edge channels combined with temperature averaging.
Before discussing our results in detail, we would like to comment on a statement made earlier
in chapter 5, where we stated that the Hartree-Fock approximation is best suited for the description
of the quantum Hall system. However, it is difficult to implement in non-translationally invari-
ant systems, which is one reason to use the Hartree approximation here. In addition, we will now
argue that the experiments presented here might not be able to resolve the details of the transla-
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tionally invariant Hartree-Fock ground state, justifying the use of the Hartree approximation. In
scanning force microscopy, electrostatic potentials in response to a current are measured, which
is a phenomenon well described in the Hartree approximation. In scanning capacitance imaging,
the local compressibility of the system is measured. For compressibility measurements we are in-
terested in the static limit of the polarization operator, which in a system clean system, without
disorder, and in the static limit, is Π(푞, 휔 = 0) = −휌퐹 , with 휌퐹 the density of states at the Fermi
level. The static limit demands 휔 ≪ 푣퐹 푞, where 푣퐹 is the Fermi velocity and 푞 is estimated by
the system size 푞 = 2휋∕퐿푠푦푠, which at typical system sizes of the order of 휇m and with a Fermi
velocity 103m∕s in the Hartree approximation, see Table 5.1, gives a minimum measurement fre-
quency of 휈 = 휔∕(2휋) = 10GHz. In the previous section, we described a translationally invariant
Hartree-Fock ground state. Relaxing the constraint of translational invariance and analyzing den-
sity fluctuations in a random phase approximation, one finds an instability towards formation of a
Wigner crystal. In a more realistic description, a random disorder potential would pin the Wigner
crystal, giving rise to localized states in spatial vicinity to the edge state. In order to obtain a rough
estimate of the effects of edge reconstruction and disorder, we consider the diffusive motion along
two counter-propagating edge states on the reconstructed edge. In the diffusive regime, where
푣퐹 푞휏 ≪ 1 and 휔휏 ≪ 1 the polarization is given by Π푑푖푓푓 = −휌퐹퐷푞2∕(퐷푞2 − 푖휔), with the diffu-
sion coefficient 퐷 = 1∕2휏푣2퐹 . A lower limit for the mean free path is 푙푒푙 = 푣퐹 휏 ≈ 100 nm. Again,
we are interested in the static limit, which in this case is found by the requirement 휔 ≪ 퐷푞2. We
may write this as 휔 ≪ 푣퐹 푞1∕2(휏푣퐹 )푞. Remembering that 푣퐹 휏푞 ≪ 1 is similar to the result in the
clean case, but multiplied by a number smaller than one. The disorder is slowing down the electrons
traveling along the edge. But, in Table 5.1 we found that the Hartree-Fock edge velocity is much
larger than the one in the Hartree approximation, namely in our case 105m∕s. This means that even
though the electrons in a disorder Wigner crystal are slowed by disorder scattering, they are slower
in the Hartree approximation in the first place. Plugging in the numbers, also for the disordered
Wigner crystal we find a minimum measurement frequency of 10GHz, similar to ordered Hartree
case, justifying the use of the Hartree approximation for the description of the scanning capacitance
imaging experiment which will be presented below. This short discussion covers compressibility
measurements. We will discuss one more type of experiment in this chapter, namely scanning gate
microscopy, which is a transport experiment using a QPC. For transport experiments we need to
employ a different estimate on the measurement timescale. We will compare the passage time of
an electron 푡푉 = ℎ∕(푒푉 ) or rather the resulting rate 휈푉 = 푒푉 ∕ℎ, where 푉 is the transport voltage
across the QPC, to the scattering rate on impurities. In the experiment a voltage of 20휇Vwas used,
resulting in a passage rate of 휈푉 = 4.84×109 s−1. On the other hand, we may compute the scattering
rate due to the impurities as 휈푠 = 2휋푙퐵|휆|2휌퐹∕ℏ, where assuming exponential decay of the scatter-
ing probability with distance, 휆 can be estimated to be 휆 = ℏ휔푐푒−푤∕(2푙퐵). From our translationally
invariant calculations we can estimate the half-width of an edge channel 푤∕2 ≈ 2.5푙퐵, giving a
scattering rate of 휈푠 = 2.7 × 1010 s−1. Thus, the Hartree approximation should yield reasonable
results. After justifying our approximation we will now proceed to the discussion of our results.
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Figure 6.1.: Equilibrium potentials 푉푒푞 (blue) and normalized Hall potentials 푉퐻 for the case of a compress-
ible bulk, panel (a), and an incompressible bulk in panel (b). In agreement with the experimental
findings, presented in Figure 3.1, we find that in the case of a compressible bulk the computed
normalized Hall potential is flat across the bulk, whereas it varies across the bulk in the case of
an incompressible bulk.
We will first discuss scanning force microscopy as introduced in section 3.1 and then scanning ca-
pacitance imaging introduced in section 3.2. We use the equilibrium and non-equilibrium potentials
in the Hartree approximation for the translational invariant system that was introduced in section 5.2
in order to compute the potential difference due to an applied bias. As stated above, the Hartree ap-
proximation captures the electronic details of the system by incorporating the Coulomb interaction
between electrons and screening due to the gates, and hence, should be suited very well for the de-
scription of the experiment, which measures the electrostatic potential difference due to an applied
current. The results are presented in Figure 6.1, where the blue curve is the equilibrium potential,
the red curve is the normalized Hall potential 푉퐻 . As in the experiment, we compute the normal-
ized potential by computing the difference between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium potential
at a finite bias between the two terminals, and in addition we compute the difference between the
case of the same voltage applied to both terminals subtracted the equilibrium as reference. Then,
by dividing the first by the reference, we obtain the normalized Hall potential, as given by
푉퐻 (푦;휇퐵) =
푉푛표푛−푒푞(푦;휇퐵, 휇 = 0) − 푉푒푞(푦; 0, 0)
푉푛표푛−푒푞(푦;휇퐵, 휇퐵) − 푉푒푞(푦; 0, 0)
, (6.1)
where 휇퐵 = 푒푉 is the applied bias, 푉푛표푛−푒푞(푦;휇푅, 휇퐿) is the non-equilibrium potential and 푉푒푞 is the
equilibrium potential. The red curves show that similar to the experiment [56], we find that in the
case of a compressible bulk the normalized Hall potential is flat across the bulk, as can be seen in
panel (a) of Figure 6.1. In contrast to this case, the normalized Hall potential varies across the bulk
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Figure 6.2.: The local density of states (LDOS) averaged over a window around the Fermi energy according
to (6.2) at a temperature of 40mK (blue) plotted together with the respective equilibrium poten-
tial (red). Panel (a) shows the case of an incompressible bulk at integer filling, where we find
compressible strips at the edge of the system, which show up as localized signals in the LDOS.
In contrast to this finding, panel (b) shows that in a system with a compressible bulk, near half
integer filling, we find a constant LDOS across the bulk. Both cases are in qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental data in Figure 3.2. However, in the case of an incompressible bulk
we find compressible regions which are smaller than in the experiment. In order to highlight
the influence of temperature, we choose a temperature such that ℏ휔푐∕푘퐵T is the same as in the
experiment and plot the result as the yellow curve in panel (a).
when it is incompressible, as shown in panel (b) of Figure 6.1. Thus, we can state that the difference
in the measurement signals can indeed be related to the existence of a pattern of compressible and
incompressible in the quantum Hall system.
As a second example we will discuss a numerical study on a translational invariant system in which
we compute the local density of states of the system, as measured in scanning capacitance imaging
experiments, which have been discussed in section 3.2. It has been argued that scanning capacitance
experiments measure the local density of states (LDOS) beneath the tip [94]. However, rather
than measuring the density of states at the Fermi level a temperature averaged density of states is
measured at finite temperature. Hence, when computing the local densities of states we perform a
finite temperature integration around the Fermi level, according to [97], where the temperature is
taken to be 40mK. In our case this means
휌퐿퐷푂푆(퐱) = ∫ d퐸 [f(퐸 − 푒푉 ) − f(퐸)] 휌퐿퐷푂푆(퐱;퐸) , (6.2)
where f(퐸 − 푒푉 ) − f(퐸) for small tip voltages 푉 is non-zero only for a small window that is set
by the temperature. Hence, we may restrict our numerical integration to this small window. This
corresponds to a finite temperature measurement in experiments. Again, we used the system that
was introduced in section 5.2, but we would like note that in our case the system is not disordered
giving rise to homogeneous signals inside the bulk. Figure 6.2 displays the local density of states
(blue) which was computed in the corresponding self-consistent equilibrium potential, shown in
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Figure 6.3.: Potential (blue) and electron density (red) at zero magnetic field. We extract the density gradient
in order to compute the width of the compressible strip according to CSG. The oscillations in
the density are a result of the occupation of higher electronic sub-bands, as our system is very
narrow.
red. We can confirm the finding of the experiment that at integer filling, when the bulk of the system
is incompressible we observe an elevated density of states near the edge of the sample indicating a
broad compressible strip, which has a width of approximately 50 nm, taking the width at the half-
maximum, as seen in panel (a). Given that the total system width is 500 nm the compressible strips
on both sides have a considerable width compared to the system size. In the experiment widths of
around 900 nm are found in a sample with a width of 500휇m [94]. As our results where obtained
in the Hartree approximate, we expect them to match the predictions of [47], where the expression
for the width of a compressible strip was derived as
푤 = 1
2휋푙2퐵
1
d푛
d푥
|||푥0 , (6.3)
in a semi-classical approximation (푙퐵 → 0) [47]. Here, 푥0 is the center of the compressible strip
and 푙퐵 is the magnetic length. The self-consistent zero-field density is shown in Figure 6.3, and
from it, we compute the density gradient at the center of the compressible strip to be 9 × 1021푚−3.
Using this value, we compute the width of the compressible strip as predicted by CSG and compare
it to our data. At a magnetic field of 퐵 = 2T, and with the above density gradient we compute
a width of 푤 ≈ 50 nm, which is in agreement with our data, when measuring the width at the
half-maximum. In order to try closing the gap to the experimental value for the width of the strip
we compute the local density of states again at a finite temperature, such that the ratio ℏ휔푐∕푘퐵푇 is
the same as in the experiment. This yields around 15 nm more width than before. If we in addition
consider the measurement accuracy, which is determined by the distance between the tip and the
2DEG [94] which is 100 nm, we end up with a strip width of approximately 165 nm. However, this
is still much smaller than the value found in the experiment. This discrepancy may be attributed to
the fact that in the experiment a different kind of confinement is present. In [47], just as in our case,
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a confining gate is present. The experiment on the other hand was performed on a Hall bar that was
defined by wet-chemical etching [94]. Such a confinement was theoretically studied in [102]. The
authors find a density profile in which two times the depletion length푊 is needed to reach 90% of
the bulk density. In Figure 3.2 we can read off a depletion length of around 푊 = 400 − 450 nm.
The maximum bulk filling that is shown is 2.08, and comparing panel (a) and (b) we can convince
ourselves that at 90% of this value, around 1.9, the bulk is still incompressible and the compress-
ible strip should have a width of around two times the depletion length, according to [102]. This
matches the 900 nm measured in the experiment.
After discussing the case of an incompressible bulk, we now turn our attention to the case of a
compressible bulk. Panel (b) in Figure 6.2 shows a compressible bulk near half integer filling,
which yields a constant signal across the bulk. Our analysis demonstrates the agreement between
the measured local density of states and the compressibility of the quantum Hall system as read
off from flat regions in the total potential at that position. The local density of states is elevated
where the self-consistent potential is flat, indicating compressible regions according to Chklovskii,
Shklovskii, Glazman [47].
Even though we cannot compare quantitatively to the experiment, due to the difference in confining
mechanisms, we were able to reproduce the qualitative observations of compressible edge regions
near integer fillings and a compressible bulk near half-integer fillings.
Concluding this section we would like to point out that there exists a multitude of additional tech-
niques, such as momentum resolved tunneling [103] and experiments utilizing single electron tran-
sistors [62]. In the next section we will transition from the discussion of translationally invariant
system to the self-consistent modeling of quantum point contacts.
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Figure 6.4.: Illustration of the geometry for which the numerical calculations are performed. We use the
electrostatic model presented in subsection 2.3.4, where the surface of the heterostructure is
covered entirely by metallic gates, which screen the Coulomb interaction. The voltage on each
gate can be individually controlled, allowing us to define a quantum point contact. The setback
distance, which separates the two-dimensional electron gas from the gates, is denoted 푠 and the
distance to the doping layer 푑. The gates defining the quantum point contact are separated by a
distance 푑푄푃퐶 and the gate fingers have a length 푙푄푃퐶 . The parameters we use in the numerics
are given in the text.
This chapter is dedicated to the study of quantum point contacts (QPCs) using the electrostatic
modeling of reference [76], which we described in subsection 2.3.4. In this model the surface of
the heterostructure is completely covered by metallic top gates, which screen the Coulomb inter-
actions. We work in the approximation of a pinned surface, where the Fermi level of the surface
is pinned, implying a constant surface potential. In contrast, a frozen surface would have a fixed
charge distribution, which does not change upon changing the gate voltages. With a pinned sur-
face, however, electrons may be transfered between the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and
the top gates [36,76]. This approximation allows one to use mirror charges in the derivation of the
electrostatic potential due to the gates, and in the derivation of the Hartree potential, eliminating the
ultra violet divergence, which arises in the Hartree potential when computing it without screening
due to the top gates. The dopants are assumed to be fixed and fully ionized, such that they only
contribute a constant potential inside the plane of the 2DEG. To complete the discussion of the
underlying model, we would like to describe the parameters which were used to obtain the results
which will be presented in the following. The quantum point contact we study has a setback dis-
tance of 푠 = 180 nm (10 푙퐵), a distance of the 2DEG to the donors 푑 = 93 nm (5.15 푙퐵), a width of
the QPC-fingers 푙푄푃퐶 = 72 nm (4 푙퐵), a lithographic width of the QPC of 푑푄푃퐶 = 290 nm (16 푙퐵),
and the lithographic width in the lead region is 396 nm (22 푙퐵). The voltage on the gates defining the
leads is set to 푉퐺 = −0.3V, the voltage on the gate fingers defining the QPC is 푉푄푃퐶 = −0.4V, the
doping density is 푛0 = 1.6 × 1015푚−2 and the temperature is set to 200mK. In section 5.1 we have
shown that in the linear response regime it is sufficient to compute the conductance using the equi-
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Figure 6.5.: Conductance versus tip position of a harmonic saddle point potential with a Lorentzian tip po-
tential. The parameters characterizing the saddle point and the tip potential are given in the
text. The conductances for temperatures 푇 = 50, 100, and 200mK are shown. The temperature
dependence is strongest at higher filling, but it can be seen that the experimental observation
of wide compressible strips and narrow incompressible strips is not seen in the non-interacting
model with temperature.
librium potential. Hence, in this chapter we will compute all results from equilibrium potentials.
Using this model for the QPC we will explain some of the findings in scanning gate experiments,
specifically we will compare to the experimental results in reference [23]. We will demonstrate that
the broad compressible regions seen in the experiment are the result of combined effects of electron-
electron interactions and finite temperature. To this end, we will first show that temperature alone
in a non-interacting model, where the QPC is modeled by a harmonic saddle point potential and the
tip by a Lorentzian, is not enough to reproduce pattern of wide compressible regions and small in-
compressible regions. Thereafter, we will consider a QPC modeled self-consistently in the Hartree
approximation, using the electrostatic model described above. Figure 6.5 shows the conductance at
different temperatures obtained from a transport calculations in a harmonic saddle point potential,
and for moving a Lorentzian tip potential across the central symmetry axis of the QPC. The conduc-
tance is plotted versus the tip position. We use QPC and tip parameters close to the experimental
values of [23], where it was determined that the saddle point is characterized by the frequencies
휔푥∕휔푐 = 0.029 and휔푦∕휔푐 = 0.23, where we normalized by the cyclotron frequency휔푐 = 푒퐵∕푚 at
퐵 = 2T. In order to realize our numerics we had to make the saddle point potential a little steeper,
choosing 휔푥∕휔푐 = 0.035 and 휔푦∕휔푐 = 0.26. The tip is modeled as
푉푡푖푝 =
푉0훾2
(푥 − 푥0)
2 + (푦 − 푦0)
2 + 훾2
, (6.4)
where (푥0, 푦0) is the position of the tip and we have 훾 = 2 푙퐵 and 푉0 = 8ℏ휔푐. Furthermore, in this
model we consider Zeeman splitting with an effective g factor 푔∗ = 4.4, as it has been determined
in clean samples [104]. The results shown for temperatures 50, 100 and 200mK demonstrate that
temperature broadening in the non-interacting model does not lead to the broad compressible and
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Figure 6.6.: Numerical data for a quantum point contact in a magnetic field of 퐵 = 2T, varying the distance
푑푄푃퐶 of the gate fingers defining the QPC, using the parameters described in the text. We tuned
our system into a regime where the bulk filling factor far away from the QPC is equal to one. The
blue curve shows the transmission probability 푇 evaluated at the Fermi level which is equivalent
to the zero temperature conductance. The red curve shows the conductance of the quantum point
contact at a temperature of 200mK. For 휈 = 1 we observe that the formation of the plateau at
finite temperature is smeared out over many magnetic lengths, which is in strong contrast to the
zero temperature result. Further, the oscillations that can be seen in the transmission probability
are turned into shoulders at finite temperature.
narrow incompressible strips observed in the experiment. Temperature broadening is little pro-
nounced in the regime where the tip is closer to the QPC center, in which case the effective saddle
point potential formed by adding the tip potential is steeper than in the case were the tip is farther
away from the center. The broadening is more pronounced at higher fillings, as can be seen for the
휈 = 3 and 휈 = 4 plateau formations. The compressible region between the 휈 = 3 and 휈 = 4 plateaus
grow in size with the same factor with which temperature grows, which is the expected result in
the case where the effective saddle point is not deformed by moving the tip but only the energy at
the saddle point is raised gradually. However, even in this regime the experimental observations
are not reproduced when using the experimental temperature. Thus, we will now consider a model
that includes electron-electron interactions in the Hartree approximation, a model in which we ex-
pect broad compressible regions which should lead to extended sloped regions in the conductance
curves. All results presented in the following were obtained for a temperature of 200mK, compara-
ble to the experiment [23]. Table 6.1 shows a comparison between the parameters we chose and the
parameters used in the experiment [23], including the ration between experimental and parameters
used in the numerics in the last column. In order to make the self-consistent computations feasible
we had to restrict ourselves to a smaller system as compared to the experiment, with a lower bulk
density. However, we believe that we will still be able to make a meaningful comparison between
the theoretical model and the experiment by keeping in mind the differences in system parameters.
Figure 6.6 displays the transmission probability at the Fermi level (blue) and the conductance at
T = 200mK (red) for the model QPC in a perpendicular magnetic field of 퐵 = 2T, where the
bulk filling factor of the system is 휈 = 1. We vary QPC opening in transverse direction in order to
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model the scanning gate experiment. As the QPC gates are brought closer together, backscattering
gets stronger and the conductance diminishes. The results demonstrate the interplay of interactions
with temperature. Looking at the transmission probability, which corresponds to the zero temper-
ature conductance, we see that interactions alone do not enhance the sloped regions to sizes which
are observed in experiments. Comparing this to the finite temperature conductance, we see that
the combination of interactions and temperature broadening results in a region of non-quantized
conductance of width 290 nm before reaching the first plateau.
For reasons of numerical complexity we can only model QPCs which have a smaller opening than
the those used in experiments. However, we may still make contact to the experiment, by compar-
ing our self-consistent numerical data to a Fertig Halperin (FH) model [37, 38] and a Chkovskii,
Matveev, Shklovskii (CMS) model [39] at T = 0, as it has been done in [23], and as has been
shown in Figure 3.3. For the FH and CMS model we compute the self-consistent potential for all
points shown in Figure 6.6 at zero magnetic field and we fit the saddle point parameters for use in
the respective models. In panel (a) of Figure 6.7 we see that as in the experiment in panel (b), both
T=0 models give a narrower compressible region than the self-consistent modeling. The FHmodel
yields extremely narrow compressible regions, while the CMS model leads to an enhanced width
compared to the FH, as predicted already by Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman [47], which
however is still only one-third of the width found in both our self-consistent Hartree model and
the experiment. CMS use a similar model to Chkovskii, Shklovskii and Glazman, which is self-
consistent Hartree model with a semi-classical approximation for the wave functions, in which their
width is zero. In this model they have shown that for filling factors 0 ≤ 휈 < 1 the conductance is
given by
퐺 = 푒
2
ℎ
휈(0); 휈(0) = 2휋푙2퐵 푛(0) , (6.5)
where 푛(0) is the density at the saddle point defining the QPC and 푙퐵 is the magnetic length. When
the first Landau level is fully occupied (휈 = 1) and the states in the second Landau level are not yet
available, the conductance is equal to one 푒2∕ℎ. Both solution have to be put together at the point
where the filling factor inside the QPC hits exactly one, which explains the kink at 휈 = 1.
Once again, we would like to emphasize that the influence of temperature alone does not explain the
observed width of the region of non-quantized conductance. To this end we plot the self-consistent
zero temperature conductance as well as the zero and finite temperature FH results in Figure 6.8.
quantity experiment theory ratio
bulk density (1015) 1.90m−2 0.51m−2 3.19
setback distance 120 nm 180 nm 0.67
lithographic width 800 nm 290 nm 2.76
temperature 170mK 200mK 0.85
휔푦∕휔푐 (퐵 = 2T) 0.23 0.36 0.61
Table 6.1.: Comparison of experimental and model parameters. The ratio in the last column is between
experiment and theory (experiment/theory).
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Figure 6.7.: Panel (a) displays the self-consistent Hartree description of a QPC in amagnetic field of퐵 = 2T,
varying the distance 푑푄푃퐶 of the gate fingers defining the QPC, using the parameters given in
the text. The system is tuned into a regime where the bulk filling factor far away from the QPC
is equal to one. We compare the finite temperature conductance at T = 200mK in the self-
consistent Hartree model to the zero temperature conductance computed in the Fertig Halperin
model (FH) and the conductance in the Chkovskii, Matveev, Shklovskii model (CMS) computed
from a quadratic fit in the center of the QPC, as explained in the text. Panel (b) shows the
experimental data and corresponding model curves as reported in [23]. Since the theory in panel
(a) has no Zeeman splitting we have to compare our ascent to퐺 = 1 in (a) to the ascent to퐺 = 2
in (b). In both cases the FH model yields extremely narrow non-quantized regions. The CMS
model predicts a wider compressible regions than the FH model, but they still are only one-third
as wide as the self-consistent and measured curves. Panel (b) has been taken from [23].
The region of non-quantized conductance in the finite temperature FH model extends over 1.2 푙퐵,
while in the self-consistent case we measure 2.6 푙퐵, demonstrating that temperature does not give
the width measured in the self-consistent case. The presence of electron-electron interactions al-
ready enhances the width in the zero temperature case more, than does the temperature in the non-
interacting case. The presented results highlight the importance of the interplay of interactions and
temperature giving rise to region with non-quantized conductance which extends over many mag-
netic lengths. In the case of bulk filling factor 휈 = 1we find a total channel width of 290 nm, while
in the experiment a value of 451 nm is measured. However, as we mentioned before, the confining
potential in our model is steeper by a factor 1.6 which is close to the ratio of the total widths 1.55.
A steeper confinement will translate into a larger density gradient, which according to Chklovskii,
Shklovskii, Glazman sets the width of the compressible strip, as they find
푤 = 1
2휋푙2퐵
1
d푛0
d푦
|||푦푐 , (6.6)
for the width of a compressible strip. Here, 푛0 is the 퐵 = 0 density and 푦푐 is the center position of
the strip. Thus, our finite temperature Hartree result is comparable to the experiment at bulk filling
factor 휈 = 1 and suggests that the enhanced width of the compressible strip, measured in a scan-
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Figure 6.8.: Panel (a) shows a comparison between the transmission at the Fermi level computed in our self-
consistent Hartree model, and the transmission at the Fermi level, as well as the conductance, at
T = 200mK, computed using the FH model. As the FH curves increase from zero to one over
a smaller range of QPC openings than the numerical curve we can conclude that temperature
broadening is not the main mechanism for the broadening of the compressible regions. Panel
(b) shows cuts along the symmetry axis of the QPC. The potentials for different openings 푑푄푃퐶
are shown from a small opening (lowest curve) to wide openings (higher curves). As the QPC
closes, the bulk becomes is compressible as signaled by a flat potential. The large flat bulk region
explains the enhanced width of the finite temperature conductance curve. An artificial offset has
been introduced in order to illustrate the evolution of the potential.
ning gate experiment is due to a combination of Coulomb interaction and temperature averaging.
As the QPC slowly closes, the dispersion is flat close to the Fermi level on a scale of 푘퐵T over a
large region inside the QPC, as seen in Figure 6.8. Consequently, at finite temperature many states
around the Fermi level will contribute to the transport physics, which leads to wide non-quantized
regions in a scangate experiment.
After discussing the case of bulk filling factor 휈 = 1 we will now turn to discussing the case of
휈 = 2without spin, meaning the second Landau level filled is an orbital level and both are separated
by ℏ휔푐 . In this case we may compare the widths of plateau regions and non-quantized regions and
identify the mechanisms responsible for broadening non-quantized regions in the experimentally
observed conductance. In Table 6.2 we compare our numerically obtained data to the experimental
data of [23], as determined from Figure 6.9. The numerical results are displayed in Figure 6.10,
where again the blue curve is the transmission probability at the Fermi level and the red curve is
the conductance at T = 200mK. As we have no spin splitting, we compare to 휈 = 4 case in the
experiment where a plateau due to orbital Landau levels is present. Again, we observe an enhance-
ment of the width of the non-quantized regions as a result of temperature broadening. However,
contrary to the experimental observation we observe a stronger broadening at higher fillings, which
is consistent with our results for the harmonic saddle point.
The effects of exchange and correlations seem to be particularly strong at lower fillings. However,
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Figure 6.9.: Experimental data taken from reference [23]. Conductance curves for scans across the QPC at
bulk filling factors four, two and one from left to right. The different colors represent different
positions of the tip in transport direction.
considering that at bulk filling factors 휈 = 1 and 휈 = 2 fractional quantum Hall states are resolved
in the experiment, it seems natural to conclude that also at higher bulk filling factor the electrons in
the lower Landau levels will be strongly correlated. At higher fillings the results of our model are
in relatively good agreement with the experiment, at least when comparing the ratios between the
width of the conductance plateaus and the width of the regions with non-quantized conductance.
In order to estimate the broadening of the regions between 퐺 = 0 and 퐺 = 2 as well as 퐺 = 2
and 퐺 = 4 due to spin, we use our numerical data in a FH calculation with Zeeman splitting at an
effective g-factor of 푔∗ = 4.4 which has been reported for clean samples [104]. The results for the
Fertig Halperin model at퐵 = 1 are shown in panel (b) of Figure 6.10, where we compare the case of
spin degenerate states and states split by a Zeeman term at zero temperature and finite temperature.
With spin splitting the region between 퐺 = 2 and 퐺 = 4 is enhanced in width by approximately
12.85 nm which leads to a ratio of plateau and non-quantized region of 0.57. With this correction
due to spin at higher filling we are even closer to the ratio that was extracted from the experiment.
The total width of the electronic channel in the experiment increases to 510 nm when doubling the
bulk filling factor, in contrast to the self-consistent result, where the total width shrinks to 236 nm.
quantity experiment theory
plateau width 115 nm 61.37 nm
non-q. (휈 = 1) 449 nm 76.71 nm
non-q. (휈 = 2) 218 nm 94.94 nm
plateau
non-q. (휈 = 1) 0.26 0.8
plateau
non-q. (휈 = 2) 0.52 0.65
Table 6.2.: Comparison of experimental results extracted from Figure 6.9 and model results extracted
from Figure 6.10. In each case we measured the width of the plateau and the non-quantized
(non-q.) regions between 휈 = 0 and 휈 = 1, marked as 휈 = 1, as well as the non-quantized regions
between 휈 = 1 and 휈 = 2 marked as 휈 = 2. For both non-quantized regions we compute the ratio
of their width and the plateau width.
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Figure 6.10.: Panel (a) shows results for a quantum point contact in a magnetic field of 퐵 = 1T, varying
the distance 푑푄푃퐶 of the gate fingers defining the QPC, using the parameters given in the text.
Since all parameters except the magnetic field remain unaltered, we will have a bulk filling
factor of two far away from the QPC. The blue curve shows the transmission probability 푇
evaluated at the Fermi level which is equivalent to the zero temperature conductance. The red
curve shows the conductance of the quantum point contact at a temperature of 200mK. In panel
(b) we plot the transmission probability (blue) and FH conductance with Zeeman splitting at
effective 푔∗ = 4.4 (red) compared to the FH conductance with degenerate spin states. Zeeman
splitting leads to an enhanced total width, but without electron-electron interactions using the
FH model we observe a large effect hat higher fillings than at lower ones, in contrast to the
experiment. For comparison we plot the yellow curve, which shows the FH result without spin
splitting.
The enhancement observed in the experiment seems to be mainly due to exchange and correlation
effects of spinfull electrons, as well as disorder. Especially at the 휈 = 1 plateau the Hartree approx-
imation seems to be insufficient in order to reproduce the wide non-quantized regions observed in
the experiment.
We would like to note that we used the 휈 = 2 self-consistent potentials for the Fertig Halperin re-
sults and we introduced a Zeeman term in the FHmodel, which leads to a filling factor of 휈 = 4with
the given data. The FH conductance curve with degenerate spin states is found by multiplying the
curve without spin by a factor of two. This is not fully equivalent to a self-consistent computation
with spin as we would have to increase the doping density by a factor of two to increase the bulk
filling factor. However, this approximation in the non-interacting model helps us to get an estimate
on the effect of spin splitting.
Last but not least we would like to discuss the zero temperature result, 푇 (0) in Figure 6.6, for the
self-consistent Hartree model. Remarkably we find conductance oscillations similar to the ones we
previously discussed in section 4.2, where we showed that they will arise for a rectangular scatter-
ing barrier. Since the center of the quantum point contact is compressible across the non-quantized
region in the conductance, we have a large region with flat potential inside the QPC. This leads
to the conductance oscillations in Figure 6.6, as the flat potential due to screening is similar to the
rectangular scattering barrier considered earlier. When moving the gates we continuously change
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Figure 6.11.: Potentials (top) and local densities of states at the Fermi level (bottom) for a gate defined QPC
at openings 푑푄푃퐶 of 3 푙퐵 (left) and 4.7 푙퐵 (right), which correspond to two successive dips
in the zero temperature conductance in Figure 6.6. We observe a change in interference area
corresponding to one flux quantum, which is the origin of the zero temperature conductance
oscillations.
the interference area in the center of the quantum point contact, which results in the conductance
oscillations, as has been described in section 4.2. Whenever a dip in the transmission occurs, the
interference area in units of 푙2퐵 has changed by 2휋 compared to the area at the previous dip. This
change in interference area becomes apparent in Figure 6.11, where the upper panels show the po-
tentials and the lower panels display the local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level in the
given potential, and we indicate the interference areas in the LDOS plots. Our results lead to the
conclusion that interference in a single quantum point contact is a quite generic feature when in-
cluding electron-electron interactions, and it arises due to extended compressible regions inside the
QPC coinciding with flat potential due to screening. However, the oscillations are only observable
low temperatures and temperature averaging quickly removes the clear oscillation pattern in the
measured conductance curves. Nevertheless, traces of the interference process can still be seen
at higher temperatures. In Figure 6.6 we observe a pronounced shoulder in the conductance just
before the first peak in the transmission at the Fermi level, and a second less pronounced shoulder
in the vicinity of the second peak in the transmission at the Fermi level. We can relate the shoulder
in the finite temperature conductance to interference processes by examining the QPC transmission
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Figure 6.12.: The left panel shows the transmission of the QPC as a function of the energy in the region of the
shoulder in the conductance shown in Figure 6.6. The conductance 퐺 is plotted in black. We
can clearlymake out a correlation between dips in the transmissions at different energies and the
shoulder. The right hand panel shows the local density of states for the dip at 푑푄푃퐶 = 1.8 푙퐵 at
the energy퐸 = 0.005ℏ휔푐 (light blue). Again wemark the interference area, which corresponds
to three flux quanta.
as a function of energy, for energies slightly above the Fermi level, which contribute to the finite
temperature conductance. Figure 6.12 shows the transmission for energies starting from the Fermi
level up to퐸퐹 +0.008ℏ휔푐 = 퐸퐹 +1.6 푘퐵T over the region of the shoulder. The corresponding con-
ductance curve in this region is drawn in black. We can clearly see that at energies away from the
Fermi level we have small peaks in the transmission, most prominently at 퐸 = 0.005ℏ휔푐, followed
by pronounced dips. At the shoulder the we find dips in the transmission over a range of energies,
leading to the reduced conductance when thermally averaging. In the right panel of Figure 6.12 the
LDOS corresponding to to the dip at 퐸 = 0.005ℏ휔푐 and 푑푄푃퐶 = 1.8 is shown, together with the
interference area in this case. The dip in the transmission for 퐸 = 0.005ℏ휔푐 occurs at a smaller
constriction width compared to the first dip in the transmission at the Fermi level, which suggests
a smaller interference area. However, at higher energies compared to the Fermi level, we expect a
larger interference area, such that the number of flux quanta through the area might the same, if the
two effects cancel. Hence, we expect either the same number of flux quanta or one flux quantum
less in Figure 6.12 compared to the the lower left panel of Figure 6.11 or one quantum less. Indeed
we find that the number of fluxes through the area in Figure 6.12 is one quantum less than in the
left panel of Figure 6.11. The number of flux quanta within the interference area can be found by
dividing the area in units of the magnetic length by 2휋. At the Fermi level the interference area
encloses about four flux quanta, whereas at 퐸 = 0.005ℏ휔푐 we find that three flux quanta are en-
closed. We can thus relate the appearance of the shoulder in the thermally averaged conductance
to interference effects which we already observed in the transmission at the Fermi level. In the
experimental results Figure 6.9 small shoulders and dips are observed in some of the curves, which
could be a smoking gun for interference effects in the QPC. With this last observation we would
like to conclude the discussion on interference in a single quantum point contact with the remark
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QPC gate
Figure 6.13.: Illustration of the polygon clipping. The mobile polygon is drawn in gray, and the dashed area
marks the overlap of the mobile polygon with the QPC gate. The dashed area will be clipped
away and only the solid gray part of the mobile polygon outside the QPC gate remains.
that the effect might have interesting implications for the size of interferometers, given the fact that
a single, well designed QPC might already be enough to have a working quantum Hall interferom-
eter.
Although it is quite plausible that changing the geometric width of the QPC has the same effect
as moving a scanning gate across the QPC region, we demonstrate in the following that the two
protocols are indeed equivalent. Instead of shifting the gates as in the previous case, we now keep
the QPC gates fixed and we move a polygon shaped and negatively charged region of the top gate
across the center of the QPC, in order to simulate the presence of a tip. As metallic gates would
completely screen the potential due to a tip above the sample, we clip the moving polygon with
the gates of the QPC, whenever there is an overlap between them, such that they do not geomet-
rically intersect with the gates anymore. An Illustration of the clipping is shown in Figure 6.13.
The clipping is facilitated using polygon logical operation from the gpc-library, where a MATLAB
interface was provided by Sebastian Hölz1. In Figure 6.14 we present the result for the sweep of a
polygon that is 4 푙퐵 wide in the transport direction, and measures 16 푙퐵 in the transverse direction.
It is held at a voltage of −0.4V. This polygon is only to simulate the presence of a tip in prin-
ciple. With more time and more resources we could perform computations for large systems and
implement a smaller polygon shaped tip at more negative voltages. However, this would imply the
investigation of extremely large lattices, as the influence of the tip should not be detectable anymore
in the leads. In Figure 6.6 we see that the tip needs to deplete the system over a lateral width of
about 16 푙퐵, which means that the potential must be quite negative in the area. In Figure 6.14 we
show the zero and finite temperature conductance, versus the center position of our mobile poly-
gon 푦푡푖푝. As expected, they behave very similar to the ones shown in Figure 6.6. Again the finite
temperature result has a much more extended region of non-quantized conductance as compared
to the transmission probability at the Fermi level. These results demonstrate that one finds simi-
lar results when comparing the previously discussed case of a symmetrically closed QPC and the
present case of asymmetric closing due to a moving scanning gate tip. The absence of oscillations
in the transmission probability at the Fermi level in the present case can be explained by the large
steps by which we moved the mobile gate. More and larger systems may be studied in the future
using the algorithms presented here.
To conclude this section we would like to shortly review our main findings. We found that at low
1https://de.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8818-polygon-clipper
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Figure 6.14.: Scanning gate calculation of a quantum point contact in a magnetic field of 퐵 = 2T, moving
a polygon that is held at voltage 푉푡푖푝 = 0.4V. All other parameters are identical to those in the
model presented in Figure 6.6. The blue curve shows the transmission probability 푇 evaluated
at the Fermi level which is equivalent to the zero temperature conductance. The red curve
shows the conductance of the quantum point contact at a temperature of 200mK. Similar to
the case where we vary the gate geometry the finite temperature conductance shows a strongly
enhanced width of the compressible region measured.
temperatures, conductance oscillations are a phenomenon which naturally occurs in quantum point
contacts due to the screening of the confining potential. Additionally, at finite temperature the con-
ductance varies over an extended spatial region when changing the geometric width of a QPC. Both
phenomena can be explained by the existence of an extended compressible region inside the QPC
whose potential is pinned to the Fermi level, as a result of screening described by the self-consistent
Hartree approximation. In a previous chapter, we compared the Hartree and Hartree-Fock approx-
imation for a translationally invariant situation, and found that the edge velocities obtained in the
Hartree-Fock approximation are closer to experimentally observed velocities than velocities com-
puted in the Hartree approximation. For this reason we would like to discuss how modelling a QPC
in the Hartree-Fock approximation might modify the results we obtained in the Hartree approxima-
tion. In the beginning of the present chapter we showed that the Hartree approximation in a clean
system should behave similarly to a disordered Hartree-Fock ground state, namely a disordered
Wigner crystal. Localized electronic states, which arise in a Hartree-Fock treatment could produce
similar broadening of regions with non-quantized conductance as observed in our Hartree analysis.
However, one may expect the appearance of additional transmission resonances when tunneling
through localized states becomes important.
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In the course of this thesis we investigated quantum Hall systems, focusing on the question of the
current distribution in this system and on comparing different approximations for modeling the
electron-electron interactions accurately. Quantum Hall systems are widely studied, experimen-
tally as well as theoretically. One important reason for this continued interest is the prediction that
some fractional quantum Hall states, such as the 휈 = 5∕2 states might host non-abelian anyons
which could be used for topological quantum computing [3, 16]. Many transport properties of
quantum Hall systems are well understood, but the spatial distribution of transport currents is still
under debate, and different experiments seem to suggest different results. We developed a numer-
ical framework for computing self-consistent potentials, densities and current densities in gated
semi-conductor heterostructures in different approximations for the Coulomb interaction, such as
the Hartree approximation, Hartree-Fock and the local spin density approximation. For the de-
scription of quantum point contacts we employ the self-consistent Hartree approximation, which
correctly describes screening and the formation of compressible and incompressible regions. With
theoretically modeled three different types of imaging experiments: scanning force microscopy,
scanning capacitance imaging and scanning gate microscopy using a QPC.
In the beginning of this thesis, we introduced the methods used, and studied some simple systems,
first without electron-electron interactions. We used the harmonic saddle point potential to test the
recursive Green function algorithm, and then analyzed a QPC potential with a rectangular scattering
barrier. Such a potential gives rise to conductance oscillations in a single quantum point contact, as
has been shown in the past [77]. In our numerical study of this system we found a larger period of
oscillations as compared to the period previously found in a semi-classical approximation, which
can be explained by the fact that the interference area we measure is smaller than the one estimated
semi-classically [77]. We also find and analyze an offset in the conductance curve and a different
functional behavior of the envelope function, as compared to the semi-classical theory.
After considering systems of non-interacting electrons, we continued with the discussion of trans-
lationally invariant systems in different approximations of the Coulomb interaction and for two
different models of the electrostatics of gated heterostructures. First we considered a model where
we project the gates and dopants into the same plane as the electron gas, a planar model. We com-
puted self-consistent potentials, densities and current densities in the semi-classical approximation,
where the magnetic length goes to zero. We found a behavior very similar to the one obtained by
Chklovskii, Shklovskii, Glazman [47], which inspired our study of the planar model. Next, we
considered a three-dimensional electrostatic model, where the dopants are in a separate plane and
the gates a separate from the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) by a realistic setback distance
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of 180 nm. We used the approximation of a pinned surfaces, such that regions of different voltage
may be defined by polygons. Using this electrostatic setup we computed self-consistent potentials,
densities and current densities in the Hartree approximation, local spin density approximation and
in Hartree-Fock. We found that Hartree-Fock yields results consistent with the traditional edge
state picture [30, 31], which is widely used. In particular, we computed edge velocities and we
find that the experimentally determined value of approximately 105m∕s [43] is best matched by
Hartree-Fock results, while Hartree strongly underestimates the edge velocities. This can be un-
derstood by the appearance of wide compressible strips in the Hartree approximation across which
the dispersion is flat on a scale of 푘퐵T, such that the potential gradient in transverse direction is
small on a compressible edge. As the drift velocity is given by 1∕(푒퐵)휕휀∕휕푌 , where 휀 is the dis-
persion, it follows that the drift velocity is small in the Hartree approximation.
Using the self-consistent Hartree approximation, we investigated three different types of imaging
experiments. The first one is scanning force microscopy [56] which is used to measure the differ-
ence in electrostatic potential distribution in response to a current. We computed the normalized
Hall potential for the case of a compressible and an incompressible bulk, as it has been measured
in the experiment, and found good agreement. Thus, we could show that the measurement signal
indeed reflects the electrostatic potential landscape in the plane of the 2DEG as discussed [56]. The
electrostatic potential measured is flat when the bulk is compressible and varies continuously when
the bulk is incompressible. We next investigated another type of experiment, called scanning capac-
itance imaging, in which the local compressibility of the sample is measured. We justify the use of
the Hartree approximation by arguing that for the relatively low frequencies used in the experiment,
edge reconstructed regions in the presence of disorder would effectively behave like compressible
regions, as obtained in the Hartree approximation. Within our self-consistent model, we computed
the local density of states, which is related to compressibility, and we found qualitative agreement
with the experiment. In the case of an incompressible bulk we find a broad compressible region
at the edge of the system and in the case of a compressible bulk we find an extended compressible
region across the bulk.
As a last type of imaging experiment we discussed scanning gate microscopy, where a biased tip is
brought close to a QPC in order to close individual edge channels. The backscattering of an edge
channel into another channel on the opposite side of the system is signaled by a drop in conductance
by 푒2∕ℎ. Again, we used a self-consistent Hartree model in order to describe electron-electron in-
teractions. Scanning gate microscopy is a transport experiment and in order to justify using the
Hartree model we compared the rate of electrons passing through the system as estimated from
the transport current to the rate of scattering on impurities in a disordered Hartree-Fock system.
We found that with the currents used in experiments, which are approximately 20 nA [23], Hartree
should yield similar results to a disordered Hartree-Fock model where we also expect widened
compressible strips due to the presence of disorder which can localize electrons around an edge
channel. At sufficiently long time scales, electrons can tunnel into the region of localized electrons,
such that they appear to be compressible. We considered a model in which we vary the QPC open-
ing in order to simulate the presence of a tip, and we computed the conductance at zero and at finite
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temperature. Comparing both shows that the interplay of temperature and interactions is essential
for the understanding of the observed conductance curves. Neither temperature, nor interactions
alone can explain the wide regions of non-quantized conductance which we find. At higher filling
factors we find good agreement with the experiments when rescaling our system size accordingly,
as we have to use smaller systems in order to make the numerics feasible. However, at lower filling
factors, the difference between our findings and the experiments seem to suggest that exchange and
correlations are more important in this regime. This is consistent with the fact that fractional quan-
tum Hall states are observed in the experiment [23]. We analyze the potential landscape in order
to show that when the QPC closes, the center is compressible over a wide region, resulting in a
conductance curve which varies over many magnetic lengths before reaching a plateau. This wide
compressible region gives rise to an additional interesting feature. In the T = 0 conductance we
find conductance oscillations, similar to the ones we found before when studying a toy model with
a rectangular barrier. Thus, we argue that interference in a single quantum point contact is a quite
generic phenomenon, which is clearly visible at low temperatures, and the extended compressible
regions in the center of the QPC act similarly to the rectangular scattering barrier we discussed ear-
lier. In addition, we find that interference processes leave traces, for example in form of a shoulder,
in the conductance at higher temperatures. This might be interesting in the future for the construc-
tion of smaller interference devices consisting only of a single QPC only.
Finally, we discussed modeling the presence of a tip by a movable polygon that we move inside
the QPC on the center axis and we computed the conductance for each position of the polygon. As
expected the results are very similar to the previous case, where we closed the QPC symmetrically.
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A. Parallel wires
d
r
C
Figure A.1.: Two parallel wires with radius 푟, separated by a distance 푑. The wires are coupled by the
capacitance 퐶 .
We may estimate the excess charge on the edge without bias by comparing the numbers expected
from capacitive coupling between the edges with the change in electron number when subtracting
the equilibrium particle number in the center of the channel from the non-equilibrium particle
number Δ푁 = 푁푛표푛−푒푞 −푁푒푞. In our results Figure 5.2 we may measure the distance between the
edge channels and assume them to be wires of radius 푟 = 0.25 푙퐵, which is our lattice spacing in
units of the magnetic length. The distance between them is 푑 = 21 푙퐵. We now use the formula for
the capacitance per unit length of two parallel wires at distance 푑 ≫ 푟
퐶 =
휋휀휀0
log
(
푑
푟
) , (A.1)
and find the number of excess electrons, using the potential difference between the edges 푈 =
3.5휇V
푁 = 퐶푈
푒
= 1.8 × 103 . (A.2)
From our data we may measure the number of excess electrons in the channel without bias
훿푁 =
[
푛푛표푛−푒푞(푦푐) − 푛푒푞(푦푐)
]
푎푙퐵 = 2.2 × 103 , (A.3)
where 푦푐 is the center coordinate of the compressible strip and 푛 is the density. The values of 푁
and 훿푁 are comparable in size, and we conclude that the excess charge in the unbiased channel
exists due to capacitive coupling between the metallic strips in our relatively small systems. We
expect the effect to vanish for realistic system sizes in the continuum.
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B. Hartree-Fock Current
With the chemical potential distribution 휇(푦) = 푒푉 Θ(푦) and the relation 푦 = 푘푙2퐵, the Büttiker
current can be defined as
푗퐵(푦) = 푒∫
∞
0
d푘
2휋
{f [휀0(푘) − 휇] − f [휀0(푘)]} |휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2 1ℏ 휕휀0휕푘 , (B.1)
where f is the Fermi function, 1∕ℏ 휕휀0∕휕푘 is the drift velocity and 휓 are the lowest Landau level
wave functions. In the linear response regime, where the chemical potential 휇 = 푒푉 is small, we
may Taylor expand the Fermi function with respect to 휇
f (휀0 − 휇) ≈ f(휀0) + 휕f휕휇 |||휇=0휇 . (B.2)
At zero temperature the Fermi Function is given by f(휀− 휇) = Θ(휇 − 휀), where Θ is the Heaviside
step function. Then, we have
f (휀0 − 휇) ≈ f(휀0) + 훿(−휀0(푘))휇 = f(휀0) + 훿(휀0(푘))휇 . (B.3)
Inserting this into (B.1), we obtain
푗퐵(푦) =
푒
ℎ
휇 ∫
∞
0
d푘 훿 (휀0(푘)) |휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2 휕휀0휕푘
= 푒
2
ℎ
푉
∑
푖
sign
(
휕휀0
휕푘
|||푘푖
) |휓(푦 − 푘푖푙2퐵)|2 , (B.4)
where 푖 labels the set {푘푖} which fulfills 휀0(푘푖) = 0. Thus the Büttiker current in this case is found
by finding the zeros of the dispersion 휀0, and by computing the sign of the velocity at this point.
This value is multiplied with the wave-function at this point. With the Büttiker current we can
define the self-consistent transport current in the linear response regime.
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We start with its definition and compute
푗푇 (푦) =
푒
ℎ ∫ d푘
{
f [휀(푘) − 푒푉 Θ(푘푙2퐵)] 휕휀휕푘 − f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
= 푒
ℎ ∫
0
−∞
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
+ 푒
ℎ ∫
∞
0
d푘
{
f [휀(푘) − 푒푉 ] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
= 푒
ℎ ∫
0
−∞
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
+ 푒
ℎ ∫
∞
0
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘 + 휇훿(휀(푘))휕휀휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
= 푒
ℎ ∫
∞
−∞
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2
+ 푒
ℎ
휇 ∫
∞
0
d푘 훿 [휀0(푘)] |휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2 휕휀0휕푘 .
In the last step we used that the last term does already depend on 휇 linearly, and hence in order
to stay in the linear response regime we can only use the equilibrium dispersion, since the non-
equilibrium dispersion does also depend on the bias. The last term can be identified as the Büttiker
current. We can thus write the full transport current as
푗푇 (푦) =
푒
ℎ ∫
∞
−∞
d푘
{
f [휀(푘)] 휕휀
휕푘
− f [휀0(푘)] 휕휀0휕푘
}|휓(푦 − 푘푙2퐵)|2 + 푗퐵(푦) . (B.5)
When integrating the total current distribution 푗푇 over 푦 to find the current, the two terms in the
first integral integrate to zero individually. The integral over the Büttiker current distribution yields
the quantized current.
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In this appendix we document our MATLAB code and give a usage example.
We provide four classes
• Psystem
• potential
• denisty
• transport
and some auxiliary functions. Each class is found in a folder prefixed with an @ sign. Each folder
contains the class definition and all methods associated with the class. The folder structure of a
project is the following
/
@density
@potential
@Psystem
@transport
lib
where lib contains auxiliary functions that are not directly associated with one of the classes. In
the following we will describe the purpose, structure and usage of the four classes, starting with
the system class.
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C.1. Psystem
The Psystem class encapsules all underlying system parameters, such as gate voltages, geometries,
and so on, as well as the coordinate system. It also provides functions to convert between units.
Psystem
Properties:
x; % vector
y; % vector
a; % lattice spacing
wg; % vector describing gate widths along transport direction
Vg; % gate voltage
mu; % chemical potential
muB; % chemical potential + bias
n0; % bulk density
B; % magnetic field [T]
beta % 1/(kB T)
s; % spin
scale; % length scale for B=0 self consistent calculations
fcoeffs; % fourier coefficients for the real space lattice
geometry; % geometry of gates and donors
VS; % Schottky barrier
JobName; % name of the Job for cluster computations
Methods:
% Constructor:
[ sys ] = Psystem( x, y, wg, Vg, mu, n0, B, beta, s, scale, varargin )
% build Fourier coefficients matrix:
[ sys ] = BuildFcoeffs( sys );
% build gate parameters:
[ sys ] = Polygon( sys, polygons, s, d, t, VS );
% Converions:
[ sys ] = toeV( sys );
[ sys ] = tohwc( sys );
% Output
out( sys );
drawPolygons( sys );
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A system object sys is constructed by calling the constructor
sys = Psystem ( x, y, wg, Vg, mu, n0, B, beta, s, scale, varargin ).
Here varargin may be a string defining the job name for cluster jobs. If left empty the job name
will be set to ’default’. If the Fourier coefficients for the lattice defined in x and y are needed
they may be constructed by calling
sys = sys.BuildFcoeffs().
The coefficients are needed when building the two-dimensional planar model. If the coefficients
have not been build an error will be thrown. For working with polygon top gates the polygons need
to be given in the format
polygons = cell(1,N)
polygons{1} = [
x1, y1;
x2, y2;
...
]
...
where the nodes are to be given in clock wise order. Each polygon is given in an individual cell of
the cell array polygons. Defining a system with polygon top gates at a setback distance s away
from the 2DEG, and with a distance d between donors and 2DEG can be done by calling
sys = sys.Polygon( polygons, s, d, 0, 0 ).
The thickness t of the donor layer and the Schottky barrier VS are not used in the current imple-
mentation and can be set to 0. Conversions can be done between units scaled in eV and ℏ휔푐. The
polygons can be drawn by calling
sys.drawPolygons()
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C.2. potential
The potential class is used to construct and modify various potentials for use in transport calcu-
lations. We also provide functionality for plotting and converting between units.
potential
Properties:
sys; % system object
V; % potential
V_lead; % potential in the leads
Vg; % electrostatic potential due to gates
M; % Matrix for self consitent calculation
W; % Matrix of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian ( MH = DH )
Wd; % Wd = W\dagger
D; % Matrix with eigenvalues of the Hamiltonien on its diagonal
Methods:
% Constructor:
[ pot ] = potential( system )
% harmonic potential:
[ pot ] = harmonic( pot, r, p, xo );
% rectangular barrier potential:
[ pot ] = squarewell( pot, r, lx );
% 1D electrostatic potential [eV]:
[ pot ] = Ves1D( pot, dens );
% 2D electrostatic potential [eV]:
[ pot ] = Ves( pot, dens, varargin );
% 1D self-consistent potentials:
[ pot ] = self1D( pot, dens, eta, varargin );
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% 2D self-consistent potentials:
% In case of a forced cancel, data are stored into
% ’self_sonsistent_interupt.mat’.
% The calculation can be resumed by using
% pot = pot.V_self(x,y,Vo,Vg,B,mu,beta,V_interupt,n_interupt),
% where you should load V_interupt, n_interupt
% from ’self_sonsistent_interupt.mat’
[ pot ] = self( pot, dens, eta, varargin );
% Chklovskii, Shklovskii, Glazman:
% calculate CSG corrections to current potential in pot.V
[ pot ] = CSG( pot, dens, alpha0, threshold );
% add a Lorentzian tip potential:
[ pot ] = addTip( pot, Vo, w, xo, yo );
% Eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian:
[ pot ] = Eigenbasis( pot, f );
% Polygon Gate:
[ pot ] = PolygonGate( pot, varargin );
% Hartree Potential:
[ pot ] = VH( pot, dens );
% Exchange Correlation Potential:
[ pot ] = Vxc( pot, dens );
% update for broydn:
[ F ] = update( pot, V_in );
% Conversions:
[ pot ] = toeV( pot );
[ pot ] = tohwc( pot );
% Output:
[ V, V_lead ] = out( pot );
draw( pot );
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A potential object can be defined after constructing a system object as explained above and by call-
ing the constructor, supplying the system object:
pot = potential( sys ).
After constructing the object we can compute different potentials, for example after defining poly-
gons as explained above we might call
pot = pot.PolygonGate()
to construct the electrostatic potential of a gated heterostructure. All methods are individually doc-
umented in their document headers. The method pot.self(pot, dens, eta, varargin) is a
wrapper for a set of functions that uses Broyden’s second method for computing self-consistent
potentials with and without magnetic field and in the planar model and the polygon model. Here,
the varargin argument is used to control the model which is used. If varargin is left empty,
the planar model with a semi-classical Hartree approximation is used. In this approximation the
width of the wave-function is zero. Furthermore, two different strings can be given to choose the
model. Giving ’full’ will make pot.self use the planar model in a full Hartree approximation
including the width of the wave-function. If ’ina’ is passed to the function, the three-dimensional
model in the Hartree approximation will be used. The methods encapsuled by pot.self are
V_self_Ina,V_self_noB_Ina,V_self_Full,V_self_noB_Full,
and they can be called individually, for example in the case where we want to continue a calcu-
lation from a given potential. Let us for example assume we want to continue the evaluation of
self-consistency of the potential stored in pot.V, we then can call
pot=pot.V_self_Ina(dens,eta,Vg).
Where dens is a density object, eta is a small number, usually between 0.05 and 0.01, and Vg is the
electrostatic potential due to the gates, which is unchanged in the self-consistency iteration. Again
we provide a method for drawing potentials:
pot.draw().
As a last remark, we would like to add that the updatemethod can be used to define a potential up-
date for the use with the broydn function, which implements Broyden’s first method. The broydn
function will be introduced later.
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The density class is used to compute number densities, local densities of states and current den-
sities. We also provide functionality for plotting and converting between units.
density
Properties:
rho; % number density
rhoS; % spin resolved number density
nu; % local filling factor
B; % magnetic field
x; % coordinate vector
y; % coordinate vector
rhoM; % density matrix
J0; % current density contribution from the integral up to mu_0
Jc; % correction to current due to non-equilibrium fermi-distribution
J; % current density
JAdf; % contribution due to the term Adf in the density matrix
Methods:
% Constructor
[ dens ] = density( system )
% Thomas-Fermi
[ dens ] = TF( dens, pot, E );
% Number Density
[ dens ] = EquilibriumNumberDensity( dens, pot );
[ dens ] = NumberDensity( dens, pot, numTerminals );
[ dens ] = NumberDensitySymmetricetric( dens, pot, numTerminals );
% Density Matrix
[ dens ] = EquilibriumDensityMatrix( dens, pot );
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% Current Density
[ dens ] = CurrentDensity( dens, pot, numTerminals );
[ dens ] = CurrentDensitySymmetric( dens, pot, numTerminals );
[ dens ] = Adf( dens, pot, numTerminals );
[ dens0, dens, JAdf, JdAf, JdAdf, dJ ] = ...
CurrentContributions( dens, pot0, pot, numTerminals );
% Number Density with one chemical potential
[ dens ] = NumberDensityDiagonal( dens, pot );
% Quantum Mechanically calculated Filling Factor
[ dens ] = QmFilling( dens, pot, E );
% Density of States
[ dens ] = dost( dens, pot, E );
[ dens ] = DOS( dens, pot, E );
% Filling Factor
% from Fermi functions
[ dens ] = Filling( dens, pot );
% from CSG
[ dens, Istrips, Strips, liy ] = ...
CSGFilling( dens, pot, alpha0, threshold );
% Conversions
[ dens ] = rho2nu ( dens );
[ dens ] = nu2rho ( dens );
% Output
out( dens );
draw( dens, variable );
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A density object can be defined after constructing a system object as explained above and by calling
the constructor, supplying the system object:
dens = density( sys ).
After constructing the object we can for example compute the number density for the system de-
scribed by the potential object pot using
dens = NumberDensity ( pot, numTerminals ).
The numTerminals argument can be either 2 or 4, for the corresponding number of terminals. The
method computes the equilibrium density if the chemical potentials pot.sys.mu and pot.sys.muB
are equal. Otherwise, the non-equilibrium density is computed. The same holds for the CurrentDensity
method. This method is used to compute the current density 퐽푥(푦) of the system by calling:
dens = dens.CurrentDensity( pot, numTreminals ).
The split non-equilibrium current contributions can be computed by calling:
[ dens0, dens, JAdf, JdAf, JdAdf, dJ ] = ...
CurrentContributions( pot0, pot, numTerminals ),
supplying the equilibrium and non-equilibrium potential, and again the number of terminals. The
result of the call are the equilibrium and non-equilibrium currents, set in dens0, and dens, as well
as the current contributions due to a change in the Fermi-function and spectral functions in non-
equilibrium. Additionally the transport current is returned as dJ. The local density of states can be
computed by calling:
dens = dens.dost( pot, E ),
where E is the energy at which to compute the local density of states. Again we supply functions
for converting between units and for plotting. The local filling factor can be plotted by calling:
dens.draw(’nu’)
and the density may be plotted by calling:
dens.draw(’rho’).
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C.4. transport
The transport class is used to compute the transport properties of a system described by a potential
object.
transport
Properties:
pot; % potential object
T; % transmission coefficient
G; % conductance
Methods:
% Constructor
[ trans ] = transport( potential )
% Transmission
[ trans ] = Transmission( trans, E );
% Energy sweep
[ trans ] = Esweep( trans, E );
% Magnetic field sweep
[ trans ] = Bsweep( trans, B, ro, po, lo, potType, varargin );
% Scangate sweep
[ trans ] = Scan( trans, dens, E, r, p, lo, Vo, w, x, y, potType );
% x and y are scalar, E is a vector of energies to be swept ( for
% T dependent conductace
[ trans ] = ScanEsweep( trans, dens, E, r, p, lo, Vo, w, ...
x, y, potType);
% temperature dependent conductace
[ trans ] = conductance( trans );
% conductance from current density
[ trans ] = NonEqConductance( trans, dens0 )
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A transmission object is defined by passing the potential object of the system under analysis
to the constructor
trans = transport( pot ).
The transmission coefficient at an energy E can be computed by calling
trans = trans.Transmission( E ), and the conductance at finite temperature is computed by
the call
trans = trans.conductance.
If the transmission coefficients for a set of energies are needed, they can be computed by passing a
vector of energies E to
trans = trans.ScanEsweep( E ).
The result will be a vector of the transmission coefficients corresponding to the energies given in
the vector E.
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C.5. lib
lib
broydn.....................................................Broyden’s first method
broydn2.................................................Broyden’s second method
Lead........................................................Lead Green Functions
Hamiltonian.....................................................full Hamiltonian
SliceHamiltonian..........................................Hamiltonian of a slice
⋮
The lib folder contains a set of helper functions. Here, we will explain the usage of the most im-
portant ones. The broydn function implements a root search using Broyden’s first method.
The call
[ x, fvec, check ] = broydn( x, vecfunc )
searches for a zero of vecfunc, starting at the initial guess x. Here, vecfunc is a function handle.
The function returns the position of the zero x, the value of the function fvec and check which is
false on success and true otherwise. In addition to Broyden’s first method, we also provide an
implementation of Broyden’s second method. The call
x = broydn2( x, func, eta )
computes the position of the zero of the function given by the function handle func, starting at
initial guess x. The small parameter eta scales the initial guess of the Jacobian. The Hamiltonian
of a system in a magnetic field can be constructed by calling
H = Hamiltonian( V, a, contact, s ),
where V is the scalar potential describing the system, a is the lattice spacing, contact is the diago-
nal of the hopping matrix in x-direction in a perpendicular magnetic field and is the absolute
value of spin, typically zero or 1∕2. The Hamiltonian of an isolated slice may be computed with
H = SliceHamiltonian( w, V, a, s )
where w is the number of lattice points on the slice, a is the lattice spacing and again, s is spin.
The lib folder contains more helper function which are used throughout our code project, each of
which is documented in its header.
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C.6. Usage example
% define parameters
a = 0.25;
x = (-2*a:a:0);
y = (-12+a:a:12);
wg = (2/a + 1) .* ones(1,length(x));
Vg = 0.3;
n0 = 1.6E15;
B = 2;
mu = 0;
muB = mu;
beta = 200;
scale = 1;
s = 0;
% build system object
sys = Psystem(x,y,wg,[Vg,Vg],[mu,muB],n0,B,beta,s,scale,’TestName’ );
% build polygons
polygons = cell(1,2);
polygons{1} = [ -10000, -10000;
-10000, -11;
10000, -11;
10000, -10000 ];
polygons{2} = [ -10000, 10000;
10000, 10000;
10000, 11;
-10000, 11 ];
sys = sys.Polygon(polygons, 10, 4.85, 0.25, 0);
% create potential and compute self-consistent potential
% in 3D Hartree approximation
pot = potential( sys );
pot = pot.PolygonGate;
pot = pot.self( dens, 0.02, ’ina’);
pot.draw
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% build densiy and compute number and current density
dens = density(sys);
dens = dens.NumberDensity(pot0,4);
dens = dens.CurrentDensity(pot0,4);
figure
dens.draw
% build transport object and compute conductance
trans = transport(pot);
trans = trans.conductace;
% set a bias on one contact and compute non-equilibrium potential
pot_non = pot;
pot_non.sys.muB = 1/beta;
pot_non = pot_non.V_self_Ina(dens, 0.02, pot_non.Vg);
% save all objects
save(’simulation_data.mat’, ’pot’, ’pot_non’, ’dens’,’trans’);
The above code example illustrates how illustrates the construction of a system using the polygon
gate method for defining a split gate configuration on to of the heterostructure. We compute the
self-consistent potential in the Hartree approximation, as well as the number density and the current
density in equilibrium. Afterwards we apply a bias to the system by setting pot_non.sys.muB
to a value different from pot_non.sys.mu, and we compute the self-consistent potential in non-
equilibrium.
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Referat:
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht Stromdichterverteilungen in Quanten-Hall-Systemen,
sowie Transporteigenschaften von translationsinvarianten Systemen und Quantenpunk-
tkontakten (QPCs) im Quanten-Hall-Regime. Zunächst soll die beste Näherung zur
Beschreibung von Coulomb-Wechselwirkungen identifiziert werden. Hierzu werden
die Hartree Näherung, die Lokale Spindichte Näherung (LSDA) und die Hartree-Fock
Näherung anhand translationsinvarianter Systeme untersucht. Es stellt sich heraus das
in der Hartree Näherung der meiste Strom vom Bulk getragen wird und das die Hinzu-
nahme von Austauschwechselwirkung, zunächst in LSDA den Strombeitrag am Rand
erhöht, bis schließlich in Hartree-Fock der Strom hauptsächlich von Randzuständen ge-
tragen wird und nur noch ein kleiner Anteil vom Bulk. Damit deckt sich Hartree-Fock am
ehesten mit dem Bild nicht-wechselwirkender Elektronen und dem Randstrombild, das
in der theoretischen Physik immer wieder sehr erfolgreich angewendet wurde und somit
wird Hartree-Fock als die beste Näherung identifiziert. Um dies weiter zu untermauern
werden Randgeschwindigkeiten in allen Nährungen berechnet, wobei Hartree-Fock sich
sehr gut mit experimentellen Werten deckt und Hartree die Randgeschwindigkeiten stark
unterschätzt. Weiterhin werden drei bildgebende Verfahren untersucht: Scanning Force
Microscopy, Scanning Capacitance Imaging und Scanning Gate Microscopy. In den er-
sten beiden Fällen kann mit den erfolgten Rechnungen der Zusammenhang zwischen
Messsignal und lokaler Kompressibilität des Systems gezeigt und die Messungen qual-
itativ bestätigt werden. Weiterhin wurden zwei numerische Studien zu Scanning Gate
Experimenten an QPCs durchgeführt. Da numerisch nur kleinere Systeme als im Ex-
periment betrachtet werde können, wird analog zum Experiment mit zwei Referenz-
modellen verglichen, beziehungsweise können Verhältnisse zwischen Plateau und kom-
pressiblen Bereichen verglichen werden. Bei höheren Füllfaktoren wird gute Überein-
stimmung gefunden, während bei niedrigen Füllfaktoren im Experiment Korrelationsef-
fekte eine wichtige Rolle zu spielen scheinen und die hier gefundenen Ergebnisse in der
Hartree Näherung entfernen sich von den experimentellen Werten. Es wird gezeigt das
die breiten Randzustände die im Experiment gemessen werden eine Folge des Zusam-
menspiels von Temperatureffekten und Wechselwirkung sind und das keiner der beiden
Effekte alleine zu den Beobachtungen im Experiment führt. Außerdem zeigen sich bei
sehr niedrigen Temperaturen Oszillationen im Leitwert, hervorgerufen durch Quanten-
interferenz, welche generisch für QPCs mit Wechselwirkung zu sein scheinen. Wech-
selwirkung führen zu ausgedehnten kompressiblen Bereichen im QPC, wenn sich dieser
schließt. Diese können Oszillationen hervorrufen, ähnlich wie imModell einer Rechteck-
Streubarriere, welches schon in der Vergangenheit diskutiert wurde. Abschließend ließ
sich zeigen, dass Signaturen für Quanteninterferenz auch bei höheren Temperaturen noch
sichtbar sind.
